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FOREWORD

The purpose of utilizing the services of school volunteers

is to make it possible for the certificated personnel to

use their skills and training more effectively. The school

volunteer cannot replace the classroom teacher, but the
varied services performed by the volunteer under the direc-

tion and supervision of a certificated person can greatly

enrich the learning experiences available to students. When

the need for additional assistance exists, the effective use
-of volunteer, help can addreds this need in a highly satis-

factory way.

Clarifying the role of the volunteer is an essential pre-/
requisite to seeking volunteer assistance. The line that

separates the certificated person from the school volunteer

can best be drawn by considering the following precepts:

Diacrnosinq of student needs is a professional task.

laresgrig instruction programs is a professional

task.
Se].._sgtinc appropriate materials is a professional

task.
rrencnting or teaching content is a rroceeeional
task.
Counseling with students is a professional task.

student progress and achievement is a
professional task.
IaLtiatina,_dattnailina the why, the how, the where
and the when of eurrictilum are professional tasks.

The teacher, therefore, is the decision-maker for the

implementation of the educational program: school vol-

unteers only do those things they are directed to do.
The service offered must depend on the volunteer's skills,

abilities, training, interest and time The more capable

and willing the volunteer, the more involved and varied

the services can be. However, the tasks generally
assigned to volunteers fall into the following categories:

rnstructicanal which provide valuable
reenforcement or practice learning time for
individual students.
c21.tancewhich.provide's general
supportive services performed while assisting
the teacher with classroom chores, preparing
materials and/or reports, or supervising or plan-'

ning special programs or presentations.



Special Services, which provide additional programs or
services such as maintaining a library or health room
that supplement or enrich classroom experiences.
Monitoring Services which free valuable teaching time
or increase the amount of supervision by employing
volunteer personnel.

Therefore, since the certificated personnel and the school
Volunteer occupy different positions which can be described
in behavioral terms, confusion over "role definition" and
the limitations affecting the school volunteer should not be
a problem. Utilizing volunteer assistance has great"
potential for positively influencing the quality of educa-
tion schools offer'students. To effectively use the services
of volunteers, however, does require some attention be given
to the system or plan employed to manage a corps of working
volunteers. The type of management system selected to
accomplish this task depends upon a number of factors
including educational needs appropriate for volunteer
involvement, the size of the school system, the staff
available to work with volunteers, the number of volunteers
needed to accomplish specific goals, and the number of
volunteers available.

The purpose of this manual is to present generalizable
guidelines for planning, monitoring and controlling the
development and operation of volunteer assistance' programs.
The materials included address qu4stions related to both
the process for establishing a volunteer program and the
administration of a volunteer man4ement system.

It is not the intent of this manual to provide a blueprint
for establishing a volunteer program specific to each
school system desiring one but instead to offer a compre-
hensive compilation of methods and materials which can be
adapted to the particular administrative situation and the
volunteer needs of individual school systems.

A management syitem cannot be defined: it
can only be discussed in terms of the
processes and materials of its subsystems.
This manual addresses the subsystems and
their operations in generalizable and
adaptable models. Management system processes
and materials'utilized must, therefore, be
applied to specific situations.

7
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I. VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM

Over the years a theme common to many school volunteer
programs has been the rapid growth in numbers of volunteers.
The job of coordinating volunteers by a single individual
became impossible. More staff - both volunteer and paid -
to manage the various operationb became necessary. Although
this reduced the problems momentarily, something else besides
more labor became necessary.

This "something else" is the understanding and use of
processes and procedures. In essence, each school volun-
teer program makes its own decision as to what volunteer
programs will exist, related to student needs. How these
programs are developed, who is responsible for the develop-
ment, how the programs are implemented, when and how they
are implemented depend.on processes and procedures employed.

The understanding of both the content (what) and the
processes (who, when, why, how) necessary for handling
large numbers of volunteers is the basis for a volunteer
services system.

A major operational system such as a volunteer services
system is made up of subsystems is comprised of many
groups, all of which operate within the organization under

certain guidelines. This section addresses itself to a
general volunteer services system, its components and its

organization guidelines.

-1-



A) DVDERSTAEDTVG THE SYSTEM

Ideally, a volunteer services system is made up of three

subsystems:
the Central Office Volunteer Programs Operations

the Central Office Volunteer Personnel Operations

the Building LeVel Operation

The Central Office Volunteer Programs are developed ac-

cording to assessed needs of students and are applicable

to all schools in the school system. The Central Office

Volunteer Personnel Operations houses the records and

statistics, conducts the personal interviews and places

volunteers. The Building Level Operations conducts the

initial entry of the volunteer services system into a

school wishing to use volunteers, the development of pro-

grams respective to individual school needs, the recruitment

of volunteers at the local level, the training of staff in

the use of volunteers. Although the jobs are specific for

each, these three subsystems touch at many points of

operation and are totally dependent upon one another.

To coordinate these subsystems a larger framework of

planning, monitoring and controlling the entire system

it1 necessary. This is graphically portrayed below:

Needs
Assessment

Planning

On-Going.
Monitoring

Final
Appraisal 4-

The administration of such a fluid systeeis represented

here as a circle to indicate the never-ending process of

both long and short-range, general and specific planning,

the on-going, continuous process of monitoring every

operation within the system, the end-of-the-year appraisal

of what has occurred, the assessment of what new or

modified needs exist as based on the monitoring and

appraisal data and so on around the circle.

Developing the built-in feedback systems within the entire

volunteer services system thus becomes mandatory for

continual renewal and reorganization. Decisions are based

on observed and recorded data. Modifications of volunteer

program content or system processes are done logically.



J
B) COMPONENTS OF 'run gYSTEM

An ideal system for managing the services of large numbers
of volunteers included five individual component parts.
Depending upon the size of the school system, the number
of volunteers and the degree of financial support available
to the volunteer services system,, these components can be
appropriated, combined to meet local standards.

School System
Obviously, those rust be a school system in which to
operate. The system, however, maybe metropolitan,
urban, suburban or a single school. This manual
was developed within the framework of a large, urban
school system. It should be, however, generalizable
enough to be adaptable to other systems as well.

Central Office of Volunteer Services
In any school system, there should be a coordinator of
volunteer acti4Lies who has the responsibility for
decision-making/activities and for statistical reports.
Without this hierarchial coordination there is no vol-
unteer system. Specifically, a coordinator'sresponsi-
bilities include:

-The coordination of the entire volunteer system
within the total school system.
-The development, organization, operation, direction
and evaluation of programs and services-involving
voluntary citizen participation.
-The reporting of factual information and appropriate
specific recommendations to the school system and
to the advisory council for their deliberations.

Volunt:or ServI1014 Advif,ory Council
The coordinator of all volunteer activities should have
a group of individualliprepresenting both the school and
the community, (the 1Flunteers and the users of volunteers,
organizations and businesses) to give advice and to provide
a meeting ground for the representatives to recommend
program modifications. This is also the ideal body to
provide assistance in resource recruitment and in program
'development. -To help service the needs of the central
volunteer programs, the Advisory Council should be
encouraged to create appropriate working committees: to
assist in the areas such as public awareness, personnel,
orientation, recognition, policies and procedures, etc.

Centrn1 Voluntccr_Progrnms
These volunteer programs address the top priority needs
of students throughout the school system that can be met
by the use of volunteer cervices:'' These programs are
available to all sehools in the system upon request.
They are administered by volunteers under the direction
of the coordinator.

School, Volunteer Prnuirams

If the professienal staff in a school decides to utilize
the services of volunteers and to follow the guidelines
and procedures prescribed, then their school becomes part
of the school volunteer program. This decision entitles
the school to the services of the central volunteer programs
and to the necessary consultation and assistance in
developing programs and procedures unique to the needs
of that school.

11



4

oRCAN/ZATION OF THE VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYS'T'EM

Bach school system and its structure varies as does a vol-
unteer program, its structure and placement within the
school system. BeloWis a representative organization chait
depicting the placement of Volunteer Services under the
Humah Relations/Community Services arm of the,Division of
Administration. This chart further delineates the components
of the system described in the previous secition by identi-
fying specific titles and job placement.

ORGANIZATION Or A
VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
WITHIN A SCHOOL SYSTEM

orr cz or THE SO ERIHTSNDENT

rzligalaFIvrTirrwani

rRI'CrrAL

51",

ScH

VOL. !ADO. COO D.

SCHOOL
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'4VoLuNTEER OR PAID POSITIONS

oxvzsrou or

A

.4

ttMAN RELAT ONs/CammUN TY SERV C 3

VOL. SERVICES
ASS:GTANT

*AREA
COORDINATORS

COORDINATOR
VOLuNTEE I .SERVICE*

*VW,. SLRVICES
ASsr5TANT--
*COMMUNITYr
coononnOR

ADVISORY
GROUP

COMMITTEES

VOL. SERVICES
AssiSTANT

*CHAIRmt
or

VOL. PRoDNAMS



The chart describes the ideal relationship of the Advisory

Group to the COordinator of Volunteer Services, of the

three major areas of operation within the system: Central

Office Volunteer Programs, Central Office Personnel Manage-

ment, Building Level Operations, and of the connection

between the Central Office'Operations and the Building

Level Operation via the Area Coordinators.

Jtst as the organization chart is a model to be adapted to

...local specifications, the job responsibilities are also

models for adaptation.

Obviously, for each box represented oh an organization

chart, a job description should,be written that, includes

the type of work, the lines of responsibility, the duties

of the job and the desirable qualifications for all. paid .

and volunteer poditions. Examples of job descriptions' that

follow the previous organization chart can be found-in the

appendix, including a generalizable job description for a

school volunteer.

In the next section 'under "Scope of Volunteer Services",

a listing of the type of volunteer activities is categorized

under four main headings. .Having specific job descriptions

for each type of volunteer service would answer, a number

of concerns.

Within the job description of a single volunteer service;

there are a number of varied tasks a volunteer can perform.

Having a detailed listing of those tasks within a_service

provides the volunteer the opportunity to chose_all or only

some, of the tasks the volunteer is willing to do.

This breakdown-in volunteer job descriptions aff8rdd those

monitoring volunteer services, including the volunteer

himself, the opportunity to view if the volunteer-is doing

the job as described or if the volunteer is being given

the otTortunity,to perform the job as written. It provides

both the volunteer and the professional in charge a common

base ,for understanding what the volunteer is to do.

13



'GUIDELINES PO THE SYSTEM

Also neassary for an ideal volunteer services system are
guidelines under which all subsystems, =aponents of these

sybsystems and staff involved may operate. The policies,

purpose, goals, objectives, criteria and scope of work that
follow arel'generalizable examples of ideal gupelines, some
of which must be adapted to the specific school system.

All of the statements below are contingent upon the local

Board of Education Resolutions concerning volunteer operations.

Policies
-Volunteer services must operate within the policy and
constraints of'the school system it serves.

- Volunteer services must be responsive to the needs of
students as identified by the professional school staff.

-Volunteer services are supplemental to and complementary

ofthe duties of the professional school staff.
-Volunteer status is offered to those-persons meeting the

following requirements:
-a completed application
-a negative prognosis TB test
-a personal Interview
-pre-service orientation and training attendance
-local school requirements

-Volunteer services and the acceptance, direction and
termination thereof depend on the decisions of the school

administrator.
-Volunteer services are available to those individual
schools which need and desire them and which wish to work
cooperatively with the volunteer services system.

purpose
To'provide volunteer services that contribute positively

to the total learning experiences of children as requested

by the professional school staff.

Goals

Education of Students L
-To increase children's motivation for:learning
through the personal attention of volunteers.
-To supplement and enrich children's experiences
beyond what is normally available in )tchools
through the talents and resources contributed:

by volunteers. z

14
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-To enable teachers to devote more time to individual

and professional instruction.
-To reinforce skills taught in the classroom.

School-Communitv Relations
-To strengthen school-community relations through
positive participation for the common purpose of

educating children.
-To build a better understarlding of school needs and
problems among citizens, thus stimulating widespread
involvement in and support of the total educational
process.
-To provide an opportunity for parents and other
interested community members to participate
effectively in a school program.

Or anization of Volunteer. Services
-To provide positive leadership affecting future

trends and roles of volunteers in education.
-To develop a system in which volunteers are recruited,

trained and placed at the request of the professional

staff.

Objectives
It is not within the scope or intent of this manual to

delineate specific objectives for volunteer services

operating in a school system. However, precise identifica-

tion of measurable objectives is essential to facilitate an
evaluation process geared to a comparison of data and

objectives.

Criteria
Once precise and measurable objectives are delineated,

criteria should be established in order to determine

whether or not the objectives are being met. Criteria

can be expressed in both negative and positive terms and

should be prioritized.
t.4

Scope of Volunteer Services

Instructional
-Helping to orient new students to the schoo30.

-Assisting with one-to-one help for individual students.
-Share experience or expertise in a subject with

Students (community resources)'.

15
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-Helping to provide meaningful educational
experiences outside the school (field trips).
-Assisting with programs relating to cultural
patterns and intercultural relations.
-Assisting in co-curricular programs and club
activities.
-Assisting in school programs in music, art,
dance or dramatics.

-Assisting in assembly programs.
-Reading stories to class or group of children.

Classroom Assistance

Assistinq with classroom chores
-maintaining general appearance of the room
(housekeeping).

,distributing books and supplies.
-supervising seat work.
-putting work on the board.
-collecting lunch and milk money.,
-helping with inventories of books and supplies.
-assisting with decorating the room, bulletin
boards and hall cases.
-obtaining designated materials for class units.

Preparing materials requested by staff
-setting up classroom materials (science
table, etc.).
-making posters.
-compiling a picture file for classroom use.
-arranging interesting study areas such as
reading area, science corner, etc.
-arranging instructional materials for lessons.

Providing clerical assistance
-alphabetizing, filing, typing and duplicating
materials.

-grading of objective type tests.
-averaging and recording marks.
-requisitioning supplies.
-keeping attendance records.
-writing for free materials.
-keeping records of books students have read.
-preparing seating plans.
-maintaining a file of representative work
of each pupil

16
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Assisting with classroom enrichment or special
events
-1ssisting with homeroom programs and acti4ties.
-assisting with open house or other special
event programs.

-helping with arts, crafts, music, physical
education or dancing.

- ssisting with presentations involving audio-
visual equipment.
-assisting with organizing or collecting
audio-visual material.

-assisting with supervision of bus boarding,
field trips, neighborhood walks, etc.

Special Services
-Helping to provide counseling to individual students
in non-crisis oriented areas, such as career guid-
ance, educational motivation, or personal awareness.

--assisting the school nurse in providing the school
with a supervised office, in maintaining student -

health record files, in offering first aid, vision
,tests, etc.
-Assisting with library operation during the school
day, during the lunch hour or before or after

Monitoring Activities
-Assisting with playground activities.
-Assisting with lunchroom activities.
-Assisting with special projects fart aprons,
drop cloths, mixing paints, etc.).
-Assisting with coats, overshoes, etc.
-Assisting with bus boarding, field trips,
neighborhood walks, etc.

17



E) COORDINATING. THE SYSTEM

Within any system, there is a hierarchy of responsibilities
or functions. The administrative function includes making
decisions for the whole system based on sound informational
feedback, making assignments and delegating responsibility.
The managerial function includes receivin the responsibilities
assigned by ,the administrators and coord'nating the accom-
plishment of the assignments.. The third function is the
actual job of completing t assignmen or task.

Again, depending upon the individual school system and
volunteer office staff involved,' the assignment of these
functions vary tremendously. In one school system, the
volunteer coordinator may decide what is to be done, manage

rthe various jobs and play an active role in actually doing
the designated tasks. In another, the coordinator may
administer and be a manager in one field of activity but
assign management responsibility in a different area. For
example, referring to the Organization Chart, the coordinator
is the administrator and also the manager of the Central
Office Volunteer. Personnel, yet has two assistants that
manage the Building Level 'peratiOns and Central.Office
Waunteer Program activities. The possible administrative
combinations are many and varied, yet the fact remains that
there are three constant.runctions: administering, managing
and doing.

For this reason, the next sections of the manual are
divided into three sections:

1) Administration of the Volunteer services system,
2) Management of the three subsystems, and
3) Operations necessary for maintaining the whole

system.

By organizing the manual in this manner, the intent is to
provide the reader with the knowledge of basic levels of
decision-making and the processes and procedures for
accomplishing, the responsibilities at Various levels.

18
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4111 II. ADMINISTRATION OF THE VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM

Making.a decision or solving a problem is no simple matter,
whatever the level of responsibility. Decisions determine
a course of action, a plan. This section in its entirety
deals with the process necessary for providing the adminis-
trator of a volunteer services system with the necessary
information to make decisions for that system: The process
is graphically outlined below:

ADMINISTRATION 1r -1 1 r -- '- 17

I-PLANNING 1

\I 'NEEDS*\ I APPRAISAL I>I MONITORING 1

I J f 1
ri

i

A ASSESSMENT 41

1\
... - - ..., ..,.. ....

Please note that this section will deal primarily with
establishing a single volunteer program. This was done
simply for ease of understanding. However/ the same
decisioft-making process can be applied for decisions con-
cerning the direction of the entire volunteer services
system, or for decisions concerning only one small facet
of the system, such as developing a single orientation
program or developing one specific recruitment technique.

The focus; then, is not necessarily on how to develop a
volunteer program but rather on the total process necessary
to assure an adequate and useful feedback mechanism for
needed change and redirection.

On the followingpage4is found a detailed chart of the
four phases involved in administration of volunteer pro-
gram development. The narrative following refers
specifically to the four phases graphically described.

21
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The administration of program development processes within
a volunteer services system consists of two separate, but
interrelated evaluative phases:

-The continuous, monitoring of volunteer programs as
they progress throughout the process stages, and
-The final, retrospective appraisal of program activities
for the school year.

These two evaluative phases combined serve three important
needs:

.The need to revise and modify the programs during the
planning and assimilation stages,
-The need to determine program effectiveness at the end
of the assimilation stage, and at that point,

-The need to provide base-line data for a needs assessment
in order to make decisions concerning the natiare_An_d
scope of any new volunteer programs.

The premise upon which the administration'design presented
here rests is that educational innovations are costly - in
time and money. Most innovative programs can afford the
luxury of a pilot period only once. It would, therefore,
be unsound to wait until the end of the pilot period to note
glaring deficiencies which, through continuous revisions,
could have been corrected. Hence, the continuous monitoring
phase.

In many ways; monitoring of on-going activities and processes
ie distressingly elusive. It seems as challenging an activity
as trying to capture on film the "perfect" action shot of a
bird in flight or a running child. A mere fraction of a
seconds delay in snapping the picture and the picture recorded
is worthless. 7
In the same way, capturing and recording the concerns,
questions, new ideas, feelings and opinions of those
working with volunteers or as volunteers, must occur im-
mediately or the thought may be lost. The purpose of the
Building Level Monitoring Phase addresses the methods and
procedures for capturing pertinent data at the local level
as the volunteer program,progresses. This information can
be related to the larger volunteer services system.

It would likewise be irresponsible to allow the assimilation
stage to terminate without the benefit of a comprehensive
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appraisal. Constructive hind-sight provides powerful data
for improving educational programs. Hence, a thorough,
final appraisal should occur.

Together, both phases - continuous monitoring and final
appraisal - should provide ample data for developing sound,
viable programs. A single volunteer program which has
undergone revisions, modifications, expansion, even radical
surgery in its pilot year, can provide basic data for
expanding or modifying existing programs or planning new
volunteer services.

This does not imply that a pilot program is transformed,
intact, into the new full-scale program. It does suggest,
however, that careful scrutiny of the pilot program should
indicate the nature, content, scope and direction of the
full-scale program which emerges. The monitoring and
appraisal phases will indicate changese omissions, expan-
sions, pitfalls, unique outcomes, etc. It therefore should
not be necessary to conduct a new full-scale needs assessment
study prior to development of a new program. Most "needs"

110

'should be indicated during the monitoring and appraising of
the pilot program.

The major purpose for coordinating volunteer program
development with system processes is to obtain the infor-
mation ultimately needed to develop a new full-scale
volunteer program that meets assessed needs.

The coordination of program development consists of two
parts, each serving certain specific objectives:

Continuous Monitorinq Phase Objectives_
-To gather and,review rertinent data on a
continuous or periodic basis in order to
make judgmental decisions regarding the
program.
-To provide a basis for making changes in the
pilot program as indicated by the data.

-To provide basis for adding or deleting com-
ponents of the pilot program as indicated by
the data.

24
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-To note components which cannot be changed
after the pilot has begun but which should
be considered before development of the full-

scale program.
-To note unanticipated outcomes, both positive-

and negative.
-To have,available base-line data prior to the
conclusion of the pilot to be used during the
final Appraisal Phase.

Final Appraisal Phase Clbiectives
-To describe and review all changes, addie s,

deletions, and negative and positive comp nts

of the pilot program.
-To assess the degree of agreement between t e
pilot program outcomes and the original pr ram

goals.
-To have available data needed to determine the
future direction of the full-scale program.

Combined, these two sets of objectives pull together'
all those activities involved in field-testing a
pilot program, a'program which was developed to meet
assessed needs and stated program goals. .Xn turn,
the pilot and full-scale program serve as a prototype
in the development of new volunteer programs imple-
mented on a larger scale. In essence, the planning,
piloting and development of a single volunteer program
serve as a prototype for the actual coordination of
the entire Volunteer Services System.



A) PLANNING

rotablip.h Gmls
The first step in administering is to state the goals of
the program itzelf, i.e. what are the positive philosophical
intents of a large scald volunteer services system?

Dearribe Prpgrdie

Next, the pilot program should be described fully prior
to its implementation. Its operations on both building
and central office levels should be Precisely defined,
including the activities, services, target population,
personnel, and materials. Objectives served at each level
should be stated in observable and measurable terms; i.e.,
consideration of the "what, when, who, where and how" of
the goals. The process of describing the program involves
determining the equipment, budgot and manpower needed,
planning the training of corkers, planning check-points
for evaluation of progress and making provisions for
necessary changes. This step goes beyond generating the
_good idea. The' written description of the proposed prograp
should be complete, should indicate definite filture
directions and must be consistent with the overall policies .

and goals of the volunteer services system.

Evtablieth Jitatanerktill Criteria

Once the goals of the developmental volunteer program are
defined4 it is iMportant and essential to determine the
kinds,of evidence which will indicate progress toward
those goals. This is one of the most crucial steps in
implementing monitoring activities; it is also one `of the
most difficult. Goals are often clusive1 and carattactr
however worthy. Similarly, the criteria for judging the
attainment of a particular goal or for gauging progress
'toward that goal may be difficult to identify. A piece
of evidence may not become obvious until long aftPr the
goal has been achieved; or the evidence maybe so incon.4
spicuous at first glance that its importance goes .

unperceived.

Also, there may be several criteria which allow judgments
concerning, a single goal. Rarely do all those criteria
share equal weight. Priorities must be assigned to theh
either son the basis of their logical importance or on the
basis of more practical concerns such as facility in
obtaining the evidence. It is equally important to consider
that the correspondence between goals and criteria is not
of necessity mutually exclusive, i.e., the same criteria
+nay apply to different sets of goals.

One of the goals of the volunteer placement process concerns
the proper placement of volunteers. There are several
devices for judging whether or not the volunteer is, in
fact, performing those tasks for which (s)he is best suited
and from which (s)he finds the greatest.' sadsfaction. One
kind of evidence is the positive progress on the part of
the child; another is a favorable appraisal of the volunteer
made by the partigipating teacher. Both of these criteria,
however, can also serve one of the goals of the volunteer
training process: to provide volunteers with the skil1s training
needed to perform their assignments effectively.
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Perhaps the simplest technique for establishing criteria

which relateto program goals is one which lists the goals

and enumerates all possible types of acceptable evidence

that the:Se goals are being met. The inclusion of all

criteria will, of course, be impossible. Those criteria

which serve more than one goal ought, perhaps, to be given

priority. Those of obvious importance should also be

strongly considered. It is always tempting to give priority

to those criteria which are relatively easy to measure.

This facilitates,the task of establishing criteria but does

not necessarily best serve the purposes of program evalua-

tion. No criterion should be "oerlooked or discarded,

regardless of the difficulty involved in finding evidence

for it. It is quite possible'that the simple act of.stating

the criterion, even if impossible to ascertajn, can determine

and influence program direction in a,positive manner.

Monitor Program (See "B" for more detail)

The fourth step, is to examine the pilot program and to

compare it with the judgmental criteria. If the comparison

is negative, a change is requited. If it is positive, then

the pilot program can continue, subject to the next periodic

review at which time the same feedback process resumes.

Evaluate Program (Sec "C" for more detail)

Fifth, at the designated conclusion of the pilot program, .

all thq information obtained throughout the monitoring

stage becomes essential for the final evaluation of the

pilot program. Once again, the program goals are stated,

this time noting any changes. A description of the

pilot program is given indicating the various trans-

formations to which it was subjected. All outcomes or

event's, both expected and unexpected should be noted.

A review, or retrospective appraisal should be conducted

to gather data which were unavailable until completion

of the pilot phase.

Determine New Pro ram Direction (See "D"' for more detail)

Finally, all the accumulated data from both phases should

provide a basis for determining new needs and future

direction when developing the full-scale, program-7

Recommendations can be based on the agreement between

'\pilot program outcomes and program goals, (as stated at

the Conclusion of the pilot stage).
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ON!-GOING MONITORING ACTIVITIES

The types of activities involved in the monitoring phase
of the program, are *guided by the previously stated goals
and criteria VIE judging, as well as the purposes to be

SmTved-by the Aftitoring.itself. This phase is unddrtaken
to assist in the program development, to provide feedback
information throughout, the year so that changes, modifica-
tions, additions, or deletions can be made. It is a
dynamic process to assist a dynamic, i.e., changing, program.
An analogy may be drawn to the task 6k-filming events
occurring in a moving train from anothet moving vehicle.

There is the dual problem of capturing on film everything
that goeg on in the- train while at the same time keeping

pace with the train itself.

The essential tool of the monitoring process is record-keeping.
.The recording of events as precisely as possible is the

means whereby events are described and evidence of what
actually transpired is gathered and eventually utilized

in decision-making.

One of the goals, for example, of the Volunteer Services

System is the efficient4procetising of requests for volunteer

services. The obvious criterion for determining the
effectiveness of this aspect of the program would seem to

be the specification of a limited time period, a week or

a month perhaps, between the request and fulfillment of the

request. If requests are not satisfied within what is a -

reasonable period,_the program developers may want to review

their processing mechanism, or re-evaluate the criterion.

In any case, the,question involves how the managers will

know how much time is actually devoted to the processing

of requests if accurate records are not kept.

At the least, two dates must be recorded - when the request

Was made and when ehe request was satisfied. Ideally,

oth4r information is also dedirable: the date when a

search for a given volunteer was initiated, the datets)

when .(s)he was given training and orientation, etc. In

way,ay, one may learn that the snag has occurred not

between the time of request and the timeof recruitment,
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nor between recruitment and training by the central office,

but during the orientation at the building level possibly

resulting from insufficient personnel or inadequate facilities.

As another example, one may look at the goals concerning
proper recognition of volunteers. It is true that most
volunteers provide their services for reasons intrinsically
their own. However, volunteer motivation is often of short
duration, for perfectly valid reasons; and the program
developers have grounds to believe that an external reward
system such as recognition dinners, occasional media
attention, service certificates, etc. help_sustain those
internal motives which have brought the volunteer to the
school in the first place. There are two goals to consider

here: (1) to increase recognition of volunteers as an
expression of gratitude, and (2) to increase the retention
rate of volunteers.

The criteria which indicates progress toward the first of

these two goals might include the scheduling of a planned

number of recognition dinners during the year, a certain

number of TV spots to be aired, or weekly newspaper articles

submitted for print. It may not be feasible to include

all these (and other) criteria, and the problem of establishing

priorities arises. Perhaps one TV spot per month indicates

greater progress toward the goal of increased recognition
than weekly mention in a school bulletin because of the

larger audience reached. Once again, record-keeping is

needed to keep track of the varied recognition activities

undertaken.

To serve the second goal, that of increasing retention of

volunteers, one may ask, "will the program accept as

positive an increase of 10% in the-retention rate over

previous years or should the increase be 50%?". Other

factors must also be considered here - the available
volunteer' resources are dependent not only upon the rate

of retention bat also upon the absolute number of volunteers

available. 100% retention may be inadequate to meet the

requests; whereas 50% retention, if there is always a large

pool of new volunteers available, may serve the needs quite

well. Whatever the determination, here too, records must

be kept of those volunteers who sign-up, sign-in, drop out,

and, sign-up again. Is the "new crop" really composed of
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all. new volunteers, or are there some former volunteers
who have elected to return included in the roles? Did
returning volunteers return perhaps because of the recog-
nition activitietr4ated to this goal? These questions
can be answered qti easily just by questioning the
volunteers directiVA e.g.,,"Have you seen anything on TV

s'?about our volunteer",ere you influenced in any way
by what you read in the newspapers about our volunteer
programs?",and "Bow did you find out about our volunteer
program?". k

In addition to those criteria measures which one plans
in advance, it is extremely important to be alert to
information which was unanticipated or simply overlooked'
during the planning stage. While program developers can
account for newspaper articles released by the central
office, they also must notice other coverage such as
letters to the editor written by grateful parents to
acknowledge the services of the Volunteers. Or, in noting
the volunteer sign-up sheets, they should not neglect
to observe the number of volunteers who no longer have
children in school but who have chosen, nevertheless,
to continue serving in a volunteer capacity. This one
bit of information may reveal more meaningful data than
much of the "expected" evidence relevant to the program
goals.

These are just a few examples of the many types of evidence
sought during the monitoring phase. All the evidence must
be reviewed constantly - again much of this dictates
precise record-keeping techniques: tallying request
forms, checking attendance logs, noting boosts and barriers
to success of the program (e.g. the number of requests
for volunteer assistance is running way ahead of actual
volunteer placements); reviewing assignment sheets, case
histories (of particular problems or outstanding Suc-
cesses), listing suggestion box comments, etc.. When
possible - whatever changes are needed should be attempted
immediately; those which must waitiuntil the following
year Must be noted and reasons for postponing change
validated; the effects cm other aspects of the program
due to the inability to make that change promptly must
also be considered.
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C) FINAL APPRAISAL ACTIVITIES

Volunteering should be an important part of the total
educational program of .a school and should produce results
which affect students, staff and volunteers positively.
The zppraisal process is a way of rallying people and
resources to focus on ,the objectives and activities of
volunteer services and to stimulate cooperative action
in making decisions for the improvement of volunteer
services.

Prior to conducting the appraisal phase, all persoL
involved in administrative and managerial jobs must
determine:
-The purposes the evaluation is to serve.
-The limitations that will be placed on the evaluation
process.
-The volunteer program objectives and program activities
that will be evaluated.
-The kinds of information needed and by what means the
information will be collected. Examples: using inter-
views, checklists, questionnaires, etc..
-The organization and reporting format of information,
judging the adequacy of the attainment of the volunteer
program objectives and the performance of the volunteer
services.

-The recommendations for future action.
-The recommendations for action that should be taken to
accomplish those purposes which had been established
for conducting the volunteer program appraisal.

The major purpose of the appraisal process is to
provide useful information to decision-makers at all
levels; i.e., in the individual school buildings,
in the central office volunteer programs and for the
volunteer services system.

Appraisal materials should meet the following criteria:
Relevance - Information should relate to decisions
and meet certain defined, outlined and established
purposes. Example: To find out the temperature
of a room, you wouldn't look at the clock.
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.Credibility - The appraisal process should elicit,
the best information; i.e.,'information must relate
to quality of trust or'belief.
Reliabilit%rr The appraisal process should provide
consistent data; i.e., if new data were gathered,
would the findings be the game?
TimelinegAdo Data should be received by decision
makers at the appropriate time; before
a decision must be made.
'Scope - The range of information must be as broad
and as inclusive as is realistically possible. It
should adequately cover the pertinent aspects of
that which is being evaluated.

-FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN APPRAISING VOLUNTEER SERVICES
AND PROGRAMS

In order to acquire all the necessary information so as
to be Able to effectively assess volunteer services and
programs, several elements should be considered. The
appraisal can focus on one or all areas:

Quality of Flrformance by Volunteers
-Does the volunteer fulfill prescribed commitment of time?
-Is the volunteer dependable?
-Does the volunteer carry out the responsibilities listed
in the job description?

-Dyes the volunteer show capabilities for carrying out job
desdAption responsibilities?
-Does the volunteer show willingness to assume additional
responsibilities?

ik

Effectiveness of Volunteer
-Is the volunteer placed in an assignment appropriate to
her/his capabilities?
-Is the volunteer assignment consistent with the appropriate
volunteer job descriptions?
-Rave assignments and directions been clearly understood?
-Have assignments and directions been effectively carried
out by the volunteer?

=Did the orientation and training received by the volunteer
adequately prepare her/him for the job required?
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Volunteer Satisfaction
-What are the conditions under which the volunteer works?
(indicate both positive and negative conditions affecting
performance.)
-What is the rate of turnover for volunteers?

are the reasons for volunteer turnover?
-What is the morale of the volunteer?

Volunteer-Student Relationships
Volunteer-Teacher Relationships
-Does the volunteer work well with students'and staff?
-Does the volunteer know to whom to report when there
are problems?

Staff Acceptance
-noes the volunteer program have the complete support and
approval of the administtation'and staff?
-Does the entire staff understand why volunteers are being
used?
-Are all staff members familiar with the ways in which
volunteers are being used?
-Aze all staff members familiar with the areas to which
volunteers are being used?
-Does the staff understand what they should expect of
volunteers?
-Do staff members realize what volunteers expect of them?
-Are staff responsibilities in regard to the volunteer
program clealy defined?
-Is staff time needed for maintaining .a volunteer program
taken into consideration?

Recruitment
-How was the volunteer recruitecl?
-What did the initial interview include?
.-How was the interview conducted?
-What expectations existed on the part of the volunteer
at that time?
-Do you know how and where your volunteers will be used
before you start to recruit?
-Are you able to recruit the types of volunteers you need?
-Do you make known your volunteer needs through:

-Brochures?
-Newspaper articles?



-Radio and TV announcements/
-Talks to groups?
-Come and see tours?

-Do you use a variety of sources for obtaining volunteers:

-.Your staff members?
-Priends of` your volunteers?
-Neighborhood people?

-Have you tried using new volunteer sources as they

become available?
-High school students?
-College students?
-Retirees?
-Church groups?
'-Club groups?
-Employed men and women?

-Would you consider any adjustment of your program to

accommodate:
-Hours that present day volunteers have available?

-Particular services or skills that individuals

or groups of volunteers may have to offer?

/ntramiswipq and Placement

-Is the interviewer a specially designated and
qualified member of the staff - or of the Volunteer

Services Office?
-Do you allow sufficient time and privacy for a

thorough, unhurried interview?
-Are your application forms designed to furnish

useful information?
-Do you try to discover the volunteer's particular
capahilities, interests and experience - and offer

jobs which are commensurate with these?'

--Are the volunteer's wishes - and aversions - as to

placement given consideration insofar as possible?

-If the particular service a volunteer wishes to

perform cannot be used, do you offer a reasonable
explanation and try to substitute other services

which are needed and may prove equalAWerestin0
-Have you created clear job descript ich are

meaningful and reasonable?
-When volunteers are assigned to a specific job, do

they know:
-What they are to do? 34



-How many hours they work?
-What equipment to bring?
-When, where and/to whord to report?
-What additional training is required?

-Is the importance of continuity of service in situations
where the volunteer is working directly with students
and staff stressed?.

-Do you discuss a termination date for a specific
asitiOrt!ent?

-Do you leave a volunteer free to refuse an assignment?
-Have you the ability to turn down a volunteer who is
obviously unsuitable?

Orientation and Training ,

-Are time and personnel for the orientation OI volunteers
included in planning for your volunteer program?

-Do all volunteers working in your program understand
why the job they are doing is necessary and how it
fits into the total progress picture?

-Are they given a place to work and to keep their
belongings?
-Are they introduced to staff members and volunteers
with whom they will be working?
'Do your volunteers know what is expected of them as to:

-Performance?
-Appearance?
-Behavior?
-Confidentiality?'
-Attitude towards students and staff?

-Is it possible to differentiate between the role of
the volunteer and the role of the staff person?
-Do you acquaint volunteers with the facility's total
setting and with names of the various staff members
with whom they might be working?
-Are your volunteers sufficiently informed as to the
overall purpose, program and philosophy that they may
discuss these intelligently with their families and
friends?

-Do you give the volunteer an opportunity to acquire
the skills needed for a particular assignment through:

- Formal, training programs?
-Consistent on-the-job training?
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-Do you keep the orientation process from becoming
stagnant through:

-Periodic volunteer meetings?
-Discussion sessions?
-Invitations to pertinent workshops?
-Suggested reading material?

,Communication and Supervision
-Is the chain of command in your volunteer program
clearly established?

-Do your volunteers know to whom they- are' immediately
responsible?

-To report to for work?
-To turn to fdr help and advice?
-To call when unable to be present?

-Do volunteers know how to contact their volunteer
chairperson?
-Is an experienced person always available to work
with new volunteers and show them what to do?
-Do-you keep track of how volunteers are getting
along in their jobs?

.-Do you inform the volunteer who is doing well that
this is so?
-Is anttempt made to help the volunteer who is hot
doing well by building interest, increasing skills,
instilling confidence?

-Are the channels of communication always open between
you and your volunteers?

Adegukcv of Volunteer Services and ,Materials
-Do you recognize that inaccurate placement may be the
cause of.unsatisfactory performance and try to give
lunteers another opportunity to use their skills

mo productively?
-Are your volunteers given a chance to change from one
type of service to another, to lern new skills, to
assume positions of greater responsibility?
-Do volunteers feel free to terminate their services
after a reasonable length of time?'

0
*Recognition
-Do you make a point of saying "thank you" to your
volunteers:

-Informally and personally - oh a day-to-day basis?
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-Formally and publicly - in the presence of fellow
workers, staff, family and friends?

-Are your volunteers identified in any way while on
the job?

-Badges?
-Uniforms?

-Have you developed your own system of awards?
-Certificates?
-Pins?

Merits of the Volunteer Program
-Does your total plaivfot operation include a periodic
examination of the servioges of the volunteer program?
-Do you evaluate the program in which they work as well
as the performance of the volunteer?

-Are volunteers an asset to the educational setting in
the sense that they have:

-Enriched the existing school program?
-Make possible the extension of services to
students?

-Made ossible the inauguration of new services
for students?

EslayleVolt4WstinContributestoEducation
-If your volunteers appear to be a liability, have
you considered any new approaches which might convert
them into assets?

--Dv staff and administratio'n - as well as the volunteers,
themselves - participate in appraising the benefits
received by students?

MATERIALS USED IN APPRAISING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

Data can be gathered by various means. Some of these
are listed below:

Types of Materials
-ftitten questionnaire

-Open-ended responses
Brief essay response. Sentence completion.
Example: What new things would you like to
have happen in the volunteer services program
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next year (essay response) Sentence complete
tion - I would like the following new things',
to happen in the volunteer services program
next year

-Multiple choice responses
A structured set of anawrs provided,
requiring the respondent to choose one
or more. Example: Circle the description(s)
which best applies to your volunteer:
1) patient 2) bossy 3) punctual 4) cooperative

-Preferred choice responses
Selection-of one or more responses among
several possibilities. Example: Make a .

choice in each of the following statements
and check your choice: I would rather work
1) in a classroom or 2) outdoors
1) with elementary-school children or
2) secondary school children
-1) with regular students or 2) with
exceptional children
-Scaled response
A statement of question followed by a set of
responses. Example: Circle appropriate-
response: Does the volunteer compiete
assigned hours? 1) always 2) most of, the
time 3) occasionally 4) never

-Interview
The interview may be open and free flowing or
highly structured with questions prepared in

N.advance and an established agenda closely
followed:

-Total group interview
Discussion during which questions are raised
discussed by all participants. Example:
Should volunteers be provided with group
accident/health insurance? Discussion and
consensus include:

-All volunteers
and/or

-all building principals
and/or
-all central office staff
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-Small group interview
A smaller combination of people who are
brought together for discussion as repre-
sentatives of (a larger group. Example:

-principars only
-volunteer chairpersons only
-volunteer services coordinators only

-Key informant
Gathering data from one or more individuals
who can give you accurate views on what the
others from the group they represent would
in' the discussion. Example: Principal
Example: Are volunteers in your building
satisfied with their job assignments?

-Each individual
Each person is interviewed and answers
questions himself. Example: Are you
satisfied as a volunteer working in thii
building?

-Observations
Subjective observations of activities made with or_
without instruments or specific fpcuses.

- Individual: personal observation
Example: visiting classroom.
-Other: Individual gives observation instructions
to someone else who does the observing.

-School records
Inventories, office figures,. etc.

Selection of Materials
When selecting means for collecting data,'those
involved in evaluating need to keep in mind the kind
of information needed and the possible effects of
trying to get that information in a particular ,way
'before working through the following questions as
part of the data gathering effort:
-Respondent related criteria

-What will the reaction of the respondent be to
a question asked in*this way?
-Will the question have the same meaning to those
reacting as it does to the developer?

-Is the question stated clearly so that it will
be answered the same way each time?
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-Will the response be what the respondent actually
feels or will the response be what the respondent
thinks the inquirer wants thear?

-Analysis related criteria
-What is the size of the group to be"evaluated?
-How much time will it take for the evaluation?.
-How much cost is involved in this evaluation?
-How will the data be processed?

PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTING THE APPRAXSAL

The process of providing information to strengthen volunteer
services should be clearly established. The following are
directions to be determined after exploring the criteria to
be used in the appraisal process:

'Decision Factors - Why is the informktion needed?
From the beginning of the program, checklists should
be built into each area of concern and periodic
review made to determine change or continuation.
Problem Identification, --What questions exist and
what information j.s needed to answer them?
Source of Information - Examples:

-Teachers' opinions regarding the feasibility of
using volunteers in the classroom.'
-Student attitudes toward volunteers in the school
and `classroom.
- Expert judgment as to worth of volunteer services

\information available through daily logs, bdilding
and activities developed.

inventoryor office records.
-----011tainipq information - Refer to Appendix "C"

Schedule,
-Decide how much time will be involved in the
appraisal.
-Determine deadlines to be met related to when
decision makers need data.

Analysis of Results - Analysis of information should
be appropriate to the type of questions asked and the
nature of responses obtained. Before applying
statistical procedures, one should consult with
amopriate references or personnel.
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Reporting Informatidtt.r. After delineating information
needs, preparing -a. detailed plan for obtaining .
information to meet`those needs and devising the plan
for providing iniormation, reports must be prepared
and disseminated-to the appropriate audience (decision-
makers). Providing information' is.a continuous activity,
and the timing and frequ'ency of reporting should be
dictated largely by the decisions being faced. The
appraiser should be concerned with the effectiveness
of the information, provided.
-The form of reporting may be dictated by the target
audience and the need for interaction betwken decision
makers, appropriate or effected audiences and the
appraiser(s).

-The plan for reporting shoult3 inctudet
-Identification of the audience who will receive
the report.

-EnumeratiOn of information will be required in
the report and the level of detail of information
the report will provide the audience..

-Means ofIreporting data whether formally or
informally, i e., a. report to-be p.ublished
(written) or a report which will'be disseminated
to the audience orally.

-The use of feedback fkom, the appraisal process will
probably determine the description of thereporting
mode.
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41D) NEEDS SSESSMENT

,

The incorporation of new needs and, new ideas for the redesign
of the pilot program is based on the combined data collected
in the monitoring and appraisal phases. However, as stated
earner, it is suggested that the accumulated data from the
pilot program evaluation serve as a basis for determining
reeds associated with*the next step in the project, namely
the development of a full-scale volunteer services system.
rqr the pilot evaluation to be utilized in this manner,. both
phases Monitoring and Appraisal) should be completed
shortly after completion of the pilot phase. A summary
report should'be made available to all participants in the
pilot program. Their reactions, comments and suggestions
can serve as useful additional data in the development of
the full-scale program.

The best-laid plans'are always subject to further perfectiqn. -

The most useful solutions to problems are often offered by
people whose views have herdtofore been ignored or simply
not sought. Every attempt should be made to allow all those
involved with a developmental program, both directly and
indirectly, to'express their opinions and to offer suggestions.

Some new ideas and suggestions for change within the program
will become apparent with the results of the monitoring
activities. Other changes may, be suggested by teachers,
administrative staff, parents, volunteers, etc.. Any input
should be recorded. The phone call to a principal's office-
should be transcribed onto a suggestion sheet. The volunteer
who has a "better idea" should be asked to record it on a
suggestion sheet. The student who "gripes" to his teacher
or parents about a volunteer activity should be aware df the
opportunity to register his ideas - again, by filling out a
suggestion sheet. Gathering participants' ideas and sug-
gestions must be undertaken in a simple and direct way and
mtst.not appear to be at all threatening to the participants.
The best suggestions cap,often emerge from unhappy complaints
if the complainant feels free from reprisal and if every
version of the situation is considered.

Every opportunity to elicit participant suggestions should
be encouraged: staff meetings, lunch room exchanges,
perhaps a "hot-line" telephone number whereteachers and
volunteers might phone in a problem, a suggestion box near
the attendance sheet, etc., Constant review of these sources
of input must be made to note their urgency, frequency, and
their relevance to the,continuation or modification of the
program as it evolves throughout its developmental phase.

at
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III. MANAGEMEW.OF THE VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM

For purposes of this manual, three areas of management,
within the volunteer services system have been described.

Central Office Volunteer Programs Operations
Building Level Operations,
Central Office Personnel Operations

As previously indicated, however, one person may be in
charge of more than one area of management. This depends
on the personnel, time and financial resources available
to the school volunteer operation and their allocation.

r I MANAGEMENT 1

i--

I

BUILDING
I

IICENTRAL OFFICE , CENTRAL OFFICE
I

I
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I
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A) CENTRAL OFFICE VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

The development, operation and supervision of Central
Office volunteer programs depends on identifying
prioritized needs for volunteer assistance. This can
be accomplished by conducting a needs assessment.

The accompanying charts depict the steps involved in
developing and operating a Central Office volunteer
program and identifying the people responsible for the
various tasks. The specific personnel job ilscriptions
may be found in Appendix "B".

This section outlines the necessary steps. For further
details on any of these steps, refer to Chapter IV.

4.)
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PROCESS MODEL
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION

OF
CENTRAL OFFICE VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
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CENTRAL OFFICE VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
RESPONSIBILITY/TIME CHART

VOL. SERVICES

(ADVISORY
COUNCIL)

VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM
CHAIRMAN

18

COMMUNITY
RESOURCE
COORDINATOR

1.111011*.ilr

U 13

AREA
COORDINATORS

TASK

1) Assesses Climate
2) Identifies need
3) .Determines purpose, goals and

objectives of volunteer program
4) Outlines and develops materials

and processes
:5) Identifies needed resources
6) Developes public relations materials
7) Approves plan for volunteer program
8) Recruits volunteers
9) Interviews and screens volunteers

acl) Orients volunteers
ill) Trains volunteers
a2) Orients users of volunteers
13) Places volunteers with users
a4) Evaluates purpose, goals, objectives,

processes, materials, services of
volunteer program

15) Collects and analyzes data
16) Reports findings
17) Determines continuation, expansion,

modification or elimination of
central office volunteer program

18) Revises as determined

-36-

Most of these represent
activities which could
but do not necessarily
involve meeting time.
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ASSESS CLIMATE AND IDENTIFY NEED

Before beginning to plan a centralized volunteer program
available to individual schools, the coordinator of volunteer
services needs to assess the climate of the school system
and the community for using volunteers in schools and to
identify the schools' needs for proposed volunteer service.
The coordinator of volunteer services may wish to seek input
from appropriate volunteer services advisory committees and
c ,hairmen of central office volunteer programs as well as
from the feedback-monitoring mechanism built into the
management system.

This assessment is the basis for the central office volunteer
service decisions concerning implementation of new programs,
continuation, expansion of existing programs, investigations
for extensions of volunteer services and development of better
school/community rapport.

II) PLANNING STAGS

A) Determination of Purpose, Goals and Objectives

1) Brief statement of the program purpose

2) Statement of generalizable goals

3) Li:ft of specific performance objectives which
help to promote meaningful evaluation:

a) What need the program will meet (i.e. teach
children ceramic techniques)

b) What must a volunteer do to fulfill, this
need? (i.e. appear, bring supplies or
request them, impart skill)

4t3
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,(2) What must volunteer management system do
to meet need (i.e. process teacher request,
match teacher and volunteer)

B) Development of materials and processes essential to
volunteer operations

1) Manual for potential volunteers including:

a) Detailed job description for each position

b) General school policies volunteers should
know

Instructions concerning the relationship
of roles between the volunteer and certified
staff

d) Administration of volunteer system, enabling
the volunteer to see lines of responsibility,
to know whom to contact when a problem
occurs, etc.

e) List of volunteer responsibilities and
rights

f) Health requirements for the volunteer

g) Detailed information explaining volunteer
programs available to schools

Map of Columbus school locations, parking
areas, phone numbers

i) Legal ramifications affecting volunteers

(1) tax breakp - cost of transportation,
reasonable costs for meals and
lodging, use of personal auto'

(2) qmrsonal liability in case of injury
to volunteer or child

49
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2) Guidebook for teachers using volunteer services
including:

a) List of all volunteer and materials resources

b) Volunteer request forms

c) Instructions for the most effective use of
the services of a volunteer, including both
personal and student preparation suggestions

Identificatiob of Needed Resources

1) Management system

a) Personnel necessary to recruit, train and
supervise volunteers

b) Infotmation necessary for centralized record-
keeping and decision-making

c) Developed materials and supplies

d) Provisions for monitoring and evaluation

2) Volunteer Personnel

a) Numbers necessary

b) Skills and talents necessary

c) Training necessary

d) Peedbadk mechanism

3) Monetary requirements

a) Salaries office supplies, telephone

b) Suppliegt for volunteers to use

c) Incentive payments for volunteers (parking
fees, babysitting, transpdttation recogni-
tion, lunch)

d) Orientation and training expenses (room
rent, paper, printing, rented films,
instructors,-coffee)
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D) Development of Public Relations Materials

1) Media

a) Newspaper - city, local

b) Television*

c) 'Radio

2) Direct mailing

3) Posters
1-

4) Brochures - flyers

5) Newsletters

6) Word of mouth

7) Open house

8) Speakers Bureau

9) Out-door advertising

III) ASSIMILATION STAGE

A) Recruitment of Volunteer Resources

1) Sources from which volunteers may be recruited

a) Individuals (each one bring one)

b) Community - neighborhood

c) Organizations, clubs, agencies and unions

d) Business, industry, universities and colleges

e) Retired senior citizens

f) Students - elementary, junior high high
and college

51
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Recruitment procedures

a) Determine the needs of the school volunteer
program

b) Define goals

c) Determine audiehce

d) Determine resources

e) Determine media

f) List priorities

3) Volunteer Retention Suggestions

a) Newsletter to Volunteers and teachers
spotlighting the unique, the positive, the
interesting volunteer activities

Badges, name tags or smocks to identify
voluhteers

c) Positive, continuous reinforcement from
teacher and principal in school where
volunteers perform their services

d) Formal recognition programs, banquets, coffees,
teas, receptions

e) Aghievemeht certificates

B)w Volunteer Selection- matching resources to need

1) Application form

2) Interview of potential volunteer

t
3) Screen and categorize interviewed volunteers for

established programs and needs

C) Orientation and Training of Volunteers

1) General orientation
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a) Overview of volunteer system

b) Review of volunteer handbook..

c) 'Overview of operation of school system

d) Principles of child development

e) Reading suggestions

2) Pre-service training for volunteer duties

a) Continuing volunteers relating experiences
and expertise

b) Teacher works with volunteer

c) 'Experts from the school system or.community
provide instruction

3) Continuous training and monitoring

a) Obscrvation of volunteer at work by teacher,
principal, volunteer building coordinator,
area coordinator,,volunteer program chairman.
Change or improvement suggested if needed

b) Periodic retraining or enrichment workshops
throughbut-the year

D) Orientation of Users of Volunteers

1) Methods for educating users of volunteers

a) Regularly scheduled staff meetings

b) Special workshops

c) IW-service training courses

d) newsletter articles

2) Information provided
, 53
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40
a) Roles volunteers can fill to assist teachers

b) Ways teachers can support and improve the
volunteer system (i.e. preparing students for
volunteer presentation, greetipg and appre-
ciating volunteers, following with thank ybus
and constructive criticism)

c) TeacherWrole in'evaluation process

3) Supplemental methods

a) Periodic re- orientation for staff according
to need

b) Special sessions to train teachers and
volunteers together

Placement of Volunteers with Users

1) Processing of teacher request

2) Assignment of volunteer according to service
capabilities, hours available and area of pity

in which volunteer will servo

Confirmation

a) Notify teacher of volunteer's name, phone
skills and talents and training needs

Notify volunteer of assignment, including
School location, school phone,''locationof
parking facilities, etc.

XV) REVIEW STAGE

A) Evaluation of program purpose, goals, objectives,
procelsee, program materials, services I

Many vital volunteer programs or materials are the result

of analyzing and evaluating services or materials already

in existence. This process of studying that which is
currently in use and appropriately altering or restruc-

$
turfing materials or programs can be a most valuable

activity: If data supports the continued need for the

service or item being studied, program planners should

begin the revision by conducting a careful appraisal.

(Por sample forms see Appendix "C°)
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1 Periodic evaluation

a) Public relations materials and processes

b) Recruitment plan

c) Interviewing and screening processes

(3) Orientation and training proce es

e) Placement of processes. .

Year-end evaluation

a) Prpgram processes

b) ,Program materiall

c) ;Communication processes

d) Services provided by volunteer program

e) Services provided by volunteers in that program
01.

B) C611ection and analysis of data

1) At area coordinator level

2)' At volunteer program level

C) Report of Services, Processes, Materials

D) Comparison of purpose, goals, objectives to.evaluatiott
data

DECISION AND REVISIONS

When the evaluation data has been compiled and Analyzed,
the information is forwarded to the coordinator of volunteer
services. From this study of the evaluation report, the
coordinator of volunteer services, with appropriate con-
sultation with the advisory council and chairmen of volunteer
4programs, must make pertinent decisions concerning the
continuation, expansion, modification or elimination of
central volunteer programs surveyed.
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B} BUILDING LEVEL OPERATIONS

The organization, prpcesses and materials described in
this section provide for the operation of volunteer'
services in individual school buildings.

This level of operation falls withill the volunteer services
system,-sharing many of the .same volunteer programs if
deemed appropriate to the individual school and following
logically the same processes.

Within the volunteer services system, the building level
operations offer the flexibility of the one-to-one contact
with the individual school, the ability to develop programs
which meet the particular needs of individual schools may
vary from the priority needs of the total school system,
and the opportunity to offer personal consultation and
assistance to thoEm who can use them most --the members
of the school staff.

Thd accompanying charts depict the steps in developing
and operating a building level program, the persons
responsible and the approximate time required. Specific
job descriptions may be found in Appendix "B". Operational
processes and procedures may be found in Chapter IV.
4

Thorough orientation and training of staff for effective
use of volunteer assistance is essential. Teachers need
to be aware of (1) the positive educational benefits
available through utilizing the services of school-vol-
unteers, (2) the types of volunteer help which are
available through central office based programrane
are possible through teacher delegation of tasks to ':he

classroom volunteer, ane (3) the responsibilities of the
teacher in charge in the areas of orientation, training,
supervision and appraisal of volunteer services.

Through careful pre-planning, .the-school staff may
plapa volunteer program taildred to the needs of
students in the individual-building and can prepare
to use the services of _volunteers effectively in the
classroom and/or 'school setting. , 4
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PROCESS MODEL
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION

OF
_BUILDING LEVEL VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
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SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS
RESPONSIBILITY/TIME CHART

INATORS

PRINCIPAL

PLANNING
TASK FORCE

WA,. BUILDING
COORDINATOR 1 0

1:121 1122 15

STAFF
COORDINATOR

EACHER 14

1)

)

I

)
)

)

)
)
)

)
)
)

TASK

Introduces principd1 to
volunteer services
Assesses, climate and need for
volunteer services

aetermines feed and Climate
'Tails planning T.F. meeting,
designates staff cord. and
volunteer building coordinator
Forthulates purposes, goals and
objectives for school vol. program
Reports plan to teachers
Orient staff in use of volunteers
Approves plan for school vols.
requests volunteers
Finalizes plane
Recruits volunteers
Interviews & screens volunteers
Orients volunteers to schoo4.
policies and procedures
Places volunteers
Trains volunteers
Provides on-going skills training
for volunteers
Evaluates purpose, goals, objectives,
processes, materials and services of
school volunteer programs

Apllects and analyze data
Weports findings
Determines need for revisions
Revises as determined

OPTIMAL
NUMBER APPROXIMATE,

OF MEETINGS HOURS NECESSARY
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none (principal time)

none (principal time)
1

1

1
1
1

1
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(possibly these
could be handled
at one meeting or
at the most in
two sessions)

These represent
activities which
do not necessarily
involve meeting
time.
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2

2
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INTRODUCTORY STAGE
(Initial School Administrator Orientation to Volunteerism)

Each individual building principal.needs to decide if
(s)he wishes to undertake the development of a school
based volunteer assistance program.

Introduction of Area Coordinators to Administrative
Personnel
This'should be done officially in a letter of introduc-
tion sent to principals from the office of the super-
intendent of schools. It seems imperative for building
principals to know about the volunteer services offered
and the Area Coordinator who is the staff representative
with whom- (s)he will be working if (s)he elects to
develop &volunteer program in the building.

Initial Visit to Individual Schools by Area. Coordinator
The Area Coordinator needs to make herself, personally
known to the principals of schools in her area, to

-explain the volunteer program and to set a time for
beginning the' Phase I exercises if consultation is requested.

Assessment, of Neer Volunteers an0 Schnol/Community
Climate for Using Volunteers
The principal needs to assess the climate of the school
staff and community for using volunteers.in the builOing
and to identify the school's needs for services which
w±lunteers could perform. (The principal may seek staff
and community input for this assessment of climate and
identification of needs process.)

Tecision to Begin a Building Volunteer Program
Based on the assessment of need for volunteers and
climate for use of volunteers, the principal, determines
whether to continue pinning the building volunteer
program.

PLANNING STAGE

Careful, thorough pre-planning is very important in
building meaningful volunteer participation in the
building. Attention-to details can help to facilitate
a smooth assimilation of volunteers in the building and

59
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attention to needs for volunteers and determination of
measurable objectives addressing these needs will enable
building personnel to create a volunteer assistance program
which benefits students, teachers and volunteers themselves.

Each of the four phases detailed below represents one
meeting of approximately 11/2 - 2 hours. Meetings may in
certain circumstances be combined, reordered, or deleated
to meet the specific planning needs of the individual
school and to coincide favorably with the state of develop-
ment of a volunteer program already in existence.

Planning committee and staff meeting time (especially
in Phase II and Phase III) may be reduced appreciably
by making appropriate personal worksheets available to
those persohs involved for completion prior to the meeting
time. Brief discussion and comparison of worksheet results
can then occur at the beginning of the meeting.

Phase I - Orientation to Planning a Building Volunteer
Program

This initial planning session should involve a
volunteer program planning committee designated
by the building principal and composed of the
building principal, the area coordinator,
representatives,from the staff and representatives
from the potential volunteer community.

The purpose of the Phase I planning meeting will
be to consider, the material outlined in Phase
plapning and to complete the exercises included.
The planning committee will also want to (a) select
a Staff Coordinator, and (b) select a Volunteer
Building Coordinator. The principal contacts the
selpted Staff Coordinator and Volunteer Coordinator,
explains the responsibilities' of each job and enlists
these people.

(Appropriate Phase I exercises/worksheets found in Appendix 'D")



Phase I/ - Planning a Building Volunteer Program

This planning session should involve the planning
commit ee identified in Phase I. Using the materials
and exe cises outlined in Phase II, the Planning
Committee should attempt to formulate a plan in-
cluding purpose, goals and objectives for using
volunteers in the building.

(Appropriate Phase II exercises/worksheets found in Appendix "D")

Phase III - Staff Orientation and Training for Use
of Volunteers

The Planning Committee needs to report building
plan recommendations to the school staff for their
approval. (Providing the materials for approval
prior to the meeting would allow staff members pre-
meeting time for study.) In this session the
principal and school staff need to determine
whether to continue to develop a building vol-
unteey program or to withdraw until adequate
provisionb for ubing volunteers in the building
can be made.

The Area Coordinator in cooperation with the
building principal, the Staff Coordinator and
the Volunteer Building Coordinator needs to
provide orientation and training for the teachers
concerning the efficient management of volunteers
including:

-teacher expectations for volunteer services
-orientation needs of volunteers
-pre-service planning for teachers using
volunteers
-necessary training provided volunteers by
teachers

-the teacher's role in supervision of volunteers
-the teacher's role in appraisal of volunteer
programs and services
-the teacher's role in recognition of volunteers
-training provided by volunteer services system
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4

Individual teachers need to determine whether or
not they wish to use the services of a volunteer
(a teacher sign up form can be found in Appendix "F")

(Appropriate Phase III exercises/worksheets found in Appendix "D")

Phase IV - Final Planning
The Planning Committee having received input from the

building staff must finalize plans for using volunteers

in the school. The Area Coordinator continues to act as

a consultant in this planning phase and can offer alter-
native suggestions for recruitment, placement, orientation,

training, supervision, recognition and approval of

volunteer services.

ASSIMILATION STAGE

the planning committee and building staff have agreed

on specific plans for using volunteers in the building,

they may begin to recruit, orient, place, and train volun-

teers. The processes for accomplishing these tasks are

basically the same procedures presented in the Central Office
Volunteer Programs section (see Chapter III-A). These basic

processes are merely applied to specific building needs and

a local audience. (For more information on Recruitment, ,

Placement, Orientation and Training see Chapter IV- A,B,C,& D).

REVIEW STAGE

Once the volunteer program is in operation in the building,

those building personnel and volunteers in charge of
administering the operation must begin to monitor and

appraise the effectiveness of the building volunteer pro-

gram. (For detailed information on Monitoring and Appraisal

see Chapter II--B & C).

6"
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C) CENTRAL Orr/CE PERSONNEL OPERATIONS..

The collection, retrieval and reporting of statistical
information on volunteers and volunteer services is
mandatory for proving the worth of,volunteers in education
and for maintaining a reliable base of information from
which can be determined new directions for volunteer
services. This operation iu necessary despite the numbers
of volunteers, yet the job becomes tremendously difficult
as the numbers of active volunteers grows.

ror this reason, one major management bsystem of an
overall volunteer services system_i s the procedures
and materialsTnecestary to collect,' le, retrieve and
report on volUnteer personnel statist cs. A statistical
bank of this nature should include all the appropriate
Vital statistics of every volunteer serving in the Volunteer
services system.

The purposes of establishing and-maintaining a volunteer
personnel file would be:

-To use the information listed in the Data
Characteristics file to fill specific request*
for volunteers with specific skills.

-To provide statistics on the school volunteer
program for reporting purposes.'

Objectives for a volunteer personnel file may be:
-To provide address labels for mailings to volunteers.
-TO identify numbers of teachers/schools using or
wanting volunteers.
-To record volunteer references.
-To record hours served by each volunteer or total.
number of volunteer hours. ro

-To identify volunteers according to age groups.
.-To enable volunteer service to follow the service
growth of a volunteer,
-To list volunteers no longer in programs for
reference or future use.
-To provide print-outs for Central Office or
Area Coordinators to use.

On the following page a process model for personnel operations
may be found. This chart describes the administrative
Planning Phase that is required prior to soliciting volunteer
applications, the path of the volunteer throughout the service
year, and the final Administrative Appraisal Phase, The
purpose of this model is to relate the Administrative Phases
and the Central Office Program Development Stages to the
Actual volunteer operations, based on the process of
gathering, compiling, retrieving and reporting factual
information.

The page following this process model entitled'°Materials
and Procedures for Personnel Operations,' describes the
numbered materials on the proceeding chart, details their
Use and identifies the user. These two pages, combined,
chronolegically outline the whole process of record keeping.
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central Office 2. record of desire . copy for tentral
(only at tormina. to tore next year office -,

tion of volunteer 3. copy for school

service far year)
.

Volitatsor Data
Cluirigo form 9.1

.

t. volunteer building . record change on . copy to data

coordinator or interview schedule precasting

*Writ office . record new sorylco '. copy to central

of volunteer office
'. cony for volunteer.

building coordinator
or program chairman

Appraisal term*
Volunteer 10.1
Teacher 0.2
Principal 10.3
building
Coordinator 10.4
(Sea Worn* °V)

........,

t. sporopriatcl a. final appraisal of 1. dttermine new needs

person. volunteer nerviest - for volunteer service

for the year 2. dots/mine modifies.
tion of existing
services65 1. determine validity

. ...

of volunteer servi,iet

them, forms ate essential for accurate toxin*, 'word Peeping. -54-



METHODS FOR =imam AND RETRIEVING INFORMATION
FOR DATA `PROCESSING

/nits al. Information
Initial information into Volunteer Pprsonnel Pile - An
application card wli11 be filled out on each potential
volunteer. When the application is completed, an appoint-
ment will be made for -a personal interview. Using the

Interview SchedUle, the Preferred Volunteer SeAfices

sheet and the Special Skills and Rxpetiences sheet the

interviewer records the information provided by the

interviewee. The interviewer then transfers the code
numbers from these two worksheets onto the interview
schedule. When a request for a volunteer is received
from a teacher, the potential volunteer is placed or
assigned to a definite service by means of the placement
or assignment form. After the four forms have been
completed, all information Is transferred onto the inter-

view schedule. Copies of the interview schedule are sent
to the central office, to the school or program chairman

and to data processing. Astericks appearing on personnel
forms denote that information to be fed to Data Processing.

Application 1.1, 1.2
Personal Interview 2.1,
Request Form 3.1
Placement/Assignment
Form 4.1, 4.2,'6.1

2.3
Interview 2.1,

2.2
Schedule 2 3\
Completed'

(in triplicate)

copy

t--,-Central. Office

Program Chairman
or .

Vol. Bldg. Coordinator
0--Data Processing

Rnd--of the Year Information

End of the year information into the Volunteer
Personnel Vile - At the end of the year a service
record fermis completed for each volunteer within

the school volunteer program. (If a volunteer
terminates service before the year is over the
service record form is completed and forwarded
upon termination to central office and date

processing.) This information is collected from
the weekly record sheet keptuin the school office.
From this sign-in form, hours of service are
recorded monthly and totalled at the end of the
year by the volunteer building coordinator. The
questions on this service record form are filled
out by the volunteer. The form is then sent to
central office, to data processing and to the
school in which the volunteer was recruited or
to the volunteer program chairman. A letter of
recognition is then sent to the volunteer stating
the number of hours served for tax purposes.
Astericks appearing on personnel forms denote that infor-

mation to be fed to Data Processing.

copy
to
Central Office
Data Processing
School/Program
Chairman

Service Record Form
R.>

66
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Changing Procnsed Information
Changing Information already in file - The

Volunteer. Data Change Perm is'completed if a

change in data'on a volunteer is necessary.

There may be serval changes:
-Correction of a mistake in data

-Placement of a volunteer in ifferent service,
school, etc.
-Additional responsibility assumed by a volunteer

Astericks appearing on personnel forms denote that

information to be fed to Data Processing.

Change of Record Perm

copy
t
*--o Central Office
--Data Processing

School
44,., -or

Program Chairman

feedback Information from Data Processing

These reports will belated by the central office to

complete its annual report. The hours served by

the individual volunteer will he reported in letter

form for the volunteer's tax purposes.

Monthly Report
Monthly statistical readouts as to information

.on new volunteers, total number* of-volunteers
serving, age groups being served, training of
volunteers, placements, areas volunteers pre
working, numbers of volunteers in programs,
numbers of volunteers iri areas or school will
be necessary.

yearly Report
The filial statistical report at the end, of June

will list the following:
-Total number serving

-during school day
-outside school day

-Total hours served per program
-Different age groups being served

-Numbers serving in each volunteer program

-Names and numbers of papale willing to serve

next year
-Slots needed to be filled for the next year

-Number of school* served
-Number of children served
-Holk many have children in schools they serve

-How many volunteers are trained

-How many volunteers served in each school/area

-Mow many requests for volunteers were there

»How many requests were filled
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SAMPLE MATERIALS
FOR

PERSONNEL OPERATIONS

The Personnel Operations chart and the materials and

procedures grid which precede this section correspond

directly to the sample forms that follow. These

form, have been placed within this section for clar y.

Each form is numbered to correspond with the numbers

found in the narrative section and on th'e appropriate

graphs. Please note that the sample forms can be used

for maintaining either a manual file or a data processed

file. The asterisks on the sample form! denote infor-

mation that should go to Data Processing if this system

is used. It is understood that the central office

should also maintain a manual file which will be the

working file until the number of volunteers being

handled daily warrants thewavailability of a terminal

in the central office.

68
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(Front)

PROGRAM

INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION CARD

SAMPLE
"' x 8" Card

DATE

NAME SEX M

ADDRESS ZIP

HOME TELE. # BUS. TEL E. # SOC. SEC. #

AGE -- UNDER 20 21-40 41.440 OVER 60

PERSON TO BE NOTIFIED IN EMERGENCY

AVAILABLE FOR DRIVING
TELEPHONE

1 REFERRAL SOURCE

For Office Use Only
INTERVIEW DATE

PLACED.

SoKkIL.

ORIENTATION TRAINING

Back)

11,
Date 1Time School Assignment

4

Date Time School Assignment



(Front)

PROGRA,M.

GROUP APPLICATION

NAME OF ORGANIZATION

NAME OF CONTACT PERSON

MEETING
DATE

SAMPLE
50 x 8" Card

SIZE OF
--GROUP

POSITION IN ORGANIZATION AGE RANGE

ADDRESS = PHONE #

PRIOR COMMUNITY SERVICE

TYPE OF PROJECT DESIRED

WILLING TODO SPOT JOB

COMMENTS

.
DATE INTERVIEWER

PROJECT UNDERTAKEN

Eck)-

Time. School Assignment Date Time

40.

School Assignment



INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

*HOME TELE. #
*NAME *BUSINESS TELE. #

*ADDRESS

(number) (street) (city-state)

*SEX F #4 AGE: UNDER 20 21-40 41 -60 Over 60

*SOC. SEC. #

(zip)

*PERSON TO BE NOTIFIED IN EMERGENCY *TELE. #

FAMILY -- CHILDREN (ow many) AGES OTHER DEPENDENTS IN HOME

*PHYSICAL OR OTHER LIMITATIONS, IF ANY

*TB TEST (Date)

MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION -- PRIVATE BUS NONE

*SPECIAL SKILLS AND EXPERIENCES (Please describe)

*PREFERRED VOLUNTEER SCHOOL (Please spedify)

DISTRICT (Please circle) N - NE - E -- SE S SW - W - NW
Public Non-Public

*AVAILABILITY (Please circle) MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY - FRIDAY

9-11:30 a.m. 1-3:00 p.m. After School

*GRADE =EL razrEnRED (please circle) Pre-school R-3 3-G 7-9 10-12 Any

*PREFERRED.VOLUNTEER PARTICIPATION (Please circle) Group One-to-one
*PREFERRED VOLUNTEER ASSIGNMENT (Please circle) Regular Special
*PREFERRED VOLUNTEER SERVICES (Please circle) Instructional Services --

Classroom Assistance -- Special Services -- Monitoring Activities

WORK EXPERTEHCE -. VOLUNTEER OR PAID

.DATE
TYPE OF WORK
PRESENT OR. COMPLETED ORGANIZATION" PAID/VOLUNTEER

.../111114

Personal Reference How did you learn of our program?

As a volunteer, I agree to work within the policies and procedures of.,the
Columbus Public School System.

4 Signature of Volunteer Date

As an interviewer, I feel this applicant meets the qualifications of a
school volunteer.

A

Signature of Interviewer Date
a

*Code *Placement

*Trining *School _

Days & Hours Assignee Starting Date'

In 1)
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4V44...._21 ,b AND LArtKicm+o

I. cowuNrry RESOURCI1
W7i1JE ARTS

1. Art Gallery
2. Art History
3. Biotic Art

B. ARTS AND CRAFTS
1. 'colonial Crafts
2. tatik
3. Crochet
4. Ceramics,
5. Glass Blowing
6. Knitting
7. Needlework

, 8. Silk Screening
9. Weaving

C. DANCE
1. Ballet
2. Ball Room Dancing
3. Folk Dancing
4. Modern Dancing
5. Rhythmic Dancing
6. Square Dancing

D. MUSIC
1, Classroom-Musician
2. Autoharp
S. Dulcimer
4. Brass Instruments
S. Guitar
6. Piano
7.'Puppet Show
8. Opera
9. Rhythm Band

10. Goldenaires
E. LANGUAGE & READING ARTS

1. Creative Drama
2. Make-up for Plays
3. Silent Films
4. Story Telling
'5. Puppet Shows
6 Scenery-Puppet Shows

F. HOME AND COMMUNITY
. 1. Care of Pets

2, Conservation
3: Dolls for Democracy
4. Ecology
5, Hospital Services
6. Parks t Recreation
7. Plants
8. Shelter-Past & Present
9. Transportation

10. U.S.Mail
11. Zoo Animats

G. HISTORY
1. Black History
2. Pioneer Days in

Franklinton
3. American Indians
4. Prehistoric Indians

H. CCMIUNITY HELPERS
1.' Bus Driver

2. Dentist
S. Dietitian
4. Doctor
S. Fireman
6. Grocer

.7. Milkman
8. Nurse
9: Policeman-Woman
10. Postman

PEOPLE AND PLACES
A. Franklin County

1. Pioneer Days
(Worthington)

2. Parks & Recreation
B. Ohio

1. Historical Slides
2. Nature Study
3. Parks Recreation
4. Ohio-Indiana
S. State Government-Ohio

C. United States
1. Alaska
2. Boston
3. Hawaii
4. Maine
5. Monticello
6. Mt. Vernon
7. Philadelphia
-8. Williamsburg,-Va:

D. World
Western Hemisphere
1. Bermuda
2: Brazil
3. Canada
4. Central America
S. testa Rica
6. Guatamala
7. Mexico
8. Panama
9. Peru
10. South America
11. Virgin Islands

E. Europe
1. Austria
2. Denmark
3. England
4. France
S. Germany
6. Italy
7. Norway
8. Poland
9. Portugal

10. Scotland
11, Spain

12. Switzerland
F. Middle East

1. Egype
2. Greece
3. Iran
4. Israel
5. Lebanon
6. Syria
7. Turkey

G. Africa and Asia
1. Algeria
2. Ghana
3. India
4. Kenya
S. Nigeria
6.*Russia-
7. Zambia

H. Far East
1. Mainland China
2. Japan
3. Korea

I. Pacific
1. Australia
2. Philippines

-61-

GOVERNMENT
A. American History

1. War of 1812
2. Young People in

American Revolution
3. Declaration of

Independence
4. Pilgrims

B. Elections & Voting Process
C. Electoral College
D. Ohio Constitution
E. Government

1. U.S.A.
2. State
3. City
4. County

F. Housing Code
G. Laws
H. International Relations
I. Legal Aid Society
J. What is Children's

Society?
K. Consuier Protection
L. Criminal 0 Juvenile Court
M. Dolls for Democracy
N. United Nations
0, Vista Volunteers

ENVIRONMENT
A. Air Pollution
B. Conservation
C. Ecology
D. Environmental Quality
E. Shelter -.Past & Present
F. Solid Waste Disposal

TRANSPORTATION & COMUNICATIONS
A. Air Travel
B. Bus Travel ,

C. Truck Transportation
D. Audio-VisuaeCommunication
-E. Commercial

WORLD OF WORK
1. Accounting,
2. Airlines 4'

3. Airline Hostesses
4. Ambulance Driver
S. Anthropologist
6. Appraiser
7. Architect
8. Archeologist
9. Artist
10. Attorney
11. Auto Motor Tear Down
12. Barber
13, Biologist

14. Bus Driver
15. Butcher
16. Careers in Mental Rehabil-

itation
17. Chemist
18. Commercial Artist
19. Chef
20. Computer Electronics

Computer Processing
22. Communications
23. Construction Worker
24. Cosmetology
25. Dentist
26. Dental Hygienist
27. Dietician
28. Doctor
29. Drafting
30. Job Opportunities

(2.2)



PREFERRED VOLUNTEER SERVICES

I. INSTRUCTIONAL

A. Orient new students to the school
B. Reading Tutor
d. Math Tutor
D. Community Resoueces
E. Field Trips
F. Assist with Program
G. Assist with Club Activities
H. Assist with Music
I. Assist with Art
a. Assist with Dance.
X. Assist with Drama
L. Reading Stories

It. CLASSROOM ASSISTANCE

A. Assist with Classroom Chores
B. Prepare Instructional Materials Requested by Staff
C: Provide Clerical Assistance
D. Assist-with Special Events,
E. Assist with Audio-Visual Equipment and Materials

III. SPECIAL SERVICES

Provide COunselingto Individual Studkiltdi
Assist the School Nurse
Assist in the Library

xy. MONITORING ACTIVITIES

A. 'Assist with Playground Activities
B. Assist with Lunch Room
C. Assist with Special Projects.
-D. -Assist with coats, overshoes, etc.
E. Supervise Field Trips

73
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REQUEST FOR SERVICE

SCHOOL PHONE NO.

SAMPLE

GRADE NO.,OF

TEACHER'S NAME LEVEL CHILDREN'

SERVICE

SKILLS OR EXPERIENCES PREFERRED

TOPIC (cemmuvITy Rnsbunce)

TIME OF SERVICE -- PATE TIME

ALTERNATE TIRE -- DATE TIME

WILL THIS VOLUNTEER WORK WITHIN THE CURRICULUM?

WILL THIS VOLUNTEER WORK IN THE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM?

FOR OFFICE USE:

REQUEST RECEIVED VOLUNTEER PLACED FROM C.O.

(Date)

REQUEST FILLED
SCHOOL

(Date)'

REQUEST NOT FILLED VOLUNTEER'S NAME

(Date)

REASON

74
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SAMPLE

PLACEMENT FORM

NAME OF VOLUNTEER DATE

*ADDRESS
...number street

a

city state zip code

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

TYPE OF SERVICE JOB.

SPECIAL SKILLS OR ExpERupass

BEGINNING DATE DAYS OF ASSIGNMENT

TIME

REQUESTED BY POSITION

GRADE LEVEL SUBJECT AREA

'If you have any questions concerning this assignment,

please call at the school.

Telephone. Number

4

ri
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SCHOOL

ASSIGNMENT FORM
COMMUNITY RESOURCES

PHONE

TEACHER'S NAME PHONE

GRADE LEVEL NO. OF STUDENTS TOPIC

VOLUNTEER'S NAME

TIME OF ASSIGNMENT DATE TIME

FOR TEACHER

TEACHER/CLASROOM REACTION (Please answer the following questions and
return via School Mail to the Volunteer Services Office)

1, Please rate the volunteer's presentation for the grade level
he/she worked with today,

Excellent Good Pair Poor

Please rate the material presented by the volunteer in terms of
its appropriateness for the age and level of knowledge of theX,Students in the class.

Excellent Good Fair Poor

3. Please list suggestions which might help the volunteer in future
presentations.

FOR VOLUNTEER

VOLUNTEER REACTION Please check the aopropriate responses and return
to the VOLUNTEER SERVICES OFFICE, COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 270 EAST
STATE STREET, COLUMBUS - 43215 -- USE SCHOOL MAIL, IF YOU DESIRE.

The teacher was responsive to my classroom visit.

The students were prepared to receive the material I presented.

The students were attentive.

The students were responsive (questioned and/or commented).

The material I presented was appropriate for the students' age
and level of knowledge.

The community resources chairman of the Volunteer Services
Office satisfactorily handled the arrangements for my
classroom visit.

ti
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PARENTAL APPROVAL FORM FOR STUDENT VOLUNTEERS

STUDENT
Last Name First Middle

SOCIAL SECURITY NO PHONE

ADDRESS

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM

NATURE OF DUTIES

METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION

My son/daughter has my permission to participate as a
,volunteer in the above program.

Signature of Parent--

(5.1)



k

VOLUNTEER TRAINING NOTIFICATION, FORM

NEEDS YOU!

Name of Program.

SAMPLE

Training will begin from

date time

in

building room #

Let us know if we'll see you, by contacting
name of person

i-
t

building telephone number

Please Comeand learn more about the program.

Volunteer Coordinator

Telephone,

78
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VOLUNTEER SIGN-IN SHEET
WEEK OF

SAMPLE

NAME DATE IN OUT QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, REACTION

=r
4
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SAMPLE

SCHOOL VOLUNTEER TIME SHEET

MONTHLY REPORT

(Due by First of Every Month

4

SCHOOL AREA

ADDRESS ZIP CODE

TELEPHONE NO.

PRINCIPAL 041.1.1144.44414.10.4444444444.4441,4440.4.4

VOLUNTEER BUILDING COORDINATOR

1., Number of volunteer serving

2. Number of requests

3. Number of requests filled

-4. Number of hours served

f
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*1'1E

SERVICE RECORD FORM

*SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

*ORIENTATION COMPLETED

SAMPLE

DAV

DAYS OF

BEGINNING DATE ASSIGNMENT

TEACHER OR COORDINATORI

*TRAINING RECEIVED .

TIME

RECORD OF HOURS WORKED VOLUNTEER: PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SECTION

DATE 19 19 *1. May we count on you next year?

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.

APR.

MAY

Yes .- No Possibly

*2. Would you like to serve in another
capacity next year?

Yes

If yes, in what capacity?

*Total Hours Worked

At the end of a volunteer's service, this form should be returned

to the Volunteer Services Office.

-70-
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VOLIDOtEER DATA CHANor

*HONE TELE. *.

*NAME a *BUSINESS ,TELE.

*ADDRESS
(number) (street), (city- state)

*Mx F M AGE: UNDER 20 21-40 41.60 Over 60

*SOC. SEC. *

(sip)

*PERSON TO BE NOT/PIED IN EMERGENCY *TELE. *

FAMILYCHILDREN (How many) AGES in= DEPENDENTS IN HOME

*PHYSICAL OR OTHER LIMITATIONS. IF ANY

*TB TEST (Date)

MEANS OF TRANSVORTATION--PRIVATE -BUS SONE

*SPECIAL SKILLS AND EXPERIENCES, (Please describe)

*PREFERRED VOLUNTEER =poi, (Pleas. specify)

DISTRICT (Please circle)" N. NE -` SE

Public NOn-Public

*AVAILABILITY (Please circle) MONDAY .0 TUESDAY - WEDNSSDAY - THURSDAY FRIDAY

9-11:30 a.m.- 1-3:00 p.m. After School

*ow= LEVEL 1=-1=RED (Zloww elkolv) Pt - school X-3 -6 10-12 my

*PREFERRED VOLUNTEER PARTMITATION (Please circle) Group One-too-one

*PREFERRED VOLUNTEER ASSIGNMENT (Please circle) Regular Spatial

*PREFERRED VOLUNTEER SERVICES (Please circle) Instructional Services

ClassrOom Assistance -- Spacial Services Monitoring Activities

oRK ExpERTENen VoL:INTEER flit PATn

DATE
TYPE OP VO1U
pnWaInT on ccrIP RTEn oROAN Z TIM ATD/vo t R

Personal Reference How did kou learn of our program?

As a volunteer, I agree to work within the Policies and procedures of the
Columbus Public School SyStem.

Signature of Volunteer Date

As an interviewer, t feel this applicant meets the:qualificatione of a
school volunteer.

Signature of Intervio er

*Code *Placement

'Draining

Days & flours Ausigncd

chool

-71.
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IV. MODELS FOR THE-OpERATION OF THE.
VOLUNTEER SERVICES: SYSTEM

The Recruitment, Placement, Orientation, Training,
Recognition and Retention Models found in this chapter
are designed to iupplement the administration and manage-
ment chapters which precede this chapter. The moders
are broad in sc9pe to provide a comprehensive listing
of alternatives, inelividuals may select materials appli-
cable to their specific needs.

Primarily the mddel' stress the processes necessary for,
smooth operation of the specific volunteer activtties.
Sample materials, worksheets and formsreferred to in
the models may be found in the appropriate.appendix
sections.

ed,

1

RECRUITMENT

OPERATIONS

!PLACEMENT j lORIENTATIONt >1 TRAINING
1 t I

RECOGNITION AND RETENTION
J

84
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MODEL rOR RECRUITMENT OF VOLUNTEERS

Without volunteers, there can be no volunteer: program.
Volunteers with varying interests, skills and talents ;

insure that the many individual requests for volunteers
can be filled.

Once a need for a volunteer program has been identified,
a volunteer program developed to meet this need and volunteer
job descriptions defined, the type of volunteer to fill a
specific position is determined. It is then the respon
sibility of the school volunteer program to find those
individuals with the proper interests and talents and to
recruit them.

4,

No matter how efficient the volunteer services system is,
it is volunteers who make the system work. To maintain a
dynamic volunteer program, a variety of constant, exciting
promotional campaigns is mandatory.

Recruitment objectives may be: 1

-To identify the parents, communit1;eople, or 'other

individuals who have potehtial for becoming successful
school volunteers.

-To develop promotional materials for different
audiences.

-To match the available volunteers with the present
needs.. ti

-To recruit the number of volunteers necessary for
the school volunteer program to function at its
optimum level.
-To recruit the best possible volunteers necessary
for each service to function at its optimum level.

-To provide adequate application forms for every
potential volunteer.

The job of recruitment is one of salesmanship. In order
to- be-successful, the recruiter must never miss a chance
to sell the school volunteer program. His goal is to
recruit volunteers to fill each available slot and to do

this, the program must be presented in a most meaningful
way. The recruiter must know the school volunteer program
and be prepared'to talk about it at all times. Many

85
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0

procedures and, materials for recruiting volunteers are
listed in this section of the manual. Most will be useful
immediately to the recruiter: others will provide valuable
food for thought.

In planning an effective recruitment campaign, the
recruiter should give attention to the following
principles:

-Attempt to recruit from a variety of audiences.
-Utilize various methods of recruiting prospective
volunteers.
-Familiarize audience with the entire volunteer
program.
-Show beIiet_in volunteer program.
-Exemplify personal attitudes of:

warmth
congeniality
enthusiasm
persuasiveness

-Attempt to select volunteers from a cross section
of the community.
-Attempt to set up a personal interview for each,
prospective volunteer.

A universal concern for a school volunteer program is how
to involve the uninvolved and to enlist these people as
volunteers. When approaching the prospective volunteer4
one should:

.-Present specific needs for volunteer service.
-Enqourage both' personal and group involvement.
-Explain to potential volunteers that volunteering
is a "people project" and that they would be
welcome members of the volunteer corps.
-Demonstrate appreciation of the potential volunteer's
desire to serve.
-Maintain an awareness of the person and the personal
touch.

-Stress recognition as a meaningful reward for
volunteering.
-Involve the interested volunteer in planning
activities.
(For more specific information on Recognition, refer
to Chapter IV-E).

Before beginning a recruitment campaign, be certain that
the organized promotional campaign will be able to:

-Explain the school volunteer program.
-Explain the available jobs for volunteers.
-4rovide application blanks for volunteers for
specific jobs.

Public relations materials and procedures are most effee-
tive when related to the appropriate audience.

The following pages list the audiences this Model
addresses and the appropriate recruiting methods and
materials.

18 6
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COMMUNITY ANt`NEIGHBORHOOD

This section provides an outline for a schoca volunteer
program news release for all area media (including
appropriate sample releases). This section describes
the community approach to program explanation, the appeal
for volunteer personnel and the suggestion for the pro-
vision of a contact name, address and/or phone number
and an application form.

Area Media
-News releases to all local newspapers

-Human interest
-Specific needs
-Paid Want Ad

-Newsletter mailed from school
-Human interest
-Specific needs

1

-TV and Radio
-Human interest
-Specific needs
-Provide paid written one-minute spot
announcement

Corimunity Hand-Outs
-Brochure for community
-Flyers for community
-Letters to community
-Posters for community
-Speakers Bureau for community

Neighborhood personal -recruitment (Each One Bring One)
-Publicize volunteer opportunities which encourage
men to volunteer. -

-Door to door campaign conducted by parents or
students.

-Distribute flyers
-Discuss school volunteer needs
-Discuss volunteers working in the local schools
and relate what some are already doing

-Invite neigh' Jts to coffee time at the school or
to someone's home (serve coffee, tea, cookies).

.Distribute flyg4g;
- ,Discus: !school volunteer needs.
-Diocu volunteers working in the local schools
and relate what some are already doing

-Phone people in the community - using Polk Directory
gOr names of people in the neighborhood.

-School parents (come and help with a special
project).

87
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ORGANIZATIONS, .quist, GROUPS

This section provides an 'Outline for a school volunteer
program news release for-all area media. This section
describes the interest group approach to program expla-
nation and appeal for volunteer personnel and the
suggestion for- the provision of a contact 'name, address

and/or phone number and an applicatiOn form.

Introduction of Program
-Letter to describe volunteer programs
-Meet with a representative of group

-Present needs
set* up proposed prpram

In-HouSe Publicity
-Newsletter
-Bulletin Board

Handouts
-Brochure
- Flyers
-Posters-

Speik at Meetings - using slide presentation available

Personal Recruitment (Each One Recruit-One)

Publicize volunteer opportunities which encourage men

to volunteer.

Explain possibilities of an Adopt-A-School Program
-Can start with minimum of two volunteers and
build-up until all school needs are met.
-Fills a need of a school close by
-Can be one-to-one activities or groups
-Is good for community relationships (VSS awards)

-May help keep membership, recruit new members
-May be organized to offer school activity
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BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Today, corporations and colleges are looking for ways to
become involved in the community. The time is right. This
section provides you with some possible ways to implement
corporate volunteer programs.

When looking at a company, check the following:
-Size - number of employees
-The existence of departments that work in the
community, i.e.

-Urban Affairs
-Public Affairs
-Public Relations

When approaching a company, consider the following:
-How will -an affiliation with volunteer services
benefit the company
-What kind of exposure will the company get (some

want exposure and same don't so consider alternatives)

When talking about thd. benefits of a volunteer program,
sell groups the following ideas:

-Benefits of volunteering to the individual (using
realistic situations and examples)
-Benefit of volunteer service to the community

-Resources
-Accessibility
-Knowledge

-Positive company exposure (if this is a consideration)
Today most companies need to become visible in
their community. The community is requiring this
and the companies don't know how to respond., You
can help them in this way and at as an agent for

them.
The most important concept, regarding approaching a
company, involves offering mutual benefits, i.e. asking
for something and offering something back. Volunteering
offers many rewards and corporations need to know about
them. All too often community agencies approach a company
with their hat in handi_ Vague requests are often
,ineffective: the public relations person must have
specific needs detailed and a program for service which
relates to both company and volunteer interests.



Ide s of selling program
esearch a company and be able to converse with the
erson about his company

Know what is needed before asking
-Have good material on the school volunteer program
(thorough preparation help to make a good first
impression)

'-.Have public relations ideas to sell:
-When the company volunteers are involved,
many local newspapers pick up on it
-Also, company newspapers are a good way to
spotlight employees and employee exposure often
affects company morale.

Participation in a meaningful volunteer program will help
people from the company to become more aware of the
community and its people. Also, it will help the community
to become more aware of the business and its efforts in
the community.

What are the kinds of involvement potential volunteers
might pursue:

70ne-to-One
-Tutor - math, reading, science, language, etc.
-Guidance volunteer
-Big Brother
-Community Resource Volunteer
-Library Volunteer
-Field Trip Volunteer
-Consultant to Volunteer Services System in
business procedures
-Member of Volunteer Services Boards

Agencies need corporate involvement and the agency board
experience can be good training for future corporate
leaders. The hope is also that the individuals involves
might become positively involved in the total community
concept.

Help to the Community:
-Companies have resources other than money which they
may be willing to volunteer or donate.

-Material
-Computer time
-People
-Contracts Cbusiness)

-Once a company becomes involved, it will be better
able to analyze its needs and resources as they relate
to volunteer projects.

--An involved company can act as a catalyst to encourage
other companies to become involved. This means
recruiters solicit the involvement of the company
that is a leader in the community, i.e., banks, etc.
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RETIRED SENIOR CITIZENS

Today there are more and more retired Senior Citizens

who want to work within their community, to remain useful

and to share their skills and experiences with students.
involvement can keep the senior citizen young and active:
meaningful activity benefits both the old and the young.

Senior citizens can help in the school by:
-Assisting children with written work
-Helping with reference work
-Preparing teacher's materials
-Assisting with clerical work
-Developing reference files
-Talking to students - offering friendship, etc.
-Working with simple skills - offering practice
opportunities - tutoring
-Offering guidance (career, situation, etc.)

-Providing arts and crafts education and/or experiences
MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL - A SENIOR CITIZEN CAN OFTEN REPRESENT

A GRANDPARENT FIGURE TO CHILDREN WHO HAVE NONE (4,

flow to Recruit
-Approach senior citizens' clubs and organizations

-Seek out local Retired Senior Volunteer Program

organization
-Contact city senior citizens' recreation centers

-Contact local voluntary action centers
-Contact churches and temples
-Contact retirement organizations
-Contadt neighborhood organizations
-Host neighborhood coffees specifically for senior

citizens.



STUDENTS

Student publicity includes all materials aimed at students,
on elementary, junior high, senior high and college levels.

Students volunteering to work with students have proven
to be-valuable volunteers. There are ,statistics which
suggest that-students who volunteer frequently learn as
much and often more thhn those receiving the volunteers'
services.

There are many ways to recruit student volunteers but
perhaps the most suitable methods would involve personal
contacts.

Check the schools
-Bulletin Board displays
-Flyers.
-Student Council (regarding service projects)
Posters

-Speakers Bureau developed in the school
-Students volunteer by becoming volunteer
speakers

Speech training offered

Check school clubs
-Speakers Bureau
-Flyers

Contact split session students
- Elective credit
-After school

Cooperate with guidance counselors
-Elective credit
-After school

Publicize volunteer opportunities which encourage both
male and female studuteto volunteer.

4

A special applicatid form.has been.provided for students.
(A sample of this form is provided in Appendix "E")



MASS MEDIA

These are helpful techniques to be used when planning a
Recruitment campaign. The appropriate samples can be
found in Appendix "But

Ten Commandments for Gettin Along with the Mass Media
Here are 10 commandments which should put you on the
right road to sinning friends in the mass media.

-Make sure all information is included in your
press release: who? what? where? when? why?
(and how much it will cost).

-DO ROT include a lot of repetitious, unnecessary
or extraneous information.

-Write simply and clearly. Don't worry about
style: all media rewrite to fit their own needs.
Just make sure all the information is there.

-TYPE IT1 Double-spaced. If you don't type, find
someone who does. NEVER SUBMIT A RELEASE WRITTEN
IN LONG HAND.

-If you know of a specific person at the media who
handles your type of copy, send it to their attention.
Otherwise, address the envelope to the editor or
news director.

-Be aware of deadlines for spot nuw, copy:
-for the evening edition
-for the morning edition
-for the 6 p.m. newscast
-for the 10 p.m. newscast
-for the hourly radio newndast
-for weekly newspapers

-Timing 'of press releases:, for daily newspapers
and broadcast stations a press release should be
sent between one and two weeks in advance of the
event.

-Always make sure the following information is
on every press release:

-The na:q0 of the group sending it.
-A person and telephone number to be contacted
for further information.

-A release date and time. (Example: °For
release in evening editions and newscasts,
Thursday, INc."4°)

-That the item is of local interest. (This
might also be mentioned on the enclosing
envelope.)
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"Never attempt to send your own pictures of an
event. All news media have their own require-
ments for pictures and employ professionals to
take them. (Exception: a head and shoulders,
arofessionally done picture of a speaker, is
normally acceptable and often welcomed.)

-Make sure your press release has a "news angle"
or a reason for sending it. And that the most
important fact is in the first paragraph.

Assarteo the Useability of Mathials
Public relations was easier in the "old days" when any
publicity was considered by many to be good publicity.
Today there is increasing competition for limited media
space. For this reason, the public relations person in
Charge should follow ten important steps to assure the
value and use of the materials:

-Define the reason for seeking publicity. To be
newsworthy, each article or newscast must have a
purpose:

-to inform
-to persuade
t-to initiate action
,-to facilitate social contracts

-Develop contacts. Develop a list of people to contact
at the various media ofrices and departments. Know

who an what type of story.

-Develop a good P.R. Reference rile including guide -
lined, from local media, ateuraie names of .people t6
contact, calendars of events of organizations, past
articles that are good examples of promotional'` material.

-Time the release of the artieleg so that the various
media are not running the same thing at the same time.

-Keep a recoO of which media was sent what type of
article. Varythe types of releases for each media
-throughout the year.

-Release only newsworthy, purpoibful material.
not submit articles (indiseriminatelx.

-Vocus on the right audience and the correct way of
approachihg the group identified. In other words,
the typo of information and the style of the article
should be suitable to the target audience.

Meet deadlines. Type information correctly, De

,precise.

',Designate one, person to ,contaet media. Do not Pass

the public relations responsibility around. Uniformity

and consistency are necessities when working with mass

media.

-Exprean gratitude to media contacts for including
articles in a natural, low 1:ey way.
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DISSEMINATION TECHNIQUES FAR PUBLIC RELATIONS

Press Releases
Press releases can he used by local or neighborhood
newspapers, radio or TV. A press release is nothing
more than a simple statement of. facts. It should not

be elaborate.

-Types of information that are appropriate
-Announce an upcoming meeting
-Announce: a new staff member
- Inform public about new program or service
-Announce the reaching of a goal
-Announce fund raiving'aetivities
-Announce an upcoming event
- Subnit a follow-up report of an tvOnt
-,Notify media of a human interest story

-Include the "five W's"-
who - agency or club name
what - describe what's ooing on
where - the location of event
when - the date and time
why - reason for
how - how will program work

-Preparing the press release
-Use 81/2 x 11 plain white paper
-Double space
- Never use carbon
-List media' receiving releases
- Keep copy of release sent
-Date all releases
-Give full reference material upper left hand
corner

-name of program
-name of sender
-address and phone

-place date for release on copy

-Know the correct procedures for using pictures
-The media will often take the necessary pictures;
however, if this is not the case, hire a photog-
rapher and pay his price.' Quality photography
is essential.
-It is customary to obtain a signed release from
all subjects in a photograph. Pictures without
people in them are worthless. It is also impor-
tant to notify media a pictur% is on its way or
that a good picture is available. Never throw
a picture away. Another use may arise for the
same shot.
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Radio and TV Spots
Radio and TV can use the same written announcements
supplied to newspapers.

Twenty and sixty second spots are more often used
than ten or thirty second spots; however, a variety
of timed spots should be included.

A page of spot announcements for TV usage should be
accompanied by slides of the logo, the name of the
organization and the telephone number to contact.
These can be used in varying combinations by the media.
Slides of actual volunteer situations often catch the
interest of the viewer. Professionally prepared slides
cost approximately $10.00 each.

Direct Mailings
Mailings to a target audience are effective'. The
mailing can take one of many forms - a form letter,
a brochure, a flyer, a gimmick post card or an
educational pamphlet.

Cost is a factor here and should be taken into account
in determining the usefulness of this promotional
technique. Bulk mailing,is the obvious answer but
can only be used when mailing involves more than two
hundred people.

Posters and Bumper Stickers
Posters and bumper stickers are great promotional
tools. They give a first glance impression so it
should be brief, catchy and good in design.

Generalizable Printed Matter
Brochures, flyers, pamphlets, leaflets or booklets
can be developed for general background or educational
information or for a specific purpose. Since cost
of printing and paper is high, the information should
be general and valuable enough to warrant printing
large quantities and using thesehover a long period
of time.
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Newsletters
Newsletters are an inexpensive means of communicating
with people involved in the program or those interested
in staying informed of the latest developments.
Newsletters can relay meeting or training notices,
the latest "great idea", capsule articles of specific
occurrences, changes in policy or procedures that
affect the reader, etc.

Acquiring the information for a regular release is
a large task. The person or committee responsible
for collecting information and developing the news-
letter should remember the following techniques:

-Keep your ears open. If something sounds
interesting, make a personal contact with
the source of information.
-Know to whom to go for the most information:
Volunteer Program Chairmen and Area and Building
Coordinators should have the most information
about what is happring with volunteers. Keep
in touch!

-Inform all people connected with volunteer services
of the telephone number to call if an interesting
story occurs. Relaying information verbally is
generally easier for people than having towrite
it down. Make it as easy for the relayer of
information as possible. The burden is on the
reporter to follow up on the details.

-Supply everyone with a news report checklist.

SAMPLE
Dear. Volunteer:
We ask ONE MINUTE of your time- -just a quick rundown
over this checklist of items we might use in the next
issue of the newsletter:

Do you have information concerning:
A novel classroom project
Suggested. volunteer reading
Suggested programs for volunteers
Volunteer activities that should be

owwwwwwww*

wwwwwww.

Summer plans for study or travel
Completion of a tovel project
Suggestions for improving communications within
the school volunteer program
Awards or distinctions received by a volunteer
A volunteer system used in another school district
that might well be put into practice here
Questions about school district policy that might
be of general interest to other volunteers
Questions about new buildings, new programs,
changes in curriculums, etc., eXpressed by a
number of volunteers
Honors that have come to a student through the
efforts of his volunteer
Another item that would be good to include in
the newsletter
Other:

commended

Please send this form to Volunteer Servicet, aporo-
priately checked, before the end of the month.

Thank you,

YOUR NAME
PHONE Numun



aeakees Bureau
A speaker`s bureau is one of the newest methods employed
to gain support or generate interest within a group.

-The Speakers
The speakers should be carefully chosen and have
the following qualifications:

-Be a school volunteer
-Be able to express self effectively
-Be able to speak of own experiences and reacti'
as a school volunteer
-Be able to relate history, services and needs o
the school volunteer program

-Be available to speak, as assignments are made
-Be an effective speaker in a large or small croup
-Be an effective speaker in group situations
-Be able to suggest how a given group may volunteer
or give assistance to the school volunteer program.

-Training of Speakers
A suggested training session might involve:

- Suggested outline for presentations
-Techniques of public speaking
-Practice sessions
-Devices to use in presentations
-Appraisal of effectiveness
-Expected outcomes at presentations

Materials Used in Presentations
-Title card;

animated Cards
flip or-pull cards
letters over pfeture

-:Transparencies
- Slides

-"Live performances
-Puppets

audio introduction
visual introduction with cards

-Books
pages turned to tell story

-Charts or posters
-Audio effects

theme music
background music
sounds of volunteer
sounds Of children

-Materials provided for the audience
- Brochure explaining volunteer programs
-Application forms
-Other informative materials appropriate
to.the audience

Other P.g. Material, and Methods
-Outdoor advertising
-Loudspeaker cars
-Spotlights in the sky
-Skywriting
-.Proclamations
-Personal interviews now conferences
-Letters to the editor
-Displays and exhibits
-Plastic tote bags or hedges stating them*
-Open houses
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THE PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE

A Public Relations Committee is vital to the life of
continuous promotional - public relations campaigns.

ror each campaign a plan is established including:

-The goals of the campaign
-The target audience
-The resources needed/available
-The media to be used
-The priorities
-The schedule to be followed
-The cost

A viable committee should include members capable of

and responsible for:
-Organizing and coordinating committee activities

-Contacting the media, providing news releases,
arranging for pictures, working with the public
relations deoartment within the school system
-Gathering, organizing and editing the newsletter
-Distributing and mailing all materials
.Organizing and coordinating the speaker's bureau
-Finding and creating new ideas and materials
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MODEL FOR. PLAcEENT OF VOLUNTEERS

Once volunteers are recruited, they musJbe placed in
assignments which best use their talents and which represent
areas in which their services are needed and requested.
This model provides the methods and materials necessary
for placing large numbers of volunteers into school volun-
teer programs.

Objectives of placement may be developed as follows:

-TO analyze the individual's ability to provide
services through the volunteer program.

-To place each volunteer according to the job to
be done and the quajafications required for
effective job performance.

-To ascertain whkt'kind of servicea volunteer
prefers to perform.

-To determine the time and location a volunteer
is willing,to work.

-To make volunteers aware that changes in placement
can be made and can be initiated either by the
volunteer or the school personnel.

The model is organized into the three processes,
interviewing, screening and decision of placement,
which comprise the total placement procedure.
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/NTERV/EUING TUE POTLNTIAL VOLUNTEER

The purpose of a personal interview is to determine whether
the potential volunteer will be useful to the: program and
if so, where theprospect's talents can best be utilized.

Interviews are usually conducted by the Volunteer Building
Coordinator. Rowever, the procedures for conducting an
interview can be taught to others who might wish to be
involved in this phase of placement.

To make the interview meaningful, the interviewer should
have a definite idea of the personnel requirements of
individual volunteer programs including the talents and
skills which will be neceed by a potential volunteer to
participate in the volunteer program in question. TIe
interviewer should also be able to evaluate an applicant's
personality to determine how the applicant will relate to
others involved in the volunteer program.

The aims of the interview are:
-To become acquainted with the potential volunteer.
-To develop understanding by the prospective
volunteer of the program.
-To make the potential volunteer feel needed.
-To identify what the volunteer is prepared to
contribute.
-To identify what the volunteer would like to do.

There must be give and take in the interviewing process.
The interviewer eollecte data on the potential volunteer
concerning:

-Interests
-Talents
-Skills
-Abilities
-Personality

The interviewee learns about:
-Purposes of the program.
-Need for volunteer help.
-Responsibilities involved in the various jobs
within the volunteer program.

There will be times that a personal interview will be
impossible to set up; therefore, a telephone interview
may be conducted. It is wiser to conduct an interview
on the telephone if a personal interview is nqt possible
than not to interview at all. If the interviewer still
has questions about the telephone interviewee, a personal
meeting can still be arranged as a follow up.

An interview is a converation whether it occurs on the
telephone or in person. Complete guidelines for inter- -

viewing volunteers have 'been proVided in the Interviewer's
handbook, Appendix "G".



SCREENING

What kind of individual should the school volunteer be?

If a magic formula could be devised, the ideal school

volunteer should: -

-Be a friendly, reliable, flexible, young or
mature adult.
-Have all interest in children and a desire to

work with them.
-Have a good professional attitude, intOrest and

enthusiasm for working -with young people and have

ability to work cooperatively with schdol personnel.

-Have good health and good moral character.
-Have adequate communication skills. Animportant
exceptiiin to this qualification is the volunteer,

who, though she may know very little English, can

converse with a non-English speaking student in
his own language and make his school environment

more understandable to him.
-Recognize that educational handicaps contribute

largely to the waste of human resources.
-Feel deeply an obligation as a citizen to support

and help the schools in their effort to educate

each child to the limit of his capacity.
-Already have - or be willing to acquire - skills

that are needed in the schools.
-Have talents that can enrich the school program.
-Simply have time and a willingness to serve.

Analysis of motives can determine interest in a school
volunteer job, ability to do the work involved and the

value of the volunteer to the program. Frequently

expressed motives for volunteering include the following:

-Service to the community.
-Need to be needed.
-Need to combat monotony and desire for expansion

of interests and activities.
-Need to volunteer because others volunteer (conform

to social norm).
-Need for social interaction (often a form of therapy).

Once on a job, a volunteer develops new awareness of whiat

this service means and frequently the volunteer develops

a new attitude toward the job and often a more meaningful

reason for volunteering emerges.

The Volunteer` Building Coordinator must be trained to

assess the interests and abilities of the potential
voluntee4 to make assignments which affdrd the most
meaningful experiences for the teacher, students and

volunteer. 104
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DECISION OF PLACEMENT

A volunteer is placed only if a teacher requests service.
The request for service is sent by the teacher needing the
service to the Volunteer Building Coordinator who ultimately
makes the decisiein for placement. The coordinator should
be po'sitive in his decision and should help the volunteer
prepare for his/her assignment.

-The decision may agree with the request of the volunteer.
-The decision may differ from the request of the volunteer.
-The decision may be not to use the volunteer.

Usually the first decision is reached, and the volunteer
accepts the logical job `for him. If the decision is
different from what the volunteer had initially desired
but more suitable to the abilities of the volunteer, the
volunteer is moot often happy with the placement.

The coordinator should make every attempt to place a
volunteer 40 soon as possible. Enthusiasm cannot be
maintained forever and the program is losing hours of
well-motivated time if placement is delayed. If there
are legitimate delays, the coordinator must be certain
to explain this to the volunteer.

If the decision is reached that the volunteee does not
fit into the program, the coordinator should have considered
the reasons for not using the volunteer based on the
qualification of a school volunteer.

The difficulty of not placing a prospective volunteer
occurs because:

-A free gift of tine and help has been offered
eThir free gift is Lc:Leg rejected

,

-Anxiety may develop within the velunteer expressed by
-Hostility and anger at the coordinator of
the program

-Depression caused by feelings of inadequacy
-Relief after realizing this was really not
the desired placement

These difficulties may be overcome by:
-Explaining the decision courteously
- Being. honest

-Emphasizing the strengths of the volunteer
-Discussing other ways a volunteer may help
-Referring the volunteer to another program or agency
-Referring the volunteer to a social service agency
for assistance

When placement has been tom feted the volunteer should be
introduced to staff and ether volunteers,. and arrangements
should be made for the volunteer's orientation and training.

After a placement, orientation and training decision has
been made by the volunteer and_the Volunteer Building
Coordinator, the placement form is filled out. It is only
after this form is completed and stapled to the interview
schedule that the Data Characteristics. File receives the
volunteer's name and other appropriate information.

The placement of a volunteer in the right job is crucial
to his/her career. The placement must be done cautiously
with both parties remembering that no placement le final.
Placement changes can be initiated by either the volunteer
or the teacher.
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C oPTENT4T/ON OF VoLurTFERS

Orientation is the process of acquainting the volunteer
With the school program as it relates to volunteers. To
Understand how they fit into the total volunteer prograM,
the volunteer needs to understand something of the beginnings
of volunteerism in the system, the need from which it grew
and the kinds of services volunteers are currently providing
in the schools. Volunteers axe also interested in being
part of a growing organization; they can become very excited
when they hear about volunteer programs planned for future
implementation.

Orientation really begins with the volunteer's first
association with the school volunteer organization:
therefore, much of the information related in answering
inquiries concerning volunteer opportunities or inter-
viewing potential volunteers is orientation information.

Once a prospective volunteer has decided to offer his time
to help in the schools, an organized orientation program
should be available. Providing this orientation for centrally
recruited program volunteers is the responsibility of
the volunteer services staff. Building personnel are
.,responsible for orienting classroom volunteers recruited
from the individual nehoel community. It is, of course,
desirable that volunteer orientation occur before the
volunteer begins to work.

The purpose of orienting volunteers is to prepare the
volunteer for service in school volunteer programs or in
the individual school within the framework of the policies
and procedures of the volunteer services system and the
participating schools.

The goal would then be to staff school volunteer positions
with thoroughly oriented volunteers. Objectives for an
orientation program m4y include the following points:

-Orientation should transmit positive attitudes
fundamental to successful school volunteering.

-Orientation should establish for volunteers the
need for jobs they will be doing and what benefits
students will receive from the time they give.

-Orientation should provide the volunteer with
information about the aims, objectives, policies,
and procedures of the volunteer prograM.'

-Orientation should stress the relationship of the
individual volunteer's specific job'te the purpose
and work of the total progra:a as it'relates to
the school and its personnel4

-Orientation should make the volunteer aware of
the basic organizational"strueture of the school
and its volunteer program.

-Orientation should include a' definition of the
Volunteer's role as a compliMentary member of
the school educational team.

-Orientation should provide an opportueity to
distribute handbooks and other printed waterials
pertaining to volunteerism and the volunte,pr.

-Orientation should promote ajeeling that a
volunteer is a vital, fotwar4 moving, interested
and innovative part of education.
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CU/DELINES FOR PEANNXNG A SoCCESSFUt ORIENTATION

Vhe general orientation should be a special event involving
all school volunteers, representatives from administration,
community representatives and staff. The invitation for
participation could also include anyone in the community
who might be interested in school volunteerism. If this
is done, the opportunity for further questioning or for
signing up should occur after the general meeting. (This

offers n excellent forum for recruitment.) Orientation
for building volunteers should be planned by the Principal,
Staff Coordinator and Volunteer Building Coordinator with
the cooperation of the Area Coordinator.

Pro-Pinnninq
Obviously, careful pre - planning is essential for a
successful orientation: Attention to details is important.
Selecting a pleasant place for a meeting and'providing
adequate seating, name tags and friendly people to greet
and make welcome those who attend are some of the little
things that help create a good climate for the session.
The following list enumerates additional items requiring
planning attention:

-Competent Orientation Leader.
-Representative from Volunteer Services System (normally
the Area Coordinator).

-Interesting, stimulating program participants.
-Meaningful audio-visual material.
-Good publicity - the "invites".
-Opportunities to recruit interested visitors - an open
invitation to the school orientation session may bring
in interested people from the area who have not yet
"signed up".

-The "coming out" of t community (volunteer participation) .
-Representation from u per administration (general
volunteer orientation only).
-Representation from Board of Education (general volunteer
orientation only).

T formntion Incin0e0 in the Orientatinn Progrsrn
-History and structure of volunteer services.
- Purpose, goals and objectives of the volunteer program
including the value of volunteers in education.

-Areas in which volunteer assistance is needed, including
basic skills required in each area.
-Role of volunteer, bow he relates to school, staff,
coordinator, students and community.

-Personnel policies, procedures and regulations affecting
volunteers in the school building.

-General characteristics of the groups with whom volunteers
will be working.

-Duties the volunteers will perform.
-Whom volunteers may approach to get advice, guidance

and information.
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TYPES OP OLIENTATION PhOGVAMS

-A well-planned orientation can be meaningful - the
participants feel they belong to a large vital
organization.

-Orientation represents an opportunity for good publicity
for the school in the neighborhood.

-Orientation represents an opportunity to bring out
interested people who may want to volunteer but need to
decide if they will fit before actually offering their
services.

Genorn1 C4ty-Vitle Orientation
-Big progra%a can be iwpressivo - the participants feel
they belong to a large, vital organization.

,-Chance with only one central program to get community
leaders for speakers.

-chance for good publicity.
-Chance to bring out interested people who may want to
volunteer but need to decide if they could fit before
actually offering their services.
-Channeling all efforts into one big program rather than
fragmenting efforts.

The disadvantages of a large orientation could be that
a large group often lacks a needed personal touch and that
a poor turnout to a big orientation is very discouraging
to all. Seating, coffeeing, and passing out materials
to a mast is difficult to do in time lines. Some area
volunteers may feel uncomfortable at a "social function"
orientation.

AlteTwAtive A ,-clon f Orie inn
In addition to orientation of volunteers offered to an
all-city or all-building audience, orientation materials
should be available for other special groups:

-Orientation for individua%ls recruited after the central
orientation has occurred. This orientation could occur
anytime after the initial orientation. Perhaps when
15-2ti new volunteers have been recruited, a follow-up
orientation could be planned.

- Orientation for special groups interested in volunteer
services. This orientation could be prepared for a
business or organization and could be offered at the
regularly scheduled group meeting of that business or
organization.

-Orientation for people unable to attend. regular volunteer
orientation sessions. `his orientation could be offered

. by tape recording or video taning a planned orientation
session and making the tape available for viewing by
individual or small,groups of volunteers at their con-
venience.

-Orientation one-to-one. This orientation could be
handled by planning an individual session between a staff
person and the volunteer using all available printed
material.
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DESIGNS FOR. DEVELOrING- ORIENTATION AND TRAINING MATERIALS

Design for a Volunteer Services System Manual

Purpose To coordinate-building level and central
Office based volunteer services operation's into
_onecomprehenSive manual.

Goal - To disseminate the school volunteer
management system policies, procedures and
-materials to the individual schools using the

,
system and to central office based volunteer
program'personnel.

Objectives

TO make available clear "workable" complete
set of materials to system users.

To identify standard policies and procedures
of the Volunteer Services Office as they
relate to the school system.

To list material's and services available
including the procedures for requesting these.

To present clear communication guidelines for
informatiOn dissemination and feedback within
the system.

-To present standard descriptions or positions
and duties pertaining to individuals, staff
and volunteers, working within the system.

Target Audience
The manual, represents the compilation of the total
materials tote used by the management system of
the Volunteer Services Office. Therefore, this
manual represents a major work in both scope and
size. A complete manual will be housed in each
school Office involvein the management system
volunteer program and will be available as a
resource to all individuals, volunteers and staff,
involved in the program.

Each area coordinator will also be provided with
a school volunteer program management system manual
to be used as a resource for establishing building
volunteer programs. The'Volunteer Services Central
Of fire will be provided with an adequate number of
manuals for servicing central based programs.
Handbooks containing specific materials will be
prepared for the personal use of specific groups.
(volunteers, teachers, chairmen, etc.) involved

in the school volunteer program.
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Design fdr Volunteer Services System Handbooks

Purpose - To provide specific handbook materials
for those groups involved in a Volunteer Services
System.

Goal - To disseminate the school volunteer services
system policies, procedures and materials specific
to individual job descriptions of groups involved
with the total Volunteer Services System.

Objectives

-To malce available clear "workable" materials
specific to groups involved in the management
system.

-To identify policies and procedures as they
relate to the groups involved in the Volunteer
Services System.

-To list materials and services available to
groups involved in Volunteer Services System
including the procedures for requesting these.

-To present clear communication guidelines for
information dissemination and feedback as they
relate to groups involved in the Volunteer
Services System.

-To present standard descriptions of positions
and duties as they relate to groups involved
in the Volunteer Services System.

Target Audience
Handbooks containing information pertinent to
specific audiences should be provided. The
material available in these handbooks represents
a careful abstraction of the contents< of the
comprehensive volunteer services manual.

Types:of Handbooks
Area Coordinator, Handbook
School Administrator Handbook
'Building Volunteer Chairman Handbook
StafOordinator Handbook
Volunteer Handbook
Teacher-Handbook
Advibory Council Handbook
Cen4a1 Offige Volunteer Program Handbook
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D MODEL FOR TRAINING VOLUNTEERS

--

Training is different from orientation. Training is a

process for providing the volunteer with specific'tech-

niques and skills which he can utilize in his volunteer

service. Training falls into three basic categories:

pre-service training, on-the-job or in-service training

and on-going training. The goal of all training offered

to the volunteer should be to, upgrade the knowledge,

skills, confidence and motivation of the volunteer.

When developing training modules, an effort should be

made to identify existing training programs applicable

and available to volunteers in any area. To do this is

to avoid repetition in planning time and in costs for

providing training.

Effective training must make available enough specific

information for a volunteer that the volunteer services

rendered are meaningful and rewarding for the school

population served and for the volunteer. Adequately

preparing the volunteer alone is not enough. Adminis-

trators and teachers also.need direction to utilize

most effectively volunteer services offered and to

provide meaningful guidance, assistance and on-the-job

training for the volunteer serving in the classroom or

in special volunteer programs.

The purpose of developing a training program is to

provide training appropriate to the duties and respon-

sibilities of vyluntccro serving in .7% particular

volunteer capacity within the framework of the policies

and procedures of volunteer services and the school

system. The goal of training would then be to upgrade

the quality of school volunteer performance by providing

knowledge, skills, confidence and motivation.

Objectives for a training course may include the

following points:

-To offer training which is specific and practical.

-To offer training which is flexible and varied to

coincide with the interests and backgrounds of the

trainees.

-To offer training which is varied in technique
c of presentation (lecture workshop, role playing,

buzz sessions, panel discussions, video or

audio tapes).

offer training which involves trainees.

-To offer training needs which provide* for the

development of volunteer leaders*

-To encourage training personnel to explore and

utilize community and school resources available

for training.

-To offer training which is continually evalUated

and Undated to offai trainees that which they

need and desire.
ii'
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GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING VOLUNTEER TRAINING

Training should answer volunteer service needs and the
methods will be determined by these specific needs.
The methods for training should include the following
when applicable:

-A packet of materials for the volunteer's independent

home study would be valuable if the volunteer is unable

to attend trainihg sessions.
-Multi-media presentations used in group discussion

(if applicable and available).

-Presentation of specific skill information and appropriate
practice-sessions.
-On-the-job training when applicable.

The Volunteer Services System strongly advocates continual
training for volunteers and staff in all areas which could
increase skills and abilities or could foster positive
growth in understanding children and developing a mean-
ingful and usable philosophy of education.

The Volunteer Services Office provides consultation and
assistance in developing and providing specific training
programs identified as valuable and desirable at both the
building and central program levels.

To facilitate this training objective, many sources for
materials and expert conducted training sessions have been
investigated in an effort to utilize Positively the vast
resources of the community and to offer volunteer
scr -ices Personnel the very best training available.

Encouraging volunteer growth is a major concern of the
volunteer services system. The classroom teacher assists
in training the volunteer to adjust to classroom team
work but should not be asked to provide specific sk3t3s
training. The volunteer services system will provide
training for volunteers in specific skill areas which
the teacher/volunteer team identify as important forty
the volunteer to acquire and to better assist the teacher
in the classroom. To identify these needs for skills
training, the volunteer services system provides a train-
ing needs assessment form. The teacher and volunteer
working together should periodically determine the skills
which would be valuable. Alter tabulating the response
provided by the training needs assessment form, the area
coordinator can collect needs and plan training sessions
to meet these specific needs.
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TYPES OF TRAINING

Pre-Service Training
-Definition of objectives to be achieved by
volunteer help.

-Discussion of basic skills needed (also those
which if acquired could upgrade the volunteer

offering).
-Discussion of principles of child and adolescent
development and learning pertaining to the vol-
unteer.area and age group.

-Information about learning characteristics of
the group with which the volunteer will be
working.

..Presentation and discussion of written material
pertaining to the volunteer's service.

-Outline of specific dutigs.
-List of whom to go to for help if problems arise.

InService Training
-Adequate direction from the classroom teacher

to assist the volunteers in becoming acquainted

with the work situation (i.e., buildings class-

robm, equipment) and their volunteer responsibilities.

-Adequate direction from the building coordinator
who should be available to the volunteers to
observe, guide and encourage their work and to
act as a liaison between the Volunteer Services
Office and the volunteers in disseminating,
information einel collecting reports.
-Adequate avenues for feedback. Changes in
attitudes and skills occur as a volunteer works.
Volunteer input, sharing of ideas which have
proved successful, should be encouraged by the
Volunteer Services Office.

- 'Opportunities for a new volunteer to work closely

with a trained volunteer when applicable.

On-Goinq,Training
-Practice and reinforcement of skills (varying
the method of presentation).

-Courses offered to all volunteers iHcluding
offerings in educational human relations and
vital skill's areas.
-Information concerning pertinent community train-

ing available to the volunteer (i.e., OSU

continuing education offerings, etc.).

-Library of "how to" manuals, reading lists,

literature about programs in other school
systems, etc. for the volunteer to check out

and use..
-Individualized training courses using tapes and
manuals (this material could be housed in .a
volunteer resource laboratory and be available
at the volunteer's convenience).
-Resource materials "shared" by other active
Volunteers.
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DESIGN FOR TRAINING UNITS

Put,q2=
The statement of rationale or reason for offering the
training urpit clarifies the need for training.

Goals
A list of end results toward which the training
unit is directed clarifies the projected outcomes
of the training unit.

Suggested Group Size
Number of people easily accommodated by the suggested
training unit process. Fo 'many training units, any
number of participants be accommodated; for some
units, however, a max mum group size should be suggested
when the training process dictates small group inter-
action, exercises or laboratory practice sessions.

Time Reeuired
Generally speaking 1-1/2 - 2 hour workshops represent
the maximum block of time-available-from-volunteers
or school staff on working days-. Training programs
scheduled for Saturday or school day on which teachers

`have arranged released time could combine several
single training units.

Physical Setting
The idea/ place and the arrangement of the facility
need to be considered for maximum unit effectiveness

-in light of goals listed, materials utilized and
processes employed.

Process
The sequence of events which will best facilitate the
particular goals estAblished greatly effects the

,

overall success of a training unit.

General Program Format I-

A workable general format or outline might be as follows:,

-Time: 1-1/2 - 2 hots
.-Introduction of school and volunteer-personnel, etc.

SeSsion vary techniques possibly including
_expert's-lecturette anda-praetice-session for--
participants

-Summary

Materials
A listing of materials necessary to present a training
session should be completed. This will enable
trainers to obtain and/or prepare those specific
items needed for tbe session.
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CATEGORIES OF TRAINING

The training options which follow will be available
upon request from Volunteer Services dependent upon
current availability and scheeuling. Training sessions
may be adapted to specific volunteer services groups
(program chairmen, volunteers, advisory council
members, etc.)

Educational
-- Philosophical /conceptual
-Specific knowledge (new math, etc.)
-Child development

Human relations
-Effective human being
-Humanistic school system
-Ethnic and cultural awareness
-Self-concept
-Problem solving process
-Conflict management
-Helping relationships
-Communication process
-Leadership training
-Team building

Grout, Dynamics

-Group ecology
-Steps of group development
-A brief and practical explanation of
Daman behavio4

-The communication process
-Sending and receiving information
-Communication in groups

-Skill development
-Problem solving
-Decision making

-Behavioral styles
-Activities and Ilehaviors needed for
group success

-Individual styles of behavior
-Consultation skills

-Intervention in groups
-Helping and consultine

Special Skills
-Clerical

-Typing
-Filing
-Duplicating
-Grading
-Recording

-Artistic
-Physical activities
-Audio-visual
-Story telling
-Crafts
-Display
-First aid
,-Public speaking
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SOURCES O1 AVAILABLE TRAINING
AND TRAINING MATERIALS

Andio-Vimial Materials

1) Filmstrip General Programmed Teaching
Teachers Workshop Unit 3
Good filmstrip shows relationships of
teachers and volunteers. Presents
positive suggestions for teacher/vol-
unteer/student relationships.

For Purchase Only - One Unit $50.00

2) Film Thelict of Homan Civino
Des Moines Area Community College
15 minute/color/16 mm
Good film portraying the operation of
a school volunteer program.

For Purchase - $90.00 per print'
Rental - $3.50 per week

3) Film The. Volunteers
Indiana University
55 minute/bw/16 mm
Good filmed essay of young people
from Volunteers for Service Overseas
(A British organization similar to
U.S. Peace Corps) working with people
in several Malawi Villages applicable
only to general philosophy of volunteerism.

For Purchase - $265.00
Rental - $11.75

4) Film plut Friends
International Film Bureau Inc.
22/minute/color/16 mm
Good film which deals with the sociali-
zation among pre-schools

Fdr Purchase - $285.00
Rental - $17.50

5) Film My Name In Children
Indiana University
60 minute/bw/16 mm
Good film explaining child centered
learning. Introduces children effectively.

Rental $12.00

6) Film The Rinht to Read
Educational Film Catalog
Modern Talking Picture Services
27 1/2 minute/color/16 mm
Good film showing the problems of
illiteracy in human terms and what
can be done to improve reading ability
for people from all walks of life.

On Loan Free



0) Filmstrip
Record
Booklet

8) Television
Training
Coluctibus

Channel 34

lo) Filmstrip
Audio Tape

11) Filmstrip
Record &
Guide

12) Filmstrip
Audio Tape

13) Filmstrip
Audio Tape

14) Filmstrip
Audio Tape

15) Slioe Tape

The Pleasure is mutual
Film made by the Westchester County, N.Y.
Library system
24 minutes/color/16 mm
Now to conduct picture book programs.
The film shows a variety of adults
presenting picture books to small croups
of children.

Available through the State
Film Library from Volunteer Services Office

Parents ane Teachers Together
For the Benefit of Children)

National Education Association
14 minutes/color
Two part filmstrip (one for parents
and teachers and one for teachers alone)
Pictures actual parent involvement with
discussion of rationale for parent
school involvement and teacher respon-
sibility for involving and using parents.

Available for purchase from
NEA Q. $24.75
Available on loan from Volunteer Services
Office

To Aid, To Learn
In-Service pars- professional training
8 20 minute programs with printed
guidebook provided.
Consecutively scheduled and aired`
throughout the year on Columbus,
Channel 34. (1974-1975 schedule to
be provided for volunteers)
Materials designed for Para - professional
school employees but generally appli-
cable to school volunteers as well.

"Administering a Student Tutoring Program"
12 minutes
, Available from Volunteer Services

Office

"I Am a Teacher Aide"
Available from Volunteer Services
Office

"What Is Feedback"
12 minutes

Available from Volunteer Services
Office

"Promoting Participation"
12 minutes

Available from Volunteer Services
Office

"Using Audio Visual Equipment"
12 minutes

Available from Volunteer Services
Office

The Sir nit e;fnt Othr *.r
(Columbus School Volunteers in Action)
15 rtino Les

Available from Volunteer Serviced
Office
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Community Training Resources
Many community organizations, businesses, institutions
and school system departments offer resources for
providing excellent specific training for volunteers.
Involvement ranges from actually offering training
personnel to consulting on training planning to inclue-
ing school volunteers in existing training programs.

-Junior League of Columbus
-Staff Development and Human Relations (Columbus
Public Schools)
-Appropriate Departments of the Division of
Instruction (Columbus Public Schools)

-Ohio State University Division of Continuing Education

Published Training Resources
The Volunteer Services Office is in the process of
developing a resource library for the use of volunteers

and staff involved with the volunteer services system.

This library will make available for home study many

valuable training materials from such sources as:

-National Training Laboratory
-.Institute for Development of Educational Activitieo,

Inc. - Dayton, Ohio
-Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
-University Associates Press, San Diego
-Panhandle Area Educational Cooperative, Plorida

-National Education Association
-U. S. Chamber of Commerce
-Iowa State University
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E) MODEL For RECOMITTION AND RETENTION OF VOLUNTEERS

Positive iecognition of volunteers is perhaps the most
important part of a school volunteer program yet is many
times forgotten. 1f-a volunteer is properly placed,
trained and recognized, the volunteer will want to
continue with the school volunteer program. (S)he will
share his/her volunteer experiences with his/her
acquaintances making them aware of the satisfactions
of being a volunteer.

The purpose of this model is to provide methods and
techniques of volunteer recognition for the purpose
of volunteer retention.

General objectives for such an activity may be:

-To realize the human need of a volunteer for
continual, positive feedback.

-To understand what makes a volunteer experience
meaningful.

-To provide concepts pertaining to volunteer
retention.

-To provide the methods and.techniques of
recognizing a volunteer.



RETENTION OF VOLUNTEERS

Retention of volunteers is often the best form of volunteer
recruitment. if a volunteer feels valuable and needed,
(s)he will wish to continue to serve.. Retention statistics
can provethatthe'needs of the volunteer and of the school
are being met.

Buildina Security and Morale of Volunteers
In developing a school volunteer program the needs of
the volunteer must be.considered and incorporated into
the developed program. A sense of security is imperative
and can be provided by volunteer services representatives
who:

-Radiate confidence.
-Are honest and sincere.
-Are fair, impartial and generous.
-Show sympathetic understanding.
-Explain carefully what the volunteer's job is.
-Tell the volunteer not only what but also why.

aintginina Volunteer Morale

The Do's
-remonstrate beyond question your willingness to
help the volunteer.
-Treat the volunteer like a human being.
-Dignify the position of the 'volunteer; recognize
the importance of volunteering.

-Avoid partialitydon't "play favorites".
-Avoid an ,,overbearing attitude.
-Be honestdon't bluff--you can't get away with
it for long; it isn't what we say but what we do
that counts.

-Veep your promises; showing a reason for it if
you can't.
-Give credit and recognition (again impartially).
-Suggest, but do not criticize.-'
-ae sure the office staff is HUMBLY glad to work
with volunteers and that it shows in their behavior.
-Stand back of the volunteer and his work.
-Be available to volunteer and staff--"open door policy".
-Say "We," not "I°.
-Welcome suggestions; ask for advice and opinions.
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-Ask--not tell.
-Make them feel it is their organization.
-Keep up the good cheer.
-Get the whole story when there are problems--do not
jump to conclusions.

The Don'ts
-Don't kill with kindness; it can be carried to
such extremes that it ceases to be appreciated.

-Don't condemn inactivity; suggest a program for
activity.
-Vhen you need to offer criticism, do it privately;
make criticism sincere and constructive; when you
are wrong, admit it freely.
-Don't act as though you think you are good; if
you have ability and are "good," be humble about 4

it--they will find out.
-Don't use words when deeds are called for.
-Don't show annoyance or a martyred air of
extreme patience

Volunteers want their coordinators to:
-Keep in close touch with them.
-Provide better working conditions.-
-Give them better training and supervision.
-Build up their morale.
-Treat them fairly and impartially.

Developing leadership means practicing leadership.

Good leadership doesn't just happen. That is leader-

ship? It is the sum total of:
-Personal example.
-Vocational competence.
-Effectiveness in human relations.
-Guidance in solving personal, and emotional
problems.
-and MOT/VATIONL-making people want to enough.

Enthusiasm is infectious. If volunteers understand
that they are part of a team, if they have a feeling
of accomplishment, if they are told by others that

they are really helping, volunteers will feel secure

and needed and will want to continue their work the

next year.
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RI COGNIT/ON OF VOLUNTLIMS

Expressions of admiration or approval arc vital for most

volunteers. Recognition gives the volunteer a sense of

security or belonging. This recognition comes naturally

to those with a sensitive awareness of others.

New ways to recognize volunteer services wi,thtn a school

program are constantly being sought and developed.

Volunteers have always wanted to know and hear how

important they are. Badges, certificates and plaques are

not the only kinds of recognition which can be employed.

Recognition of the volunteer's services should come

naturally and sincerely from the professional staff. A

teacher should recognize the volunteer publicly as well

as privately. Consistent expressions of thanks, a nod

of approval, a gentle touch of the shoulder can have more

effect than formal awards and recognition programs. Since

the responsibility for recognizing volunteers is the

Staff's, orientation programs for professional staff should

stress the importance of volunteer recognition.

Eaves caL
The recognition process is the public relations of

volunteerism. Some ways of giving recognition are:

-Personal praise of the volunteer on the job.

-Letters and postcards_of thanks.

-Asking the advice of the volunteer--especially
effective when advie.: is followed:
-Identification - uniforms, pins, badges, etc., so

that others may recognize them (this is a good

recruitment gimmick too) .
-Recognition of a special contribution that a volunteer

has made,
-Giving the volunteer a more complex assignment.

-Telling the committees anti board about a volunteer's

work.
-Newspaper publicity and pictures.

-Special event award meetings.
-A letter with clipping enclosed from a board member

expressing "Nice to read about you",

-Social reception for new volunteers to meet staff,

other volunteers, students or parents.

-Weekly or monthly recognition events including

brunch, lunch, dinner, gourmet parties, dessert

parties, picnics, teas, or coffee klatches.

-Monies available for volunteers to pay for gas

and lunch.
-Insurance for volunteers.
-Bulletin boards displaying voluntners'and students'

work in school and in special places such as bunks,

stores, libraries, or store windows.
-Certificates, plaques, pins or trophies.

-Children made awards such as metal awards, silver

awards (foil), or bookmarks.
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fipeeial Eventn

Central Office Events
An-annual'RecognitiOn Day Event can be a memorable occasion
if it -is pIanned.--1<nowinci,bow-to-preplan,-under-

,,,ttandfng basic stepS in planning such an event and, assign
duties to responsible chairmen) are important._

A planning committee should be organized to:
-Dei"jrmine type of event - luncheon, dinner, picni,
coffee or reception.

%-Decide dates, time and place of event.
-Create theme or title - make it brief and catchy.,
-Decide admission price - if any.
-Select sub-chairmen;

-hospitality
-publicity - pre and post
-invitations
-telephone
- mailing

-program
-decoration
-appraisal
-award

-Send thank yoes to all who worked on event.
Prepare-report on all stages of function.

Possible School Volunteer Recognition Events
-Pot Luck Dinner
-TeaS
--Coffees
'-Auditorium programs
-4irunch or lunch with the supervisor
-Classroom party
-Tea with paunts
-Dinner wi.W teachers.
-Faculty party
-Family fun -day-
- Picnics

Promotion of a Volunteer.
PrOmoting volunteers is also a means of recognition.
The Volunteer Services System should provide opportunities
for the advancement of volunteers into more responsible
positions. It should continue to offer the volunteer
added responsibility and expanded experiences. If a vol-
,unteer is willing and able to take on new responsibilitkes,
additional administrative volunteer opportunities should
be.offered. These opportunities could include area
coordinator positions, responsibility for the development
of a volunteer program, advisory council membership, or
advisory council committee membership. Allowing a volun-
teer to grow and to take on new tasks eliminates job
monotony and is vital to continued renewal of the
volunteer's commitmenr4ond of the volunteer programs.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
The coordinating umbrella that provides for volunteer
program development, for the operation of the management
subsystems at the central office and building level and
for the planning, monitoring and controlling of all
activities large or small at all levels of volunteer
service,

2) VOLUNTEER SERVICES. SYSTEM ADMINISTRATIVE PHASES

PLANNING PHASE - The establishing of goals, program
description and criteria to measure program progress.

MONITORING PHASE - The continuous inspection and recording
of an on-going process with a man-machine interface.

APPAA/SAL PHASE - The point toward the end of the school
year when information is obtained to judge the merit of the
many processes and materials that were used, the value and
merit of volunteer service and volunteer programs, and the
significance of the. Volunteer Services System.

NEEDS dgi'SSMENT PHASE - The collection of data from the
Monitoring and Appraisal phases that indicates new needs
and directions for volunteer services as yet unmet.

3) VOLUNTEER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT. STAGES

PLANNING STAGE - The initial step in developing or'
redeveloping a volunteer program consisting of needs
identification; purpose, goals and objectives of program
to service those needs; identification of types and
numbers of volunteers needed, training necessary for
volunteers and materials required for optimal program
effectiveness.

ASSIMILATION STAGE - The implementation step that
incorporates the pre-determined plans into actual
development of materials, recruitment, placement,
orientation, training, recognizing and supervising
service or program volunteers in a school building.

AlAl



*Or

REVIEW STAGE - The final step of--aPOraising total volunteer
services by administering apprailal.questiod-Wres, colt
lecting and analyzing the datapOeporting?nvcopparison\of
goals and objecAives to themlyzed

\-)

4) VOLUNTEER PROGR4 N
A specific volunteer actrnity which answers a need of
students as indicate-d-by 16rge numbers of staff and which
can be organized into a well-defined program for the
purposes of recruitment, placement, orientation, training,
evaluation and recognition of volunteers who are performing
like tasks and assuming like responsibilities.

5) VOLUNTEER SERVICES
The many and Varied assisting activities performed by
volunteers under the supervision of certificate0 school
personnel.

6) VOLUNTEER JOB
The duties to be performed by the volunteer as outlined
in the job description.

7) VOLUNTEER
A member of the community who is interested in the
education of school students and who is willing to give
freely of time, talent and skill to help provide a
superior and enriched education for students.

8) AIDE
A hon-teaching employee in a school district who
directly assists ateacher as defined in Section
3319.09 of the Revised Code.

9)N" YODEL

A desirable form sufficiently complete ih detail to
communicate completeness and wholeness and an accurate
image. It is always intended to be a static facsimile
of a working process.
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DIRECTIONS FOR.DEVELOPING JOB DESCRIPTIONS

It is important for an administrator to know, first, the
Purpose of his department in the organization's structure;
second, the scope - areas of activity for which respon-
sible; and third, the responsibilities of the position
and the employees and volunteer concerned. In order to
define these areas, a job description is essential. Three
definitions describe what a job is and what it does.

Job analysis is the procedure used in collecting
information about a specific job. The objectives

are:
-To improve conditions of hiring, transferring
and promoting employees or volunteers.

-To establish an appropriate training program.
-To act as a means of budgetary control.

Job description can be defined as a written record
of duties, requirements and responsibilities of a
particular job (or 'a summary of a job analysis). It

states significant duties and responsibilities involved
in a specific job, but does not state expected results.

Job specification is everything one needs to know
concerning requirements of a job and the qualifications
and abilities a worker needs. A complete job descrip-
tion includes a job specification.

Preliminary informatiOn which itOleeded to begin preparation
of a Job Description incld

i 40
1) Where is the position located?
2) What duties are performed regularly?
3) From whom is work received?
4) What is done with work, and where is it sent?
5) What duties are performed at stated periods?
6) What duties are performed at irregular intervals?
7) To whom is the worker directly responsible?
8) Mow many employees does the worker supervise?4
9) What instructions are received about work to be done?

10) What equipment is used in work?
11) What should be the lowest level of education required

for job?



12) What special courses might be needed to perform job
well?

13) What is most difficult part of work?-
14) What is the proportion of time spent standing, sitting,

moving or other physical positions?
15) What are physical requirements necessary for job?,
16) What is the responsibility for workers under super-

vision?
17) What is the responsibility for money, valuables,

and so on?
18) What contact is there with the general public?
19) What are the regular working hours?

Necessary items in "a job description or specification
'are the following:

1) Title of the position.
2) Department where position is located.
3) Age range of position.
4) Statement as to whether male and female applicants

accepted.
5) Hours of position, and shifts if any.
6) Pay rate, pay ranges and any bonuses.
7) Benefits such as vacations, sick leave, insurance and

other privileges.
8) Upgrading possibilities.
9) Job summary explaining position and kaork requirements

in detail.
10) Performance requirements. ,

11) Physical activities and working conditions.
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TYPE or WORK:

RESPONSIBILITY:

DUTIES OP JOB:

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS:

I

JOE DESCRIPTION

COORDINATOR or VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM

The Coordinator of Volunteer Services System is
responsible for administrative decisions related
to the policies and procedures of the Volunteer
Services System, its organization, subsystems
and operations.

1) Enlists the support and encouragement of
the superintendent and the Board of Education.

2) Supervises the on-going activities and operation
of all volunteer services and programs.

3) Determines the development of new central
office volunteer programs based upon recom-
mendations from analyzed data reports and
appropriate advisory bodies.

4) Determines the scope and direction of Building
Level Operations.

5) Determines the policies ,and procedures governing'
volunteer personnel operations.

5) Supervises the development and maintenance
of the budget,

7) Supervises all department personnel, staff
and volunteers.

8) Serves as a permanent member of the Advisory
Council and coordinates staff/Advisory Council
activities.

9) Represents volunteer services in community
meetings and activities.

10) Acts as liaison for state volunteers in
education programs and volunteer activities
in the local school district.

11) Meets and consults with other professionals
in the field of volunteer services to discuss
problems which will further program improvement.

12) SuperVises programming for sensitizing school
personnel to the effective utilization of
volunteers.

13) Determines the appointment of all administrative
volunteers.

14) Provides continuing supervision, motivation
and counseling of volunteers.

15) Coordinates initiation and maintenance of open
channels of communication and continual feedback
for the volunteers an e volunteer programs.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Has a Bachelor's Deg .

Has a valid teaching certificate.
Has experience working as a volunteer and
with volunteers.
Has previous experience in leadership,
administrative and decision-making activities.
Has previous experience in skills training.
Has complete familiarity and ulOerstanding of
the workings of the Volunteer Services System.
Has capability of establishing and maintaining
positive working relationships.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

TYPE OP WORK: ADVISORY COUNCIL

RESPONSIBILITY: 1) Reviews and recommends purpose, scope, policy,
goals and objectives to the Superintendent
within the framework of the Board of Education
policies and administrative regulations.

2) Supports the objectives and program of the
volunteer services.

3) Provides effective and wise guidance of the
school volunteer program and role in the
community within the approved framework.

4) Promotes communication betweeh-the school
volunteer program and organizations in the
community concerned with the educational needs
of students.
Periodically reviews evaluations in an effort
to strengthen the program and quality of

, volunteer service.
6) Makes recommendations to the administration

and to the Board of Education regarding the
volunteer program and related concerns
involving the education of students and the
school system ties with the community.

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS: Members of the school system and the community

actively participating, knowledgeable and
interested in the volunteers in education programs.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

4IFYPE OF WORK: VOLUNTEER SERVICES ASSISTANT IN CHARGE
OF CENTRAL OFFICE VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

RESPONSIBILITY: The Assistant in Charge of Central Office
Volunteer Programs is responsible for the
supervision of all central office volunteerprograms activities within the total frame-work of the Volunteer Services System.

DUTIES OF JOB: 1) Acts as liaison between the Vcdunteer ServicesSystem and the central office volunteer programs.2) Supervises the activities of the VolunteerProgram Chairmen working with the central
office volunteer programs.

3) Provides training for Volunteer Program Chairmenso they can perform their duties as delineatedin. their job descriptions.
4) Initiates and maintains open channels of

communication and feedback activities.5) Coordinates the development and revision ofall materials related to the operation of
central office volunteer programs.

6) Coordinates the collection, cataloging and
use of all Reference File materials.

7) Coordinates the development of new central
office volunteer programs as directed by theCoordinator, Volunteer, Services System.8) Receives reports of analyzed data related tocentral office volunteer programs and coordi-nates the decision-making activities of VolunteerProgram Chairmen based on these reported results.DESIRAi3

OUALIFIC OHS: 1) Has a Bachelor's Degree.
2) Has a valid teaching certificate.3) Has experience working as a volunteer andwith volunteers,
4) Has previous experience in leadership,

administrative and deCision-making activities.5) Has pi ious experience in skills training.6) Has complete familiarity and understanding ofthe workings of the Volunteer
Services System.7) Has capability of establishing and maintainingpositive working relAionships.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF WORK: VOLUNTEER SERVICES ASSISTANT
IN CHARGE OF BUILDING LEVEL OPERATIONS

RESPONSIBILITY: The Assistant in Charge of Building Level Operations
is responsible for the supervision of all Area
Coordinator activities within the total frame-
work of the Volunteer Services System.

DUTIES OF JOB: 1) Acts as liaison between the Volunteer Services
System and the school volunteer programs.

2) Supervises field activities of Area Coordi-
nators working with school volunteer programs.

3) Provides training for Area Coordinators so
they can perform their duties as delineated
in their job descriptions.

4) Initiates and maintains open channels of
communication and feedback activities.

5) Coordinates the development and revision of
all materials related to the operation of the
school volunteer programs.

6) Coordinates all, public relations and materials
dissemination activities related to the
operation of the school volunteer programs.
Coordinates the collection, tabulation, analysis
and synthesis of all evaluation and needs
assessment data.

8) Supervises the reporting of the evaluation
and needs assessment results.

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS: 1) Has a Bachelor's Degree.

2) Has a valid teaching certificate.
3) Has experience working as a volunteer and

with volunteers.
4) Has previous experience in leadership,

administrative and decision-making activities.
5) Has previous experience in skills training.
6) Has complete familiarity and understanding of

the workings of the Volunteer Services System.
7) Has capability of establishing and maintaining

positive working relationships.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

gbYPE OF WORK: VOLUNTEER SERVICES ASSISTANT It CHARGE OF
PERSONNEL OPERATIONS

RESPONSIBILITY: The Volunteer Services Assistant in charge of
Personnel Operations is responsible for the over-
all organization and management of the central
office personnel operations and procedures. In
addition, this assistant coordinates all public
relations activities.

DUTIES OF JOB: 1) Acts as a liaison between the Volunteer
Services System and the Data. Processing
Department.

2) Supervises the collection, compiling,
retrieval and reporting of al-statistical
information.

3) Supervises the handling of all forms and
the procedures comprising personnel Operations.

4) Supervises office staff involved with volun-
teer personnel operations.

5) Provides training for all staff and volunteer
personnel involved in interviewing potential
volunteers.

6) Coordinates interviewing of all potential
volunteers.

7) . Coordinates the development and revision of
all materials related to public relations
and to office policies and procedures.

8) Coordinates all public relations ann materials
dissemination activities related to the
operation of the central office volunteer
programs.
Coordinates all activities pertaining to the
recruitment of business and industry.

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS: 1) Has a Bachelor's Degree.

2) flas a valid eaching certificate.
1) Has experien e working as a volunteer and

with Volunters.
4) Has prel4ousexperience in leadership,

administrati7/e and decision-making activities.
5) Has previousexperience in skills training.
6) Has completelfamiliarity and understanding of,

the workings of the Volunteer Services System.
7) Has capability of establishing and maintaining,

positive working relationships.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF WORK: COMMUNITY RESOURCE COORDINATOR

I

RESPONSIBILITY: The Community Resource Coordinator is responsible
to Volunteer Services for the interviewing,
screening and placement of volunteers in central
office volunteer programs as requested by pro-
fessional staff in a school.

DUTIES OF JOB: 1) Receives and processes volunteer applications.
2) Interviews and screens volunteers for central

office volunteer programs.
3) Places screened volunteers in appropriate

program.
4) Supervises the distribution of program hand-

books and related materials'as requested.
5) Maintains an up-to-date file of volunteers

and receives evaluations of their effective-
ness.

6) Receives continual information on assessment
of needs for additional volunteer programs
and on the availability of volunteers for
these programs.

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS: 1) Any combination of training and experience

equivalent to completion of two years of
college and two years experience in a community
service organization. Substitutions: Addi-
tional college training maybe substituted for
the required experience on a year -to -year basis.

2) Good linowledge of school curriculum and pro-
grams; general knowledge of wide fields of
occupational skills, hobbies, crafts; skilled
in teaching and presenting ideas to groups of
children and adults effectively; ability to
relate with people of varied backgrounds and
interests; ability to supervise effectively
volunteer workers.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF WORK: VOLUNTEER PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

RESPONSIBILITY: The Program Chairman is responsible to Volunteer
Services for the management, orientation, training
-and evaluation of volunteer services in that
specific volunteer program offered to any individ-
ual school in a school system.

DUTIES OF' JOB: 1) Acts as a coordinator of all volunteers in
a given program.

2) Acts as a liaison between the program vol-
unteers and 'ale Central °Mae.

3) Identify volunteer resource needs and suggests
appropriate recruitment procedures.

4) Assists in the presentatidn of basic orien-
tation for all volunteers in a given program.

5) Develops and provides needed pre-service
and in-service training for-all volunteers
in a given program.

6) Develops and makes available all materials
and supplies neaissary for successful operation
of program volunteers.

7) -Encourages volunteer interaction so that
volunteers may become acquainted with others
who have similar interests to discuss prog-
ress, exchange ideas and constructive criticism
and give reactions to other volunteers.

8) Communicates periodically with each volunteer
in the program by telephone, personal contact,
or written memo.

9) Communicates with a volunteer who has missed
more than two consecutive weeks or who has

A not been coming on a regUlar basis to ascertain
the reason and attempt to solve the problem.

10) Assists in the preparation of the evaluation
report of the specific program by compaiing
program purpose, goals and objectives to
evaluation data.

DESIRABLE_
QUALIFICATIONS: 1) Has had previous experience in a schoOl

volunteer program.
2) Has demonstrated leadership and administrative

potential.

r
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JOB DESCRIPTION

AREA COORDINATOR

RESPONSIBILITY: The Area Coordinator is responsible for acting
as a liaison between the schools in the area and
-the Volunteer ServIces System for the, purpose of
establishing and maintaining a well-coordinated
individual ichool volunteer program that fits
within the Volunteer Services System,

DUTIES OP JOB: 1) .Acts as thecoordinator of all volunteers in
the edesignated area. 4

2) Works.cooperatively,With other Arta Coordinators
for the successful operation of the school
volunteer program.

3) Acts as liaison between the designated school
d the Central Office.

4) eceives all records of volunteer activities
in the individual schools, compiles them and
provides a report to the appropriate people.

5) Facilitdtes.the Building Level Operations
in each school.

6) Assists in recruitment of resources at the
area and building level.

7) Assumes responsibility for enlisting support
of neighborhood agencies and publications
under direction of the Volunteer Services
System.

8) Assists in placement of volunteers in building.
9) Consults in training of volunteers at building

10) Consulti in orientation sessions for building
volunteers.

11) Acts as consultant in development of new
programs at building level.

12) Assists in revising school volunteer program materials.
materials.
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13) Monitors and assists in the operational plan
as developed ig, each school.

14) Identify names of identified volunteers for
positions of _greater responsibility in the
total Volunteer Services System.
Assumes responsibility for developing and
conducting, training sessions appropriate
to the situation.

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS: 1) Has earned a Bachelor's Degree and a 'Teacher's

Certification.
2)- Has demonstrated skill in dealing with members

of the community
3) Has demonstrated some experience in volunteer

work.
4) Shows willingness to serve, in this-capacity

for a minimum of a school year.
5) Shows enthusiasm for the concept of volunteers

in education.
6) Demonstrates capability for establishing

positive working relationships.'
71 Possesses ability to compile and assist in

analyzing data pertaining to the Volunteer
Services Office.

8) Has had previous experience in training of
teachers and volunteers.

9) Has total familiarity with the materials and
procedures of the Columbus Public Schools and
the Volunteer Services System.

10) Has had experience with producing Performance-
based learning materials.



TYPE OF WORK: PRINCIPAL

JOB DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBILITY: The Principal is responsible for the assessment
of the building needs and desires for instituting
an organized volunteer assistance program through
the Volunteer Services System.

DUTIES OF JOB: 1) Decides, after careful assessment, to develop
a school volunteer program..

2) Designates a staff member to fill the role
of Staff Coordinator The Principal may
reserve this role for himself.)

3) Designates volunteer to fill the role of
Volunteer Building Coordinator.

4) Works with appropriate representatives of
the Volunteer Services System and selected
school staff and neighborhood community
members to design a volunteer program which
meets building needs.

5) Cooperates with the appropriate representatives
of the Volunteer Services System and the school
staff and volunteers in managing the component_.,
parts of a working volunteer program (recruit-
merit, placement, orientation, training and
evaluation).

6) Participates in yearly Volunteer Services
System evaluation of volunteer services and
of the services provided by the Volunteer
Services System.

7) Based on schoolodata provided by the evaluation
report, determines revisions needed for indi-
vidual school volunteer program.

8) Terminates the participation of a volunteer
worker when it is deemed necessary.



p.

JOB DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF WORK: STAFF COORDINATOR

RESPONSIBILITY: The School Staff Coordinator is responsible to
the Principal of the school in which he/she is
a regular staff member.

'a\
DUTIES OF JOB: 1) Serves as a liaison between the school staff

and the Volunteer Services System.
2) Serves as a resource person to teachers in

the training program for the use of volunteers.
3). Assists the Volunteer Building Coordinator

in presenting the training program for vol-
unteers at the local school level.

4) Assists in placement of volunteers in the
school according to documented needs.

5) Assists in administering,.compiling and
interpreting assessment instruments used to
audit the effectiveness of the 'school vol-
unteer program.

6) Provides feedback to the Area Coordinator
concerning the school volunteer program.

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS: 1) Is a regular school staff member. No

additional salary increments are provided
for this position.

2) Shows interest in volunteers as assistants
in the school.

3) Shows willingness to cooperate with Area
Coordinator in implementing the school
volunteer program.

4) Has permission of Principal to attend periodic
all-day workshops.

5) Is a person who communicates effectively with
the school staff and persons in the community.
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TYPE OF WORK: TEACHER

S

JOB DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBILITY: The Teacher is responsible for cooperating with
the building principal in assessing the building
needs for a volunteer program and, if a volunteer
program is instituted, with the designated
representative of the. Volunteer Services System
and the school Staff Coordinator in monitoring
the school volunteer program.

DUTIES OF JOB: 1) Participates in building staff orientation
and training pertaining to the effective use
of school volunteers.
Familiarizes volunteer-with teacher's basic
educational philosophy, expectations for
volunteer assistance and classroom duties
and procedures.

3) Familiarizes volunteer with work and rest
areas available in the school.

4) Introduces volunteer to teachers in rooms
near the classroom the volunteer services.

5) Issues textbooks or materials neeeed by
the volunteer.

6) Provides appropriate task related in-service
training, including an opportunity for the
volunteer to observe the teacher working
with students.

7) Provides time for teacher/volunteer planning
and informal evaluation.

8) Participatee-in yearly evaluation of the
volunteer services. 4

9) Recognizes volunteer's contributions by
participating in planned building recognition
programs and by periodically remembering to
personally thank the volunteer.



JOB DESCRIPTION

TYPE OF WORK: VOLUNTEER BUILDING COORDINATOR

RESPONSIBILITY: The Volunteer Building Coordinator is responsible
for being the liaison between the professional
staff in the individual school and the volunteers
serving in that school for the purpose of main-
taining a well - .coordinated school volunteer program.

DUTIES OP JOB: 1) Acts as the coordinatorsof all volunteers
in the school building.

2) Works cooperatively with the Staff Coor-
dinator for the successful, operation of a
school volunteer program.

3) Acts as a liaison between the school and the
Area Coordinator.

4) Maintains all records of'volunteer activities
in the school for use by the Area Coordinator.

5) Takes responsibility for recruitment in the
scpool community.

6) Enlists support of neighborhood agencies and
publications under direction of the Area
Coordinator.

7) Secures completed volunteer applications and
trains volunteers to conduct the volunteer
interview, discusses types of volunteer services
needed in-the school and places the volunteers.

8) Receives and processes new requests from
teachers for volunteer services from the
Staff Coordinator and locates volunteer(s)
to fill, that request.

9) Provides basic orientation for all volunteers
in the individual school.

10) Trains volunteers in those special services
particular to the needs of the school staff
and assists the teacher, when asked, with her
training of the volunteer.

11) Makes available all materials and supplies
necessary for the successful operation of the
volunteer program in the school.
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12) Identifies volunteers for positions of
greater responsibility in the,total volunteer
services system.

13) Assists school staff in the effective use
of volunteers.

14) Determines need for workshop and in-service
training to increase volunteer's capacity
to serve.

15) Plans meetings r volunteers for exchange
of ideas and pr blem solving.

16) Encourages cr ive ideas.
17) Arranges for substitutes when volunteer must

be absent.
18) Arranges for recognition of volunteers' service.
19) Supervises volunteers.
20) Maintains regular communication with Afea

Coordinator.
DESIRABLE 4
QUALIFICATIONS: 11 Demonstrates skill in dealing with members

of the community.
2) Has some experience in volunteer work.
3) Is willing to serve in this capacity for

a minimum of a school year.
4) Demonstrates enthusiasm for the concept of

volunteers in education.
5) Demonstrates capability for establishing

positive working relationships.
6) Resides in the individual school neighborhood.
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TYPE OF WORK:

RESPONSIBLITY:

DUTIES OF JOB:

Ill/

DESIRABLE
QUALIFICATIONS: 1) Shows a sense of dedication and a desire

to assist the school staff in providing
maximum educational opportunities for all
children.

2) Shows positive attitude and an interest and
enthusiasm for working with children.

3) Shows ability to work cooperatively with
school personnel.

4) Shows adequate communication skills.
5) Has good physical health and moral pharacter.6) Has a negative prognosis from TB test.
7) Shows flexibility of skills.
8) Shows willingness to receive appropriate

orientation and training.
9) Shows regularity of attendance.

JOB DESCRIPTION

VOLUNTEER

The Volunteer is responsible for working under
the direction of and in cooperation with the

* school professional in charge.

Generally the volunteer assignment will involve
tasks related to one or more of the following--
areas (for more specific delineationof-duties

-r--see Scope of Volunteer
t

1) Providing instructional assistance'.
2) Providing classroom assistance.

-Assisting with classroom chores
-Preparing materials requested by staff
-Providing clerical assistance
-Assisting with classroom enrichment or
special events

3) Providing special services.
4) Assisting with monitoring activities.
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE FORMS

FOR

ON-GOING MONITORING AND FINAL APPRAISAL

OF

VOLUNTEER SERVICES
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SAMPLE

VOLUNTEER'S REPORT FORM

(Please return this form after you have been a volunteer for
about three weeks. It will help us keep up-to-date.)

NAME

ADDRESS

DATE

SCHOOL ASSIGNED

NAME OF INTERVIEWER

WAS THE INTERVIEW? GOOD TOO LONG TOO HASTY

WORKING CONDITIONS (Your Comments)

ii

Were you given sufficient training to start the job with a
feeling of conficence? Yes No

Do you understand the procedures of your particular job?

Yes No

Do you consider this a satisfactory volunteer assignment:
Yes No

to you know of others who would be interested in volunteer work?

NAME ADDRESS PHONE

To Insure pylvacv

Fold top portion Of letter downward, then fold this portion
up and staple or tape.
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VOLUNTEER SELF-EVALUATION FORM

1v Inner Self:

-Tact
-Poise
-Sense of humor
-Sense of worth
-Freedom from withdrawing tendencies
-Ability to profit from their own mistakes
-Ability to take criticism
-Successful personal adjustment to life
-Ability to understand people
-Desire to help pupils grow
-Above all, respect for the students

My Outer Self:

-Desire to improve self and secure further training
-Uses tools he finds works best for him or her
-Record of working with people
-Excellent,working relationships with staff and students
-Appreciation and understanding of the entire educational program-A wholesome and optimistic outlook on life
a-A pleasing personal appearance
-Must be able to gain trunt of the pupils and inspire their
confidence

1101 Am I Doing? ? ? ?
-Do I plan for the activity to which X have been assigned
thoroughly, hit And miss or just doing something?

-Do I make myself helpful by offering my services to the teacher
when there is an obvious need for help?
-Do I have a plan for getting children into groups?
-Do I observe closely so as to know children's or adults' likes,
dislikes, preferences, enthusiasms, aversions, etc.?

-Do I find opportunities for giving students choices or do I
tell them what to do?

-Have I given some individual help in classroom assighments?
-Do I observe closely the techniques used by the teacher, and
follow through when I am working with the group? s

40 X emphasize the times when students behave well and minimize
the.times when they fail to d6 so?

-Do X realty listen to what students have to say?
-Do X evaluate myself at intervals?
-Do X accept criticisms and suggestions without becoming
emotionally upset?
Do X follow directions of the teacher?
-Do I try to develop a friendly attitude with all of my co-workers?
-Do X give the teacher adequate notice of absences by reporting
them to the office before the day begins?

-Do I realize that my whole purpose for being in the classroom isto assist the teacher in order that the students might progressmore rapidly?
-Do I give too much help to Students rather than allowing themtime to think?
-Do I refrain from interfering between another teacher and student tweunless called upon for assistance?
4)0 I avoid criticism of the student, teacher, And the school oragency?

(This self-evaluation form can be used at.* any point during a program.It can be used to suggest areas in which joint volunteer-professionaltraining is noed00.)__
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SAMPLE

TEACHER AND VOLUNTEER MONITORING ACTIVITIES

Appraisal should assess the level of mastery of specific
objectives for making decisions as to whether further
instructional activities should be pursued. In determining
whether volunteers are mastering the Objectives, threeactivities are suggested for assessing the effectiveness
of volunteer services:,

1) nodel a planning session, make plans with the volunteer
and Provide for future planning sessions.

Activities
...Invite the volunteer to observe you during at least
one planning session. Explain each sten and le
sure to define your goals ane identify materials
and procedures which you will be using t6 assess
the effectiveness of the volunteer. If the vol-
unteer needs bele in organizing activities to wort
with students, share all materials vou have collected
and use.

-Set aside a time before-or after school and meet
with the volunteer to establish long-range plans.
Include any inforeation about materials, supplies,equipment and procedures that will be helpful for
the volunteer to better perform the duties'a'ssigned.

'74k2) Develoo a system fOr monitoring the activities of
volunteer services.

Activities
-Make a list of the problems that might be encountered
when monitoring, observing or keeping trac of your
volunteer. Then list several solutions to e h ofthe exoected problems after participating in ithetone of the following activities:

-Participate with other participants in a brain-
storming session to share solutions.

-Meet with your staff coordinator to-determinethe alternatives.
.Make a list of categories to look for when you
actually observe the volunteer in action. Share,
your feelings with others to unify your criteria.Share this with the volunteer in order for the
volunteer to be familiar with your expectations andopenly share your ideas with each other.

14f3
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-Make a schedule of observation dates so your
volunteer can be prepared. Using the criteria
you planned before hand with the voliinteer in
Activity 2, monitor an activity being conducted
by your volunteer. Use this time for observing
only, do not discuss.

3) After planning and monitoring the activities of the
school volunteer, conduct a critique session bases'
on the former selected, criteria.

Activities
-participate in a role-playing session with others
in order to anticipate the problems which might
arise. After each role-playing session, brainstorm
to find solutions and set criteria for critiquing.

-After observing the volunteer in action, set
aside time to dicuss the activity in private.
The following points might be considered:

-Do yoq think you accomplished your goals?
-lio4 did jou feel as. you were working?
-How did' you feel as you were berg observed?
-Did the students or others react the way you

-4hought? -

-If you were to participate in the same activity."
agaim, what would you change?

...What can be done to help you become more effective?
-After this critique session, discuss with the
volunteer and others (possibly the resource
person) / the'reinforcements or resources which
could be useful to making the volunteer ex-
perience more meaningful.
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TEACHER'S MONTHLY REPORT
ON VOLUNTEER SERVICES FORM

SCHOOL

NAME OF TEACHER

ADDRESS

Total hours worked Area of Assignment

Briefly describe tasks volunteer performed:

Tasks Description

List date or dates volunteer was assigned and did not report; if
none, please state i

Did volunteer notify office of absenteeism by phone

or in person before date of absence ?4 PLEASE CHECK

4.4
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EVALUATION OF MEETINGS FORM

SAMPLE

This form must be completed after each in-service session. Please do
not sign your name.

Topic Date

Instructor

1. Was this in-service session relevant to your needs?

2. List several ways in which it was/was not relevant.

3. List several ways you will use the things you have learned in
this session when you return to the classroom.

4. Do you feel you would benefit from more in-service in the subject
area presented today?

5. Was the instructor well-prepared for this session?

6. If the instructbr was to make this presentation again, what
improvements or changes would you suggest he or she make?

Comments:
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OUTDATE

VOLUNTEER SIGN-IN, SHEET

IN

WEEK OF

QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, REACTIONS



SCHOOL MONTHLY REPORT FORM

SAMPLE

(Due by First of Every Month)

SCHOOL AREA

ADDRESS ZIP

TELEPHONE NUMBER

PRINCIPAL.

VOLUNTEER BUILDING COORDINATOR

1. Number of volunteers serving

2. Number of requests

3. Number of requests filled

4. Number of hours served



VOLUNTISR SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

VOLUNTEER ''APPRAISAL or VOLUNTEER SERVICES

Name 0 Date

School Grade Level
Name of volunteer program Or service

Row long have you been working as a volunteer?

Now many hours do you work each day?

Mow Messy days per week?

1, To what degree are the following statements true for you? Please circle,
(1) Strongly Agree (2) Agree (3) Undecided (4) Disagree
(5) Strongly Disagree

a. I was placed according to my interests
and abilities

b. I received adequate orientation at the
school.

1 2 5

1 2

c. I feel in-service training enabled me to
better perform my duties and responsibilities

d. 'I felt the goals & objective* of the program
were explained in the Volunteer's Handbook

2

2 4

o. I felt the stiff & principal were helpful in -1

creating an atmosphere that enabled me to
better perform aly tasks

f. was Willing to work under the direction of
the teacher and principal

felt the children enjoyed working with me

X enioved'workino in the schoolb.

3 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i. _X saw evidence-that my services were helpful 1 2 3 4 5

.- I felt free to exorees mv ideas & suggestions 1 2 3 4 5

k. I received from the Volunteer Services Office 1 2 3 4 5
information,amd materials which helped me
perform my volunteer duties

2. Z wish to continue as a school volunteer
Yes No If not, why?

3. Please rate your communication with the following participants by .*
circling the appropriate responses. (1) Highly Adequate (2) AdeqVate
(3) VoMewhat Adequate (4) Inadequate (5) Highly Inadequate

t. Volunteer Services Office 1 2

b. Prindipal

c.' Teacher

d. VOlunteetHmilding Coordinator

1 2

1 2

1 2

3 4 5

3 4 5.

3 4 5

3 4 5

4. IVant to keep the same assignment next year. Yee No

54 ',-',0'-Aosint to take on new responsibilities. Yes No If yes,
explain whet you would like to do,

These are the strengths of the volunteer program as I view its
a.
b.
4,

7. These are the weaknesses that I have observed:
a.
b.
C.

I would like the following new things to happen in the Volunteer
Services Program next years

phase use the back of this questionnaire for additional comments
and suggestions.

thank you for completing' this questionnaire.
Plishei return to the Volunteer Services Office.

CIO
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-11144
VOILUNTBER JIBRVICIDI SUM

COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

TRACHBR APPRAISAL OP VOLUNTEER sERVICES.:

llama Date

school Grade Level

Curriculum Areas If Applicable

Approximate Number of Students with when: Volunteers have Meaningful

Contact sow many hours per day have you had the services of

Volunteer( )? Now many day' per week?

1. To what ee'art these statements true for you? Please indicate by
circling. (1) Strongly Agree (2) Agree (3) Undecided
(4) Disagr e (5) Strongly Disagree

a. Volunteers permit me to use more small
group or individual instruction

b. More time was available to devote to plan-
ning when a volunteer was in the classroom

e. Volunteer assistance his made it possible for
me to experiment with new methods of teaching

d. Teacher and volunteer roles are clearly
defined in relation of one to another

. The time involved in working with volunteers..
nets valuable results for pupils

f. The orientation and training I received for
utilizing volunteers is adequate

q. Volunteer-stueent relationships are meaningful

h. Volunteers are trained adequately to perform
their duties

i. P. frank and open working relationship exists
between-teacIters and Volunteers

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3

2 3

2

4

2 4

2

2. Please rate your communication with the following participants by
circling the appropriate responses. (1) Highly Adequate (2) Adequate
(3) Somewhat Adequate (4) Inadequate (5) Highly Inadequate

'At. Volunteer Services Office 1 2 3

. ,Area Coordinator 1 2

c. Staff Coordinator 1 2 3 4

d. Volunteer Building Coordinator 1 2 3 4 5

e. VOlunteers 1 2 3 4 5

f. Community Resource Placement Coordinator 1 2 3 4 5

. Would you like to have volunteers in your classroom next year?
Yes So If not, why?

4. These are the strengths of the volunteer program as I view its
a.
b.
d.

5. These are the weaknesses that I have observed:
a.
b.
C.

2 would like the following new things to happen in the Volunteer
Services Program next year:

Pliale use the back of this questionnaire for additional comments
104 suggestions.

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
Please return to the Volunteer Services Office.

CII 5(



SAMPLE

VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOYDISTRICT

4

ELEMENTARY STUDENT.APPRAISAL OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES

What Do. The Children Think of. School Volunteers?

Note to Teachers: Will you please explain to your students that
we are trying to assess student educational needs as they relate
to volunteer help. It is, therefore, important that they answer
the questions truthfully. The first three are for teachers to
answer.

1. Name of School-

Name of Teacher

2. The grade level of.this class is
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(if a combination, check the grade with largest enrollment)

3. There are minority children in the class ".

yes no

1-5 6-!10 over 10

4. How many children in this room have been in classes where
volunteers (explain who volunteers are) have helped? (:'ou

may not have had volunteers yet this year, but some children
will have been in classes other years where people were used.)

0-10 11-20 21-30 more

5. How many have had a volunteer who worked with him alone on
his work (reading -math, etc.)?

0.....ftwas
0-10 11-20 21-30 more

6. How many have had a volunteer help him check out or select
a library boo;.?

0-10 11-20
4011.04.014.0461.4..

21-30 more
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7. How many have had a volunteer who read a story to a group
he was in?

0-10 11-20 21-30 , mote

8. H ow many have_had a volunteer help e class-oe the play-
ground or in the halls?

0-10 11 20 21-30 more

9. How many have had a volunteer help his class on a trip
away fiom the school?

0-10 11-20 21-30 more

10. How many have had a volunteer come to the class to talk
about a special subject (community resources speaker)?

110001..11 1.~4M 01.imam,
0-10 11-20 21-30 more

11. How many like having voluPteers?

smo.hmo...
0-10 11-20 21-30 more

12. How many do not like having them?

..-....
0-10 11-20 21-30 more

instruction: rirecterfollowing questions only to those who
e,2 like having volunteers. (An easy way to keep track would be
to have the "dos" sit on one side of the room and the "don'ts"
in a different place.) Children may raise their hands for more
than one response but only those who do like volunteers should
respond to these questions.

C13
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I like volunteers to come to school because (check the appropriate
grouping fOr each):

13. They help me with my school work.

-------
0-10 11-20 21 -30 over

14. They help me find good books to read.

0-10 11-20
00.004.1000.111

21-30
morm11..,10
over

15. They read stories that I like.

0-10 11-20 21 -30 over

They show and tell interesting things.

0-10 11-20 21-30 over

. They tell me things I couldn't find in tiooks.

-------
0-10 11-20 21-30 over

I became more interested in what we were studying after
the volunteers talked.

.1=111.1.4.00.0.10.1.0.11 =r-
0-10 11-20 21-30 over

19. It made me feel important when they came to our room.

0-10 11-20 21-30
0.0
over

20. They made what we were studying easier to understand.

0-.10 11-20
-------
21-30

014
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21. I didn't have to do any work when they were here.'

4..10.10.1
0-10 11-20 21-30 over

1-
ok children if there are other reasons they like volunteers.
List other reasons they give and the number who agree.

NuMter

!umber

Iumber

Instruction: Direct these questions only to those who do nzt like
hevinq volunteers. (Please see that only thosecounted in No. 12
respond to this.)

I do not like volunteers to come to school because:

22. They use words I can't understand.

0-10 11-20 21-30 over

23. I already know what they told us.

0-10 11-20

24. They were boring.

21-30 over

0-10 11-20 21-30 over

1(31
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Ask children if there are other reasons they don't like volunteers.
List other reasons they give and the number who agree.

Number

Nutter.
Number

25. How many children want the office to continue to arrange for
volunteers to go to schools ?.

0-10 11-20 21-30 more

26. How mahy do not want volunteers to work with them?

0-10 11-20 21-30 more

27. Ask children what things (in additon to those mentioned) they
think volunteers could do in their classroom to help them.
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SAMPLE

VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

SECONDARY STUDENT APPRAISAL OFVOLUNTEER SERVICES

What Do The Students Think of School. Volunteers?

rote to Teachers: Will you please explain to your students that
we are trying to assess student education needs as they relate to

_volunteer help. It is, therefore, important that they answer the
questions truthfully. The first three ere" for teachers to answer.

1. Name of School

Name of Teacher

2. The grade level of this class is
9 10 11 12

(if a combination, check the grade with largest enrollment)

3. There are minority children in the class
yes no

1-5 6-10 over 10
me Ow 4os V ..

4. Haw many students in this room have been in classes where
volunteers helped students with their work-or have pmsented
material for enrichment of classroom work? (You may not have
had volunteers yet this year, but some students will have
been in classes other years where volunteers have helped.)

41,...&. 0111
0-10 11-20 21-30 more

5. In what areas of school work or school life could you use
assistance or guidance? i.e. How could qualified volunteers
help in the schools?

103
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G. Vhat special qualification or training do you perceive a
volunteer would need to perform the services you have
advocated in No. 5?

4

7. If given the opportunity, would you be willing to be a
volunteer to assist younger children with their school work?,...

0-10 11-20 21-30

164
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

PRIJCIPAL APPRAISAL OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES

Name Data

School

Number of Volunteers Used Estimated Need for Next Year

1. To what degree are these statements true for you? Please indicate by
circling. (1) Strongly Agree (2) Agree (3) Undecided
(4) Disagree (5) Strongly Disagree

a. The Volunteer Services System
Manual explains the purposes and procedures
for utilising volunteers clearly

lb. The procedures for recruiting volunteers
have been satisfactory

c
lo

The procedures for interviewing volunteers
have been satisfactory

d. The general orientation and training programs
provided for volunteers hiVe been adequate
in number and content

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

e. The procedures for assigning volunteers to
schools have been satisfactory

f.- Orientation and training of teachers and
volunteers at the school have been adequate,

2. Please rate your communication with the following-participants by
circling the appropriate responses. (1) Highly Adequate (2) Adequate
(3) Somewhat Adequate (4) Inadequate (5) Highly Inadequate
A. Volunteer Services Office 1 2 3 4 5

b. Area Coordinator 1 2 ,3 4 5

c. Staff Coordinator 1 2 3 4 5

d. Volunteer Building Coordinator 1 2 3 4' 5

e. Volunteers 1 2 3 4 5

3. Would you like your setpol to participate in the Volunteer Services
program next year?
Yes No If not, why?

4. What specific ways are you planning to expand the use of volunteers in
your school next year?

5. Would you be willing to schedule staff development time for additional
planning of your volunteer program next year?
Yea No If not, why?

6. These are the strengths of the volunteer program as I vies:, it:
a.

b.
C.

7. These are the weaknesses that I haveobserved:
a.

b.
C.

8. -I would like the following new things to happen in the Volunteer
Services Program next year:

Please use the back of this questionnaire for additional comments
and suggestions.

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.
Please return to the Volunteer Services Office.
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF APPRAISAL OF VOLUNTEER SERVICES

SAMPLE

Name Date

Schoo If Applicable

Program a d/or Curriculum Area

1. I have had an opportunity to observe volunteers in the school.
Yes No

. I feel that volunteers present information or experiences that children
and/or teachers would have difficulty finding elsewhere.
Yes No If no, why?

3. I believe this program is an asset to the school curriculum.
Yes No If no, why?

In general, the utilization of volunteers as sugaested in the Manual by
the Volunteer Services System has been helpful.

0 Yes No If no, why?

5. These are the strengths of the volunteer program as I view it:
a.
b.
c.

6. These are the weaknesses that I have observed:
a.

b.
c.

I would like the following new things to hdppen in the Volunteer
Services program next year:

Please use the back of this questionnaire for additional cemments
and sugaestions.

tank you for completing this questionnaire.
lease return to the Volunteer Services Office.
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SAMPLE

VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

ANNUAL REPORT BY VOLUNTEER, BUILDING COORDINATOR

School Coordinator

1. Involvement of Personnel

a. Number of volunteers serving'in classroom

b. Number of volunteers giving general school services

c. Number of volunteers giving office services

d. Number of volunteers giving services to individual children or

small groups
e. Number of volunteers added to the program this year

f. Number of volunteers who dropped out of the program during the

year
g. Total number of man hours during the year

h. Number of volunteers who wish to continue

2. Service
a. List the types of service the volunteer performed for the classroom

teachers

b. List the types of service the volunteer performed for the school

Or site outside the classroom activity:

c. List the types of service that were given to individual children

or adUlts outside the classroom:

3. Trainina and Supervision
ga. Did members of the staff participate in:

(1) the training of volunteers

(2) the supervision of volunteers

b. Was in-service done through
(1) individual conferences
(2) group conferences

(3) printed material
(4) demonstration techniques
(5) observation of experienced volunteers

c. Was adequate space available for volunteers to perform

their duties?

4. Books and. Materials
a. Do you have an adequate supply of instructional

material?
b. Do you have a satisfactory collection of textbooks?

library books?

YES NO

V

YES

5. Teacher Reaction
a. Number of teachers on staff
b. Number of teachers using volunteer classroom service'`

c. Number who have requested continuation of classroom service

d. Number of new requests for classroom service

6. Suggestions and comments you would like to add about the volunteer

program.

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.

Please return to the Volunteer Services Office.
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SCHOOL

- VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
'COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

IMPACT OF VOLUNTEERS ON STUDENTS
(To be filled out by Teacher)

DATE

GRADE LEVEL

SAMPLE

We need your help in rating the impact volunteers have on your
students. Please check the appropriate responses.

1. Volunteer(s) have been regular in attendance

2. Volunteer(s) have worked harmoniously with
students

3. Volunteer(s) provided appropriate models
for students in behavior, speech and dress

Volunteer(s) helped the teacher maintain
,7-ood order in the classroom

5. There was evidence that students enjoyed
torking with the volunteer(s)

Student Progress

G. 7olunteer(s) have been a motivating force
for students)

YES NO

I have noticed a behavior change in
student(s) working directly with volunteer(s)

g. There have been definite academic changes
in students working directly with volunteer(s)

Pf=11..=, ill
TELL

ammoill.11=. orommilaapb =.

11111,..11.11110

=1111111,11110

.11=1. =1.11111111,.

S. Student( s) attitudes toward volunteer(s)
are favorable

10. There has been an improvement in school
attendance of student(s) working directly
with volunteer(s)

168
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+ASSESSMENT OF MATERIALS MADE AVAILABLE TO THE VOLUNTEER

ORIENTATION OR GENERAL HANDBOOK

SCHOOL VOLUNTEER HANDBOOK

PURPOSES:

r

(1). To introduce individual volunteers to the Columbus Public
School's volunteer programs (a history of . . a capsule
of programs now offered)

Ineffective
1

Comments:

3

Effective
5

(2). To establish basic volunteer needs of the Public
Schools.

Ineffective
1 2 3

Comments:

Effective
5

(3). To identify basic contributions to be made by Columbus
Public Schools volunteers.

Ineffective
1 2 3

Comments:

4

Effective
5

(4). To establish basic volunteer application process.

Ineffective
1 3 4

Effective
S

Comments:

(5), To explain basic volunteer selection and placement process.

Ineffective
1 2

Comments:

109
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(6). To ,present basic guidelines for continued trainint.

Ineffective
1

Effective
5

Comments:

V/

(7). To establish basic volunteer roles.

Ineffective Effective
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

(8)*. To establish basic rules for the volunteer,to work within
the individual school.

Ineffective
, Effective

1 2 3 4 -5

Comments:

(9). To establish guidelines for the volunteer to work with
the school principals and the classroom teacher.

Ineffective Effective
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

TRAINING HANDBOOKS

Program related handbooks
Degree of effectiveness of material

(1). Complete Does the handbook contain all the material
the volunteer needs to know to do her job?

Ineffective Effective
1 /I 2 3 4 5

Comment:
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(2). ,',Loeioal, Is the material presented in a logical easy-to
find way? Can the handbook really be used as a handbook?

Ineffective
1

Effective

Comments:

(3). Precise Is the material to the point?

Ineffective
1 2 3

Effective
5

Comments:

or

(4) Concise Is the material stated in a minimum of words?

Ineffective Effective
1 2 3. 4 5

Comments:

(5). Simple Is the material easy to read and understand?

Ineffective ° Effective
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

Degree. of Effectiveness of Format

*
(1). Logical, Is the material arranged in a meaningful way?

Ineffective Effective
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

(2). Simple Is it easy to locate material?

Ineffective Effective
1 2 3 4 5

Comments:

Please feel free to discuss any material in the orientation or
training handbooks which you feel needs to be altered by additions
or deletions or in any other way needs to be improved.
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mow comma TASK WEST

nom rate the following tasks, using the rating scale below. ?tote that the impOrtAnce

it the task ger be rated indepandent17 of the frequency of the performance (i.e. the

fact that you hove not performed a talk does not mean that it might not be important).

frequency of
Performance

O. never
I. memasiont117
24 frequently.

3. eestinuallY

Importance

O. of no importance
1. of minor importance
2. of average importance
3. of great importance

Degree of
Preparedness

0. not at all
1. inadequately
2. adequately
3. very will

TAM 4. frogmen Chairman frequency of
Performance

Importance Degree of
Preparedness

1. Coordinates personnel recruitment.

Provides recruitment information
. for publicity purposes.

'Conducts3% personal ihtirefewe.

4 AUpervises placement.

5. /C-Mmulit4sgeols nnarcliecliveetOr
programs.

. .

Perini; expected results for programs.

7. * as a divaliason With Volunteer
rvices Offioe. Advisory Council

a Steering Committee.

I. Directs communications-to volunteers
for purposes of feedback and reten-
tion. ,

9. Co-ordinates program orientation.

3.0. toordinates program training.

11. Co-ordinates program recognition.

12. CO-ordinates proms *valuation,

13. flaniOrraegie and chairs committee
meetings.

14. Communicates with volunteers concern-
ing placement and training.

. ,
1'. Co-ordintes the Printing of program

materials.

34. Provides information for media publicity
and the school newspaper.

)14 RePresente, in the Coco:Unity, A poettfve
-

force for school voluntoeriam.

'refation---1S. facilItates positive Open-door
ships bet ten the school and the com-
munity.

t9. Compiles and reports program ttatintics
and evaluation findings to Volunteer
Services Offioe.

.-

Please list additional tasks you feel a chairman in your program could effectively perform.

Also, please note and explain tacks areas in which any problem exists or in which further

explanation seems meoessnryo
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SAMPLI

YOVJYTt.Er. TASK cm:7z

Please rats the following vOluntter teaks, using the rating evils bolo. Note that the inpor-
totes of the task may be rated indepandmttly or the frequency of the porformance (i.e., the
fact that you have nob perforeed a task does not mean that it sight not be important).

Frequency of
Performance Xmeortance.

of no importance
of minor importance
of average importance
of greatimpOrtfaice

0. never 14.,

1. accession/illy 1.
2, frequently 2.

3. continually 3.

Degree of
preparedness

0. not at all
1. inadequately
2. edequatel,7

3. very well

TASK - Library Volunteer Frequency of
Performance Tprorten e

Degree of
neredneaePre
-

1. Onensctd clomen l!brer!.
e ' I .

de
.r- 9

de

2. dicks to 350 no from scheduled doss
has in owe:rine hook.

I. tworvinto cl-ceem -tc-,..meto lil;r-rr.

,. 'Checks out be:Am eelected b!.. .t4 111frrkt.A.
..,

$ Aeplents filled ditto duo slips, cards,
books.

'Checks

-

6. boek, /or e..prrq . .

7.. Shelves boo.%a.',

B. Files over-dus boo': =de under Appr0,-
.- wilts reore =hero.

choral ti ,:*,t.ort.o.

. Places dlm:Ted bolus its .-r., note or ex-lo?laces

planation it the am elle.
11. lends hose Atha student, * form noting

the fins for damned book or the charge
fore lost,bock.

12. geeinds students to continue- looking for
lost books. ,

13. Assists studonts in finding netorta .344
referecce books.

14. WiSto ctlqlerr,_r in *C-ieni: relficttor.c.

1 .-"Instrues ottv4ents tr :610, cg.,!4..ic.n..

1A. . Prepares and presentn n:teciel procremS
for classes in library skills instruc-
tion.

A?. lima stories to children Curing library
reriod.

18. Handles processing of books:. that arrive in

the library.. ,,

19. Tells stwrie* with use or the felt
, beard.

26. Operites rilmetrir projectors, record
pler'ere. ''.1 rocerc. etc.

2i. Prepare:1 aatorinla for library cisplay
(i.e., bulletin bearda, book tables,
etc.}

22. NeintAllr dic,i-lite ir Mc .111-1-,r,..

23. St:tights:4 Ina eletna librlr,7 rou#dont
an sucrlior.

,

.
.

24, Files catalog Cards.

Please list additional taska you reel a volunteer in your program could effectively perform.
Also. please note and eapinin tasks areas in which any problem exists or in which furt!*cr ex-
planation stems neeesaary.
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, VOLVNTEER TISK AITZT

il4paimp rr.to the folloqing velnntoor tasks, usine the ratite tinkle below. Mote that the ittr..

4.4met of thee task .*y be rated independently of the frequency of the perfortatcs (i.e., thi
test that lam have not performed n took dots not mean thAt it might not be' important).

Importwe

O. of no importance
I* of minor importeno.
2. of *von* importance
3. of greet importance

Dee*. of
Prerareln.ah

0. ,rot at all

1. inadequatal
2. adequat9ly'
3. very. well

USX ...Its K Volunteer Prequency of
Performance

Importance Degrea of
Pr,-.Aroneta

1. 'forking, Shen directed b7 the teacher,
uitn email troupe or individuals uho
need special attention or practice in

some learning area.

2. Asiisting in and providing enrichment in
music, art and drama»

ling, catago s ng- and c". a rtg m-
terials used in the clamor 0*.

L. Duplicating materials on school machines
for teacher use.

Setting up and operating sudio-visual
squipsent (filmstrip projector, tips
recorder, etc.)

4 *

. Preparing materials for and telling
stories.

7. Preparing materials tar Ana demonstrating
creative art or craft projects.

. .

. traparing' materials' for clidireoe dIspinp
(i.e., bulletin boards, interest tables,

etc.)

i

9. Setting up and supervising games in claw.
or on pit:around.

10. Assisting in monitoring mavetents of chi/.
dren (in halls, on pinyrounds, boarding
buses in levatoriet. etc.)

11. Assisting in preparing, ruing out and
cleaning up children's anacks.

12. Assisting in cleaning up clessroom equip.
met r.& supplies.

13 Ascistit; in maintaining diacipline on the
playground and in enforcing plvgraund
rules. .

Please _list addition-1 ta.ike ou fool A volunteer i ;;emir program could offeetiv017 marform.

Alseelatase note And explain WAS treat in uhich'en7 0:1robles esiots or in Cutrther ex-

planation ceems necessar.
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VOttlitAZ9 TAQ4 Mr4n.

Plea rat, the folloqing volunteer yaks, uring the rating scale below. Dote thit the in..

portane of the t,,sk ay.* be rated independently of the frequency of the aertormtnze (i.e..

the tact that you. have not performed a task does not scut .that it might not be important).

frequency of
perfortatate

0. never
1. Ocoesionally
2. frequently
3. eentinual1Y

Invottne:

0. of no importance
1. of *icor ieport,nee
2. of average importnnos_
3. of great importance

Degree of
Pretaredneep

O. not at all
1. inedwmtely
2. adequately
3. very veil.

, .

TAU ...Wealth Servioes Volunteer
First Aid

Frequency of
Performance

,

Important» Degree of
Preporedness

. ,

1. Assist nurse when she is in the office

2 Weeps nurse's office open to treat the
child who has an accident or becomes
soddenly ill. .

3. Avast* in sending chip, who restufiss
imeediat attention, to appropri,ate
hoendtal. *

4 .
Fills out hospital referral and report'

to be sent to Superintendent's Office.

. Assists fn sending ham an an injured
ehild who does not require immediate
hospital attention.

- lis ou ace ent report to sent to

Superintendent's Office.

i; Clears eye of loose foreign object by
irrigation or the use Of moist 'cotton

applicator.

1. >
/Afters pupil to phyeician after caution-

ing him not to rub eye and after spa.
Iteoepirin drops and a eterile

=fag.
9. Irrigates eye effected by irritant

ehemicals with quantities of water.

10. Applies a large sterile dressing to
burn area and notifies parents.

. ._

li. Cleanses wound area with Phisotex and
tap utter and applies a sterile dry
dressing and sees that parents are-
notified.

`12. Avoids re- dressing wounds for children.

13. Advises thit a wound requiring stitches
be treated, in 4.6 hours.

see parents, or n t. r asenc t
emergency squad, be called in case of
suspected fracture.

13. Avoids first aid to suspected fracture
oases, except in the case of hexer.
?bagel at which time sterile bandage'
WA pressure is applied to stop bleed-

. img.

16. Cleanses atinal bite WUOla and applies
*lean, sterile dressing

rr, his that all bite cases are reported to
proper authorities.

lic Advises that in the case of cuts sudden
illness, parents, or if they are una-
vtilable.7 the emergency *VAA ftOti*

tied.

Ca,
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TASK - Meilth 3crviess Volunteer
First Aid

Frequency of
Ferformanoi

Imrortance

-....................

Dagree or
Proparcireon

If. Advieer it:A ntf.t,. lAih n ermining
ear ht-exoluiedfrom school until

i the condition subsides or .... rhrli.
dices statement that the condition
is snon-infoctiouo* is submitted by
the perents.

10. Places- cotton In thi-ear of A chila
complaining of earache And notifies
'trouts.

'21. fl.aues cotton moistened with oilor
clove on tooth contoining a cavity
end notifies parents of need of
dental oar..

22. leis that parent is contacted itsmoui.
stay in 04414 of injury to permanent
teeth.

. .

. rsps te to n mo s s sr
dressing end gives it to parents.

twin 11 per I, cc le rat
cabinet for adequate supplies.

25. Takes-temperature of ill child when
necessary.

26. Cleans thermometer.

2/. Supervises child uno for sone meson
needs to rest in the nurse's office.

4

25. Tills out forms unaer the direction of
the tohoolzursi.

14. Lupo records up to date and.organixed
under direction ot.sohool nurse.

0

Plisse list additional tasks that you feel 4 volunteer in your program could effectively per-
form. Also, please note and (explain task Areas in which any problemexiats or in which fur-
ther explanation seems emissary.

'7
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VOLUMI TACt CtEnT

Plena* r*te.th tollving tnoho, urig the r*ting sail° bmlou. Vote thtt the ivortace
of the tsk soy be ,ted indepondant17 of the fr000ney or the performonto tht

trot that you level not pert4=4 t tnok doeo not clan thtt it might not be 'Imre:tont).

Trequenty of Degree of

lierform.Tco- Inaortrince Preneirednora

TA3t -.Tutor Trequenoy of
Perfort..nce rhnort:ruce

Degree of
Pre raciness

1. Works with one student on h .

one-to-one basis.

2. R4ipe stuaent witirtgpro ace.

-71:67E-rr-riork24 ai7e-siiirciuMreo-
ineidiAg with that of reading
teacher/

ass Fed or at enta r,a..
40- smuts period.

..

_.,

Tnupervioed by reading temoher tnd
,._ has conferences with teac. r.

6. Past in-service trI nt.

7. Hass am lesson piens. .

I. Creates enrichment games.

9. fly use records or tpo racorders.
,. .

.
.

?loose lint additional tasks you tells volunteer in your progran Mould effectively-per-

farm. Also, goose note and explain tasks arses in which any problem exists or in uhieh
rather explanation seems necessary..

,

ty
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wmmwwmom.wWW.....WWTW..Owftm.W

plots, rate the foliating tasks, using tho ratinz solo bolo'. Rot, th.t the imlort..,nle
of the task may be rated indepondent17 of the frequency or the performance (i.e., the
feet that you have not perforeod n tag* dons not 11444 that it might not be imrortatt).

Frequency of
Perforionee

0. mover
1. occasionally.
2. frequontly
). continually

ImsrtAnce

0. of no importance
1. of minor importAnce

7, 2. of moms I.Tortance
3. of groat importance

Dope* of
ltsparetirees

04 not at all
1. inadequately
2. Adequately
3. very well

"MN .7.151ENTITITMES
Screening Chairmen

irsquency of-
Ferro:40mo.

Isparta:tee Degrei of 1

FrespArsdneeml

1. Coordinates All screeners.

is none is o smarm.*

Relites needs off' nett volunteers

, and screeners.

alums All volunteer names a.nd
distributes them to placement

. coordinator.

3. Cheeks all personnel cards to
sure they are complete.

fo. Flacoment coordinators direct con0
toot.

or roct,sst .1, ratan of

.Ccomortitypecurces And Placc...

*'''' lent boOrdinatar. ,_.

Sommers ',"

1. Find new resource voluntseriAs
needs arise.

/. Filter new names to screening'
chairs=

3. txplore new categories of es-

source volunteers.

Filter new categories to placement
coordinator.

Coereunity Resource Volunteer

1. Is on c41 a minimum of 3 times a
year to go into A classroom.

Is placed into classroom by pines.
sent coordinator.

). Des* a preeentatfon on 1 given topic
for 43 seimites or longor.

I.. Is careful y screened by scrserusre
*son placed on file.

Fostretary

1, Receives mail.
*

Melpo keep t'il s up-dated
t ,

!loose list poesible additional Wks or note and explain problem areas.
(Use hack of sheet)
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vovirraa :;!Pr.:T

Please rate ,the following toska, using thl rating! below. L. Note th....t the irtrort-nre
of the tsk Try be rated inderendentl of the frequency of the perfcrm-nce (i.e., the
fact that you have not performed atask does not mean that it might not be importnnt),

Frequency. Of
rerformance
0. never
1. occasionally
2. frequently
3« continually

ImoorZoine

0. of no importance'
1. of minor imrortpnce
2. of overage liportance
3. of great importance

Degree of
Frcoareth.eb.

0. not nt
1. inadequately
2, adequately
3. very will

TASK tini-liume.r.ities . Frequency of
Peiformrnce

-

Imoort,neft
Degree of I

Pi.e-,-reeneasi

1. corks in inner-city 6th grade*
who have reading profider.cy

-`

2. Two hours per week - 5 to 6
students.

,,

dIMME.1.1011/1.11.10Mar.1401111.1.04..H4=0...41.0110....1.0../.00 ....

.

Arranges 1%1E1 tr pa 3-4 hours
per month. Arranps trans- , .
portation..- .

...MO

4. knoourages reding for pleasure
bY introducing books.

...6.---

5. Drives car

-. Has egree in education.
1.....01....M..I............r.k.6..........r.,,...y.. .._,

7. Attenos training s6sslon.-_---_-: , w,

8. Works .with.guience . counselor
itnd litraiians,

*--
.

A

4

/loess list Additional tasks you. feel a volunteer in your program could effectively perform.
Also, please note and explain tasks areas in which anyproblem bxisti or ii which further
explanation is necessiuy.

4
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NAME

ADDRESS

VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY

Please keep track of your volunteer hours. At the end of the school
year you will be/asked to supply your total hours of volunteer
service. =This is most helpful to our program in measuring its
growth from year to year. It should also be helpful to you in
keeping youi Federal Income Tax Records. A letter will be sent to
you at the end of the calendar year from our office validating your
total hours of volunteer service.

ADMINISTRATIVE VOLUNTEER TIME CARD

TELEPHONE

ZIP

SAMPLE

Your hPlp will he appreciated.

FILL IN NTURS OF SERVICE ON DATES GIVEN. ADD TpTAL FOR MONTHS.

41 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 29 30 31

YZAR S Tr.)TAL
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

SUGGESTIONS OF NEW WAYS FOR UTILIZING VOLUNTEER SERVICE

NAME TELEPHONE

ADDRESS ZIP

POSITION/PALE

SAMPLE

The Volunteer Services System is always looking for new ways to
meet the ever-changing needs of students through volunteer
activities. Please assist us by providing your valuable ideas.
To help us, please provide information concerning the following:

1. at is and how great is this need?
*

21. What grade levels are involved?

3. How many schools would be involved?

4. In what ways could volunteers service this need?

5. What special talents, skills or experiences would the vol-
,unteer need to enrich this newly developed volunteer program?

6. What kindS of training do you feel would benefit the
volunteers to perform their assigned tasks?

7. What kinds of materials do you feel would be necessary for
this volunteer program?

9. When would you like to tee this program go into effect?

.9. Ubat is your commitment to the development and coordination
of this volunteer program?

0

181
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES OFFICE
COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLUMBUS, OHIO'

ASSESSING THE NEEDS OF THE SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
(Community Survey)

Name

Position or Type of Work

')/
Directions

Please answer the following questions as well as you can
by a) circling all appropriate responses and b) answerina
in your own words wherever your open response is requested.

Thank you.

A. BACKGROUND

1. Have you worked (directly or indirectly) with school
volunteers?

a) No

h) Yes (please specify how)

2. Have you worked directly with the Volunteer Services
Office?

a) No

b) Yes (please specify how)

.4

182
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3. If you have worked directly,With the Volunteer Services
Office, have you been satisfied with the contact(s)?

A-2
11/73

a) yes',

b) No (please specify)

c) Not applicable

4. Have you ever been a school volunteer?

a) No

b) Yes (please specify the area

ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS

5. Please rate the importance of using volunteers in each
of the following areas (circle the most appropriate
number):,

a) Individual remedial
help (tutoring)

b) Group remedial help in
a subject matter area

w.

Individual accelerated
help in a subject matter
area

Very Somewhat Not
Important Important Important

Mr

Group accelerated help
in a subject matter area

Library assistance
(selecting books, story-
telling, etc.)

4 3

3

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

183
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Very
Important

Playground (or halls) 4
assistance

g) Field trips or other 4
on-site visits away
from school

h) Community resources 4
(speakers to discuss
varicuz topics of
potential interest)

i) Office assistance
(helping secretaries
in various student-
-related activities)

Teacher assistance
(paper work, grading,
working with students
on projects, etc.)

4

Somewhat
Important

Not
Important

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

3 2 1 0

1

6. Please list any other areas in which you think volunteer
services are important and should be offered:

7. Please list any suggestions you may have regarding the
role of the community in recruiting, placing, supervising,
and evaluating school volunteers:

o

11*-3

11/73

ti
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dame

VOLUNTEER SERVICES OFFICE
COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLUMBUS, ,OHIO

ASSESSING THE NEEDS OF THE SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
(Administrator Survey)

1

Position

Directions
Please answer the following questions as well as you can
by a) circling all appropriate responses and b) answering
in your own words wherever your open response is requested.

Thank you.

A. BACKGROUND'

B-1
:11/73

0.

1. Have you worked (directly or indirectly) with school,
volunteers? -

a) NJ

b) Yes (please specify how)

2. For the following list of volunteer related activities
please check a) those in which you play or have played
a role.; and b) those in which you feel an administrator
in your role should be involved:



11/73,

Type of Activity
a) am or have b) should be

been involved involved
.

Recruitment
.

Placement

Supervision

Evaluation

Program Planning

Teacher Orientation

Volunteer Orientation
,

Teacher Training

Volunteer Training
1

3. Have you worked directly with the Volunteer Services
Office?

- a) No )

b) Yesiiplease specify how)

. If you have worked directly with the Volunteer Services.
Office, have you been satisfied with the contact(s)?

b) No (please specify)

a) Yes

c) Not applicable

5. Have you ever been a school volunteer?

a) No

ilq
b) Yes (please specify the area(s))

186



E.+3

11/73

ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS

6. Please rate the importance of using volunteers
of the following,areas (circle the most approp
number):

e
Very Somewhat

Important, Im or n

a) Individual remedial
help (tutoring).

b) Group remedial help in
4 a subject matter area

c) Individual accelerated
help in a subject matter
area

d) Group accelerated help
in a subject matter area

e) Library assistance
(selecting books,
storytelling, etc.)

f) Playground (or halls)
assistance

g) Field trips or other
on-site visits away
from school

h) Community resources
(speakers to discuss
various topics of
potential interest)

i) Office assistance
(helping secretaries
in various student-
related activities)

j) Teacher assistance
(paper work; grading,
working with students
on projects, etc.)

C41
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4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3 2

4 3

;



11.-4

11/73

7. Please list any other areas in which you think
services are important and should be offered:

Please list any suggestions you may have regar
role of the administrator in recruiting, placi
supervising, and evaluating school volunteers:

188
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES OFFICE
COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLUMBUS, OHIO

ASSESSING THE NEEDS OF THE SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PRO
(Student Spivey 9-12)

fTo be filled opt by the Teacher

Name of Teacher Grade Level

Number of St
School the class to

Directions
Please explain to your students that a special go
the Columbus Public Schools is trying toffind out
kinds of vo,unteer help eire needed in the school.
read to the students thefollowina definition of a
volunteer: A volunteer s someone who comes into
school to help students. A volunteer is not paid
but donates his or her t me. For example, a volun
could assist in the foll ing ways: by tutoring,
assisting in the library or on field trips, by spe
on special topics of inttrest, etc. Record group
responses (e.g., based ol a show of hands) in the
appropriate space(s) forieach of the following ite

A. BACKGROUND

C-1

11/73

1. How many students in this room have come in contact with
during junior high school or high school. (please recor
ber of students responding for each category).

no contact

occasional contact

fr quent contact

1811
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B. NEEDS ASSESSMENT

2. In what ways could volunteers help in our sch
"List student suggestions.)

3. In what ways do the students feel they as se
school students could be helpful as voluntee
with younger students? (List student sugges

4. If given the opportunity, how many students
volunteer to help younger students?

numberof students responding

.

-190
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VOLUNTEER' SERVICES OFFICE
COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

't*

ASSESSING THE NEEDS or;TmrscHoin VOLUNTEER.PRO
(Student Survey K-8)

I To be filled out by the Teacher

Grade Level

Number of St
the class to -

4
;

,Directions
Please explain to your students that a special gro
the Columbus Public Schools is trying to find out
kinds of volunteer help are needed in the school.
read t2 the students the,, followinq definition of a
volunteer: A volunteer is someone who comes into
school to help students. A volunteer is not'paid

4 but donates his or her time. For example, a volun
could assist in the following ways: by tutoring,
assisting in the library or on field trips, by ape
on special topics of interest, etc. Record group
responses (e.g., based on a shovvof hands) in the
appropriate space(s) for each of the following ite



A. BACKGROWND

1. How many students have been in classes in which volunteers were Kelp-
ing students in the following ways? How many liked having this kind

of help.

Number of Students Responding

Type of Liked Having
Help Help

a) Helping individuals or groups in subject
matter areas (help in reading, solving
problems, etc.)

b) Using the library

0 Organizing the playing of games, etc.
. (on the playground, in the gym, etc.)

d) Helping on field trips or other out-of-
school activities.

e) Speaking to the class on various
topics.

2. Based on their experience with volunteers, how many students feel

that:

41.1G11111i..
a) They feel important when a volunteer helped them.

b) They have learned some' worthwhile thing from a school
volunteer.

c) They couldn't understand what the vdunteer said.

d) They already knew what the volunteer talked about.

e) They became more interested in what they were stydying af-
ter a volunteer worked with them.

f) They understood their lessons better after a volunteer
worked with them.

11/73 C46.-
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What do the students, like most about volunteers?
(List responses)

4. What do the students dislike most about volunteers?
(List responses)

B. NEEDS ASSESSMENT

5. How many students would like to have more adult volunteers come
to work with them at school?

64 How many students would nice to have older students come to work
with them at school?

D-3
11/73
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Name of Teacher

VOLUNTEER SERVICESSERVICES OFFICE
COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLUMBUS, OHIO

ASSESSING THE NEEDS OF THE SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
(TEACHER SURVEY)

trade Level

Building Number Years-of Teaching Experience

Directions
Please answer the following questions as well as you can by
(a) circling or checking all appropriate responses and by (b)
answering in your own words wherever your open response is re-

quested. Thank you.

BACKGROUND

1. Have you used volunteers in your classroom within the last two years?

(a) Yes (b) No

From what source(s) have you obtained your volunteers?

(a) Check the appropriate source(s).
How educationally valuable has the volunteer help been?
(14 Check the most appropriate numbers in Column b.

(2) Very Educationally Valuable
(1) Somewhat Educationally Valuable
(0) Not Educationally Valuable

-OP

UZINU THIS INFCRMATION MOVE, PLEASE RESPORD TO THIS TABLE:

EXISTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

.

(a)

, Volunteer
Services
Office

(a)

Other
Sources

(b)

How, Educationally
aluable?

(:) (1) (0)

a) Pre-Kindergarten
% .

b) Library

c) Tutorial

d) School Health
_._

e) Community Resources

f) Mini-Humanities

g) Other (please .dentify,

1 t

Authorization: CLD
Ref. No.: 047



3. In general, how satisfied have you been with the volunteer program
within your classroom? Please circle.

a) very satisfied
b) Somewhat satisfied
c) not satisfied (please explain)
d) not applicable

4. Would you like to have volunteers helping you in your classroom?
(Circle appropriate response)

a) yes
b) no

If no, explain why

S. If you would like to have volunteers, what are the acceptable method(S)
for you to request assistance? Rate the following methods by checking
the appropriate column.

Methods of Requesting Volunteers
.
Acceptability-
of Method

r
Acceptable Not

Acceptable

a) Telephone Call to Volunteer Service Office
e

b] Written application to Volunteer Service Orrice
t) Contatt a volunteer coordinator asstgriedtb

V.----Y--Iab"14ig---------------,°.iT--
d) Be interviewed periodically by a Volunteer

Services Office representative
e) Request services from the building principal
f) Sign a request sheet in teacher's lounge*of

school office j
11,

g) Other (please list)

6. Have you ever been a volunteer?

(a) Yes (b) No

Authorization: CLD
Ref. No.: 047



ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS

The following list itemizes areas in which school children may need assistance or
enrichment in addition to that offered in the classroom. Using the rating scale
provided, please rate each subject area according to the needs you perceive chil-
dren have for it. In.addition, in the space provided, briefly explain how a vol-
unteer could help. Think in terms of tasks a volunteer could perform with children
individually or in small groups and also in terms of tasks the volunteer could per-
form to free the teacher to work with individual children.

How Important Is The Need? How often does this need occur?

4. Very Important 3. Daily
3. 2. Weekly
2. Somewhat Important 1. Seldom
1. 0. Never
0. Not Important

Areas in Which
Volunteers

ld lielP

How Impor- How Of- How a Volunteer Might Best Help
tant Is ten Need
The Need? Occurs

Reading
One to One

Group

Printing
Ofie to One

i
Group

Handwriting One to One

...,
Groups

Spelling One to One

a.Group

Arithnetie Drill
One to One

Group

Social Studies One to One-
., t

Group

Science One to One
.

.

.

Group

Selecting Books
One to One

Group

..........m.ww.

e to One _

roue

123
11/73
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ArOas in Whig

Help

*sic One to One

Group

One to One

Group

Dance

Setting. Up
Laboratory
Materials

One to One

Group

One to One

Group

Additional Information about

Home and Community

Career Opportunities

e ple and Places

Environment

Health and Safety

Additional Supervision:

, Playground

Bus Boarding

Cafeteria

Halls

Lavatory

Crossing Streets

Class and Field Trips

E-4
11/73

How Impor-
tant Is
The Need?

How a Volunteer Might Best Help

9 g

,1 Authorization: CLD
Ref. No.: 047



Areas in Which
r4unteers

VI Help

How Impor-
tant Is
The Need?

How Of-
ten Needs
Occurs

How a Volunteer Might Best Help

Additional Information about:

Health Programs-First Aid,
Innoculations, Vision
Tests, Referral to Dental

. Clinics, etc.

School Clubs, Activities
and Co-curricular Programs

Enrichment from:

Room Decorations

Picture File for
Classroom Use

A-

.

Special Holiday Programs
,

Hap Case Displays

Helping students with
personal needs, i.e.,
offering friendly at-
tention and a willing-
ness to listen.

r

198
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Name

VOLUNTEER SERVICES OFFICE
COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLUMBUS, OHIO

ASSESSING THE NEEDS OF THE SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
(PRINCIPALS' SURVEY)

Building

Student Enrollment Number of Teachers

Directions
Please answer the following questions as well as you can by (a)
circling or checking all appropriate responses and by (b) answer-
ing in your own words wherever your open response is requested.
Thank you..

A. BACKGROUND

1. In which of the following areas has your school used volunteers?
(Please check the appropriate source(s).

EXISTING VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

Volunteer
Services
Office

Other
Sources)

a) Pre-Kindergarten

b) Library

c) Tutorial

d) School Health

e) Community Resources

f) Mini Humanities .

g) Other (please specify)

2. In general, how satisfied have you been with the quality'of volunteer,
services obtained?

F-1

11/73

a) from the Volunteer Services Office? (Circle one)
(1).very satisfied
(2) somewhat satisfied

. (3) notsatisfied (please explain)

0.53
199
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A

I I:

b) from other source(s)? (Circle one)
(1) very satisfied
(2) somewhat satisfied
(3) not satisfied (please explain)

B. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS

F-2

3. Please rate the importance of using volunteers in each of the follow-
ing areas (circle the most appropriate number):

Very , Somewhat Not

Important Important Important

a) Individual remedial help
(tutoring)

b) Group'remedial help in a
subject matter area

c) Individual accelerated help,
in a subject matter area

d) Group accelerated help in a
subject matter area

e) Library assistance

f) Playground (or Halls) assistance

g) Field trips or other on-site visits
away from school

4 3

4 3

2 1 0

1

1 0

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 0

4 3 2 1 0

h) Community resources (speakers to 4 3 2 1 0

discuss various topics of potential
interest)

i) Office assistance (helping secretaries 4 3 2 1 0
in various student-related activities)

j) Teacher assistance (paper work, gran- 4 3 2 1

ing, working with students on projects,
etc.)

4. Please list any other areas in which you think volunteer services are
important and should be offered:

qiwr agv
200
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S. For the following list of volunteer related activities, please
check a) those in which you play or have played a role; and b)
those in which you feel an administrator in your role should be
involved

Type of Activity A) am or have
been involved

B) should be
involved

Recruitment

Placement

Supervision

Evaluation

Program Planning

Teacher Orientation

Volunteer Orientation

Teacher Training

VolUnteer Training

P-3
11/73
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES OFFICE
COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

cottymmu,,OPIo

Name

Area (s)' of Volunteer-*experience

ASSESSING THE NEEDS OF THE SCHOOL VOtUNTEEP PROGRAM'
(Volunteer Survey)

Number of years as a school volunteer'

Direction'
Please answer the following ouentions as well as you con
.1., a) circling all appropriate responses anc' ¶) answerina
in your down words'wherever your open response ls recuesterl.

Thar*

. BACYGROUND

1. How valuable or woithwhile.has your experience asa school vol-
unteer been?

..(VIIII.......=111111..r

2. How has the classroom or supervisIng teacher added to or detracted
from your volunteer experience?



A

71i* 04
0.1/7$

3. How has the Volunteer Services Office assisted you in
your volunteer work?

. How would you rate the orientation and training you
received as preparation for your volunteer experience?

ASSESSMENT or NEEDS

5. Please rate_ the importance of using volunteers in eaci
of the following areas,(circle the most appropriate
number):

Very SoMewitat Not
poor tent inpgrlant Iinvortant

Individual remedial 4 3 2 1 0

help (tutoring)

Group remedial help in
a subject matter area

Individual accelerited
help in .a subject matter
area 10

d) Group accelerated help
in a subject matter area

e) Library assistance
(selecting books,
storytelling, etc.)

3 1

0

0

Authorisation: CM
Ref. No.: 047



PlaygrOund (or halls
assistance,

Field trips or other
on-site visits sway
from school

h) Community resources
(speakers to discuss
various topics of
potential, interest) r--

i) Office assistance
(helping secretaries

,4in various student-
related activities)

Very Somewhat Not
j'apprtant Important Important

Teacher assistance
(paper work, grading.
working with students
on projects, etc.)

Please list other areas in which you think volunteer
services are important and should be offered.

0

0

'1)



APPENDIX D

SAMPLE WORKSHEETS, EXERCISES AND FORMS

FOR

BUILDING LEVEL OPERATIONS

Table of Contents

Phase I Worksheets .. D1
-Identifying Needs D1
-Analyzing School Attitudes Toward Using Volunteers D2
-Analyzing Potential Volunteer Resources and Available Ai
Site Resources D30''

-Identifying School Procedures.. D4
-Monitoring the Volunteer Program D5

Phase II Exercise., D6
Phase III Exercise %10

-Worksheet A Teacher Worksheet: Analysis of Time Usage D14
-Worksheet B Teacher Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Ppeparing
for the Volunteer D15

-Worksheet C Teacher Worksheet: Planning D17
Teacher Request fOr a Classroom Volunteer D19
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SAMPLE

PHASE I WORKSHEET

Identifying needs

List as many different specific jobs you would want a
school volunteer to perform for you in and, out of the

classroom. 1'

Brainstorm/compare/categorize
(The Area Coordinator may also discuss services

currently available.)

t

*.
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PHASE I. WORKSHEET

Analyzing school attitudes toward using volunteers

For each topic given, identify an advantage and

a potential problem area in the use of school

volunteers.

Topic

a. Student attitude
toward school

b. Curriculum

a. Faculty
Attitude

d. Administrative
Decision- Making.

Advantage Problem Area

20
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PHASE I WORKSHEET

Analyzing potential volunteer resources and available
site resources

For each category, describe resources you have
. available or need to develop to insure effective
volunteer programs in your school.

1. Interested people in the community

Have Need to Develop
1. 1.
2. 2.
3. 3.

2. Time for volunteer to assist (if the assistance involved
out of classroom tutoring or work)

*,

Have Need to Develop
1. 1.
2. 2. 1).

3. 3.

3. Places for volunteers to work with students

Have Need to Develop
1. 1.
2. 2.

3. 3.

208
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PHASE I WORKSHEET

Identifying School Procedures

In the list of resoonsibilities given,'write "A" if
you think the task is the responsibility of the school
administrator; "RP" if you think it is the responsi-
bility of the School Volunteer Resource Person; "T" if
you think it is the responsibility of the individual
teacher using the school volunteer! "V" if you think
it is the responsibility of the volunteer "VC" if you
think it is the responsibility of the schPol volunteerchairman.

dir

1. Organizing neighborhood recruitment.
2. Supervising volunteer placement in the school.
3. ConduCting volunteer orientation to school

volunteerism.
4. Conducting volunteer orientation to, local school

(tour of the building, explanation of school
rules and procedures) .

5. Planning in advance for olunteer's work and contact
with students.

'6. Avoiding assignment of responsibility beyond
volunteer's ability.

7. Conducting in-service training sessions for teachers.
8. Conducting in-service training sessions for

volunteers.
9. Conducting staff orientation - Planning with staff

and reviewing the purposes of school volunteer
programs.

10. Signing in and out of the building.

20
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4,

PHASE I WORKSHEET

Monitoring the volunteer program

In list of responsibilities given, write "A" if
you think the task is the responsibility of the school

administrator; COW" if you think5A4.eile relponsi-
IITII

ty of the individual
bility of the School Volunteer
if you think it is the responsibi

SAMPLE

teacher using the school voluqrt er; "VC" if you' think

it is the responsibility of the school volunteer chairman.

M.101111111

1. Acting as liaison between the volunteer program
in a particular school and the volunteer program
for the Columbus Public Schools.

2. Anticipating information and materials volunteers
will need to carry out assigned duties.

3.'Maintaining contact with parents and community
groups to inform them of involvement and
activities of volunteers in the school.

4. Keeping monthly records of volunteer service.
5. Following up on volunteers who are absent.
6.Evaluating the volunteer's effectiveness, in

his job.
7. Evaluating-the volunteer program as viewed by

the volunteer.
8. MakinfLrecommendAtions for modifications of

volunteer services.
9. Collectinto researching and presenting ideas

concerning development of new programs and/or

services.
10. Conducting orientation and training sessions

for teachers and/or volunteers after the initial
building orientation and training session.

SC



PHASE II (Exercise to be completed)

1) Discuss results of Phase I exercises and formulate
goals for the individual volunteer program. (List

five goals of Building Volunteer Program)
a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

2) Identify resource person

a. Job description for Resource Person

b. Identify staff volunteer perS'on

3) Identify building volunteer chairman

a. Job description

b. Identify potential building volunteer chairman

c. Principal contacts building volunteer chairman,
explains job and enlists

Identify building provisions for volunteer,program

a. Building entry

(1) Parking

(2) Door to enter

(3) Place to report

b. Sign in procedure

c. Introduction to teacher

(1) Principal, Resource Person, clerk or other
takes the volunteer to the teacher

(2) Teacher meets the volunteer at the sign-in
place and, takes the volunteer to classroom

d. Building orientation alternatives

211
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I

(1) Teacher provides building orientation (briefly
outlines building policies and conducts

building tour)

or

(2) Principal/Resource Person/Volunteer Coordinator

provides building orientation

(a) Individually (as volunteer comes)

(b) Group (orientation session held for all
volunteers). Time allowed for this in
school day, after school or in the evening.

Identify time and'space for volunteer to work within
children individually

Time

(1) Out of class time

(2) Study period time

(3) In class time

b. Space

(1) Room

(a) Spare room for, small tables, etc. for
tutor/student work. Assignment procedures
to control use of space (someone must know
who 4 scheduled in the tutoring room and
when).

(b) Chairs for tutor and student in hall

(c) Other

6) Recruitment

a. Audience

a

(1) Groups within the school community to contact

(P.T.A., room mothers, churches, business

organizations, etc.)

(2) Parents letter sent home with all students
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(3) Another school (junior high students to work

with elementary in turn about fashion)

(4) Methods - discussion of alternative recruitment

methods

(5) Procedures - discussion of alternative

recruitment procedures

Placement

a. Methods

b. Procedures

8) Training

Conducting pre-service training for volunteers

(1) Time included with building orientation or

separate programs used

(2) Place

(3) Program organizer

b. Including in-service training for volunteers (the

teacher provides one -the-job training for volunteers)

(1) Time for teacher/volunteer work

(2) Materials needed or desired

(3) Provisions for feedback sharing of procedures

and results

c. Utilizing in- service workshops available at the

building or area level for teachers, volunteers

or combined g/oup

(1) Time available

(2) Request procedures

(3) Arrangements necessary

(4) Program organizer

Supervision/8valuation

a. Teacher responsibilities 2 1 3
D8



(1) Problem referral (to Resource Person-Area
Coordinator)

(2) Request

(3) Feedback

(4) Periodic evaluation

(5) Year end evaluation

b. Resource Person responsibilities

(1) Problem referral

(2) Request
t

(3) Feedback

(4) Periodic evaluation - building summary

(5) Year end evaluation - building summary

C. Volunteer Chairman responsibilities

(1) Problem referral

(2) Request

(3) Feedback

(4) Sign in sheets - check - change sheet monthly -
forward to Area Coordinator

(5) Periodic evaluation - summary of voluntee
report

d. Principal responsibilities

(1) General Building Supervision - feedback
directly to Area Coordinator

(2) Periodic evaluation

(3) Year end evaluation

10) Recognition - Discussion of possible recognition

procedures
214
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P

MBE III Exerciae-
,11

Teacher Pre-Service Orientation and Trainina for the
Use of Volunteers t

1) Self-analysis of time usage Noaksheet

2) Teacher pre-assessment (Worksheet 13)

3) Pre-service planning for teachers using volunteers --
Materials or information the teacher needs to have
prepared for the volunteer. (Worksheet C)

a. Assimilation of volunteer (discussion of
recommendations by volunteer planning committee)

Cl) Building

(a) Parking, building entry

(b)1 Locate sign-in sheets and sign-in
probedure

(c) Locate classroom the volunteer services,
rest areas, working planning areas (if
available'for volunteer use) library,
cafeteria, nurse's office, etc.

(2) Planning classroom procedures

(a) yamiliarize volunteer with classroom
facilities, work areas, reading tables,
record and book supply, storage areas,
students' storage areas, etc.

(b) Provide class members' name list including
seating chart currently in use

215
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Cc) Familiarize volunteer with classroom
instructions, procedures, including
teacher's basid educational philosophy

(8) Familiarize volunteer with classroom
break procedures (recess, rest room
proc,dures, etc.)

(e) /ntroduce volunteer to teachers in rooms

near the classroom the volunteer services

(f) Discuss teacher-volunteer expectations
concerning volunteer services

(g) Issue textbooks or materials needed by

volunteer

(h) Discuss with volunteer confidentiality

of students' records

(i) Provide opportunity for volunteer to

observe teacher and students

(j) Discuss training necessary for volunteer

to effectively complete assigned tasks

(k) Itemize training to be provided by teacher

(3) Planning One-to-One. Help

(a) Select student:Cs) who desire and need

extra help. (The amount of time devoted
to each chili!' is left up to the classroom

teacher)

(b) Check out textbook to the volunteer

(c) Accompany student to the initial session

with the volunteer and provide specific %,

plan of pages and materials to be covered

(d) Try to keep help on a one-,to-one basis

unless other arrangements can be made

with volunteer
-Th
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(e) Be prompt with materials. Be sure
volunteer has materials in advance to
adequately prepare for session

(f) Be willing to guide and help the volunteer
if problems arise

)1
(4) Planning for volunteer general classroom

assistance

(a) Have materials and specific accompanying
directions ready for volunteer

(b) Volunteers should have access to a type-
writer and, if qualified to operate one,
to the ditto machine

(c) Try to make clerical type duties meaningful
and valuable. Avoid assigning the
volunteer busy work.

) Discussion of the teacher's role in'supervision

(a) Plan some time for volunteer/teacher
pre-planning.

(1) Twenty minutes before or after classroom
service allocated to planning

(2) Teacher initiated telephone planning
sessions at convenience of both teacher
and volunteer

(3) Instruction feedback forms if necessary
for volunteer vorking_mithindividual_
or small group tutoring activities

(b) Plan some time for periodic volunteer
evaluation. Commend volunteer for com-
petencies, encourage volunteer to engage
in activities that could foster her growth.
When available, provide volunteer with
materials which may help her to become amore
able assistant.

217
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(6) Discussion of the teacher's role in evaluition

(a) An evaluation form will he due to central
office at the end of each year (with the
understanding that the evaluation form
can be utilized personally for periodic
volunteer evaluation and that any problems
occurring during the year should be
immediately referred to the resource person
who may communicate the problem to the
Area Coordinator if necessary) refer to
evaluation section

(7) The teacher's role in recognition

(a) Participation in any planned building
recognition

(b) Periodic personal recognition of volunteer
including student remembrances and verbal
"thank you's"



PHASE /IT WORKSHEET A

Teacher Worksheet: Analysis pf Time Usage

The classroom teacher regularly devotes time to the
following activities delineated below. Please attempt
to utilize this chart as a basis for analyzing how you
spend your teaching day. Itlis, of course, impossible
to break down time, spent exactly. Thi exercise is
for your oersonal use and the results you compile will
naturally be approximations of time usage. It is
hoped, however, that the chart provided will help you
to analyze' your teaching duties in relation to time.

s

Teaching Activities

Approx.
Time Spent

% of Time
Represented

. Planning Activities both eneral4
.

and specific

. Motivation Activities both
general and specific

3. Instructional ACtivities
a. Initiating a concept attitude

or skill
b. Complidating a new concept,

attitude or skill
c. Adding Content to structure

,

4.

-

Supervision Activities_both
active and'passive

S. Technical Activities
Skilled and non-skilled such

as organizing materials, bulletin
boards, work projects, etc.

,

6.

,

.

Evaluation and Remediation

a. Designing instruments

bio Administering Tests

c. Objective Marking

d. Subject marking
1

e. Recording

f. Interpreting scores

g. Diagnosis and Prescription

11. Remedial teaching

.

_

1.

J-

Guidance and Support Activities

8.
,

Others, please specify-

,--

ntA
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SAMPLE

PHASE /XI WORKSHEET B

Teacher Pre-Assessment Worksheet: Preparing for the Volunteer

a. List the kinds of services a volunteer could
provide for you and-your students in the

oclassroom i.e., examples one-to-one or small
group help in subject area-E.---

b. List what the volunteer needs to know/be able to

4
do to perform the'services you need. i.e., examples
materials to be used for tutoring - basic
tutoring procedures

2.
3.
4.
5.

41
c. List the areas in which you can provide necessary

volunteer training and areas in which_ training
should be provided by another source.

Teacher Provided Training Other Source Training
1. 1.

2. 2.

3, 3.

4. 4.

d. List materials or'space needs which need to be
provided for volunteer to perform her services.

Materials (Have) Need to Develop or Acquire

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Space (Have)
1.

2.

220
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e. Identify and list:the procedurls that you would
like your assigned volunteer to folloW,while

working with_you. Collect samPles of.things such
as:

1. Lesson plans
2. Record keeping device,
3. Evaluation, instruments
4. Assignment sheets

Progress reports
6. Attendance cards
7. Typing formats
B. Teachers' manuals

Identify and list procedures and policies that the

school expects your assigned volunteer to follow

while working in the school. Check in teacher or

student handbooks for samples of such things as:

1. Parking Stickers
2. Sign-in sheets
3. Student Forms hall passes, library and

absentee slips, etc.
4. Bell schedules
5. Transportation requests and parental

permission slips
6. Fire drill procedures

221
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PHASE III WORKSHEET. C

Teacher Worksheet: Planning

To utilize effectively a volunteer, there must be

planning between the teadber and volunteer. This

need not be a lengthy ple,Aning session. After the
volunteer becomes familit with the techniques used
to .teach. skills, the ieac er ndikd only todesignate
areas or skills,the volunteef-shOuld stress.

It is suggested that a folder be kept on each child

_or,grou0 working with a volunteer. A form is provided

to'be used as a guide. Both teacher and volunteer
Must be aware of the needs of the child and thd methods

used to meet these needs.

The first two items are to b_ e filled...out by the teacher.
The second two items are to be filled out by the volunteer.

Name of Group -Date

Teacher - Time

Skillr

Suggested Materials and Techniques:

Techniques and Miterials Used:

Remarks: (volunteer Observation)

222
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Sample of Completed Planning Worksheet

Becky, John,
Shelia, Renneth, Orin,

Name of Group Ste, Harold. Rob, Janie Date -9-7-72

Teacher Mrs. Smith Time 11:nn-11:20

Skill: Language Development - oral - they need help
expressing themselves. We need to provide many
experiences that will get them to orally express
their ideas.

Suggested Materials and Techniques: Pictures to tell a
story. Let them talk freely at first, then put
in story form, dictating while you record on one
of the experience charts from the cabinet. You
May also wish to read the story "The Blind Men
and the Elephant" on page 13 of the teacher's
guide of "The World of Language" (on my desk)

next time you work with them. Our media aide
will run a copy for you so you may be familiar
with it ahead of time. let the children dramatize
or recreate the story with their cw:l. dialogue.

Techniques and Materials Used: I let the children tell
me about-the picture you gave me. I think the

class would enjoy hearing the children read the

story we wrote.

Remarks: John and Becky did not respond well to my

questions. John just Shrugged when I asked him
about the picture.

223
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TEACHER REQUEST FOR A CLASSROOM VOLUNTEER

Name School

Grade Taught

I have successfully completed the first units of planning for

use of the services of a volunteer and I am interested in

_using the services of 'a volunteer.

I agree to provide for my volunteer the necessary planning

rand training as outlined in the completed planning unit.

Teacher's Signature

VOLUNTEER TIME PREFERRED

Ir
MORNING

AFTERNOON I

ANY- DAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY TM/RSDAy, FRIDAY
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D19



APPENDIX E

SAMPLE

PUBLIC RELATIONS

MATERIALS

Table of Contents

News Releases
Human Interest Story
Letter of Introduction
Parental Recruitment Letter
Suggested TV Spot
Working with People
A Volunteer's Viewpoint
What Makes a Volunteer Happy'
Certificate of Appreciation
Invitation to a Recognition Program
Letter of . Recognition
Sample Flyer
Sample Brochure *****
Script for Slide Tape Presentation,

E4
E5

E6
E8
E9
El°
Eli
E12
Eli
E14
E15
El6
E1.7

-116-
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esim SCHC31:11. VOLUNTEER
PUDILIO PROGRAM
vspy:

SCHOOLS SEEK VOLUNTEERS

NEWS RELEASE SAMPLE

The Columbus-schools continue to seek persons try serve in the school

system's Volunteer Services program.

Mrs. Frances White, who heads the program, said the most immediate need

is for additional volunteers to work with classes of pre - kindergarten aged

children.

An orientation program for volunteers in the pre-kindergarten program

will he held Thursday, October 18, from 1-3:30 p.m.. at the Columbus

Education Center, Mrs. White said.

Also neeeed, she said, are volunteers to work in ten inner-city school

library programs.

Mrs. White said persons in all walks of life -- housewives, students,

senior citizens, men and women -- are being sought for volunteer programs.

"People who love children and enjoy working in a direct action program are

urged to particip;Ite," she added.

She said volunteers should be able to give at least one-half day a week
ea

ane will work directly in the schools where their services have been re-

quested. Schedules and locations are arranged onIually agreeable basis.

Volunteers free the teacher from many non-professional tasks, giving

them more time for actual teaching duties. Volunteers also build a

ronger link betweJn the schools and the community,'Mrs. White said.

Persons interested in obtaining more information about the Volunteer

Services program should contact the prograrttaffice at 464-4300.
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MAT SCHOOL VOLUNTEER

O PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OHIO

NEWS RELEASE
SAMPLE

RES9LVE TOBE A VOLUNTEER

If you are still looking for a New Year'c resolution,

maybe you can resolve to become a,Columbus Public School

volunteer. Now that the holidays are over and school is

back in full swing there are many children who need that

little extra help that a volunteer brings.

Mrs. Frances White, who heads the program, said that

new voluhteers are always needed and that each year the

need for volunteers seems to become even greater. Teachers,

students and administrators alike agree that the school

1,..dunteei has indeed become a priceless asset.

Mrs. White explained that there are opportunities for

volunteers to serve during the school day in the pre-

kindergarten, library, tutoring, community resources and

mini-humanities in inner-city elementary schools. Volunteers

are asked to give just one-half day a week and in return

gain a meaningful experience that will give lasting pleasure.

Why not start the new year out right by doing something

worthwhile with your spare time. Persons who are interestee

should contact the Volunteer Office at 464-4300.
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(11/11"14 SCH OL VOLUNTEER%am
tutiv PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OHIO PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT SAMPLE

Make 1974 a year that counts for you Volunteer in the inner-city

elementary schools of Columbus. Personal training is offered in areas

of library, tutoring, pre-kindergarten, and community resource volunteers.

For further information, call 464-4300.

With the new year comes a renewed plea for volunteers in the inner-city ele-

mentary schools of Columbus. Give just a little of your time to help form

the future of tomorrow's leaders. For further information, call 464-4300.

Oake a vital difference in the life of a small child: Volunteer in the

inner-city school of Columbus. Training is now being offered in library,

tutoring, pre-kindergarten, and community resources. Call 464-4300 NOW;

I

. Still looki g for a new year's resolution? Why not make it one to give

of yourself to help teimorrow's generation? The inner-city schools need

you now personal training in library, tutoring, pre-kindergarten,

and community resources, call 464-4300.

, Become that someone special in the life of a small

little and receive so much by hDoming a volunteer

inner-city schools. Call 464-4300 NOW!

child. You give so

in the Columbus

tar.8 the new year out right: Do something worthwhile with your spare

time. Become a volunteer in the. Coldmbus inner-city elementary schools.

For further information, call 464-4300. 228
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HAPPINESS SHARED BY
TUTORING KIDS

110 By DAVID DAULTON.
of The Dispatch Staff

Tutoring is a family affair for two Columbus newlyweds.

Cal. and Mrs. Sidney Zobel are participants in a volunteer tutoring program
in Columbus Public Schools.

Mrs. Zobel, 72, who has been tutoring for two years, met Zobel, 80,4 former
member of Gen. Douglas MacArthur's staff, while on vacation in England last
spring. They married in September.

Now they tutor together at Eastgate Elementary School, 1939 Stratford Way.

Eastgate Principal Evelyn C. Jones said she feared she would lose the
tutoring services of Mrs. Zobel when she married and was delighted wnen the
retired colonel also volunteered.

a

"We're very pleased with them" said Mrs. Jones. "They're doing a marvelous
job for-the community."

Mrs. Frances White, professional assistant for voluntary services for Columbus
Public Schools, said the program now has about 30 tutors, mostly retirees.

40
"We could use twice as many," Mrs. White said.

Mrs. White, who originated the program three years ago, explained volunteers
receive six hours training a week for a month before they begin tutoring.

Mrs. Zobel said the students vie for the honor being tutored.

"Some of them were really superb readers but they would say "I'm not very
good, really I'm not," Mrs. Zobel said. "You can't be more flattered than
that."

She recommends the program to "people who have time and interest and people
who like children."

Her- husband added, "If you want to, there's plenty to be done in this world.
If you want happiness, you have to give some."

ACTIVE RETIREES-Col. and Mrs. Sidney Zobel tutor
in reading, at Eastgate Elementary School. Stu-
dents, from left, are Anita Travis, 12; Audrey
Diggs, 9; Tomothy Poindexter, 10; Mars Miller,
10; Victor Hagood, 11, and Richard Murphy, 12.
(Dispatch Photo b, Ken Chamberlain)
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P al°% PROGRAMQV R

COLUMBUS, OHIO

LETTER or INTRODUCTION

Dear

SAMPLE

May this letter serve as an introduction on behalf of the
Columbus Public Schools Volunteer Services Office?

Our Office provides six programs to some of the Columbus
Public Schools. They are: Tutoring, Library, Pre-Kinder-
garten, Mini-Humanities, School Health and Community
Resources.' Over 600 men and womel, are now volunteering
their time but success has made our needs greater..

We have found that our city is rich with human resources,
volunteers who are willing and eager to share their knowledge,
talents, and experiences with children in their classrooms.

Enclosed is a Brochure that explains in capsule form what
these needs are. However, we would like to personally meet
with you, to discuss the program in detail, and to ask if
your company or agency would be able to assist us in cibtain-
ing additional volunteers.

We will he calling for an appointment in the very near futtlIS.-
and hope that this letter will serve as our introduction.

If you have'any questions prior to our meeting, please do
not hesitate to call us at the Volunteer Services Office -
464-4300.

Sincerely,

LWR,.g
Enc. 1 230
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enalb 7ve SCHOOL VOLUNTEER
Wig PROGRAM

4

COLUMBUS, OHIO

Dear Parents:

SAMPLE

There will be a School .Volunteer- Meeting Thursday,
October'9, 1974, at 10:00 a:6. in the
Elementary School Library to acquaint and reacquaint
you with the purpose of the School Volunteer program.,

Please come and bring a friend or neighbor with you
so that all of our children at School
might benefit.

Coffee will be served.

Hope to see you there.

LWR:g

E6
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011Ca SCLDOL VOLUNTEERMOM PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OHIO

SAMPLE

PARENTAL RECRUITMENT LETTER

a
Dear 'Parents,

Read on parents and you will learn

What a feeling of satisfaction you can earn

By volunteering a minute, an hour or two

Of your special help at your neighborhood school.

We need typists, artists, musicians and such

To give our school program an extra touat..,

We don't need credentials, or paper with degrees

We do need people who feel at ease.

Filing, sorting, checking out books

Helping our teachers improve their rooms' looks.

Working in classrooms, obtaining the.joys

Of s your collections with our girls and boys.

Could'you explain your job, or take us on tours,

Or help us in math, to feel more sure?

We need you at school so share yourself now,

Fill out our form, it will tell how.

Return it to school as soon as you're through

The children and teachers are waiting for you.

232
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SUGGESTED TV SPOT

FOR: TELEVISION

PURPOSE: RECRUITMENT

TIME: 30 SECONDS

MUSIC: PUTALITTLELOVE IN YOUR HEART (Fade in and out)

VERBAGEt A. You're someone special because you're you.
Be a school volunteer.

B. Offer helping hands.
Be a school volunteer.

tree music with 'verbage - fade music in and out.

Helping Hands
ace of Student

STORY BOARD
(Slides to be Used)-

Student and
Tutor

Mini Humanities
and Student

Library Volunteer
and Student

Face of
Student

omm. Resource
and Student

School Health
of Students

Pace of
Students Helping Students

BE A scliqpi,

VOLUNTEER

Services
1.

2.

3.

Please call:

If slides are used in film chain or in "live spot".,can take or dissolve.

If slides are projected can pan or zoom.

411/ 233
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WORKING .WITH PEOPLE

A two-way communication process is essential in the estab-
lishment of working relationships. Often, with the enabling
(helping) process, non-verbal communication is equally as
important as verbal communication. You will establish
positive relationships with people when you show:

1. Respect for the dignity of the person.
2. Trust in the individual.
3. Attitudes of care and concern for people.
4. Readiness to share purpose of visit or conversation.
5. Good listening habits.
6. Good observing techniques.
7. Offers of requested information or help.
8. Requests for needed information or help.
9. Sharing information on a realistic and truthful basis

about what can be done, as well as wIat cannot be done.
10. Assurance olOconfidentiality when this is possible.
11. Recognition of the strengths of,a person.
12. Encouragement for use of those strengths.
13. Recognition of helplessness of a person or situation.
14. Offer of appropriate help when and wherever possible

through the enabling process.
15. Permission of dependency.
-16. Patience.
17. A sense of humor.
18. Ability to take criticism.
19. Ability to laugh at'one's' self.
20. Capacity for admission of mistakes.
21. Capacity for saying, "I don't know, but I'll try to

find out."
22. Recognizing the feelings and attitudes that interfered.
23. Dependability (keeping one's promises).
24. Follow-up visits or telephone calls.
25. Greater concern for needs of person than for own needs

in terms of time, convenience, etc.
26. Regard for people's physical and emotional well being.
27. Readiness to let people work out their own plans and

do not impose yours.
28. Ability to offer alternatives.
29. Ability to let people set their own controls, not

imposing yours.
30. Readiness to give praise whenever appropriate.

234
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A VOLUNTEER'S VIEWPOINT

If you want my loyalty, interests, and best efforts, remember
that

1. I need a sense of belonging--a feeling that I am honestly
needed for my total self, not just for my hands nor because
I take orders well.

2. I need to have a sense of sharing in planning our objectives.
My need will be satisfied only when I feel that my ideas
have had a fair hearing.

3. I need to feel that the goals and objectives arrived at are
within reach and that they make sense to me.

4. I need to feel that what I'm doing has real purpose or
contributes to human welfare--that its value extends even
beyond my personal gain or hours.'

S. I need to share in making the rules by which, together, we
shall live and work toward our goals.

6. I need to know in some clear detail just what is expected
of me - not only my detailed task but where I have opportunity
to make personal and final decisions.

7. I need to have some responsibilities that challenge, tha
are within the range of my abilities and interest, and that
contribute toward reaching my assigned goal.

8. I need to see that progress is being made toward the goals
we have set.

9. I need to be kept informed. What I'm not up on, I may be
down on. (Keeping me informed is one way to give me status
as an individual.)

10. I need to have confidence baselk upon assurance of consistent
fair treatment recognition, whin it is due, and trust and

loyalty. These bring increased security.

In brief, it really doesn't matter how much sense my part in

this organization makes to you--I must feel that the whole

deal makes sense to me!

By Harriet H. Naylor, Volunteers Today.
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WHAT MAKES A VOLUNTEER HAPPY?

'What are the factors that make a volunteer happy and want to stay
in a job?

A study by the Welfare Council of Metropolitan Chicago entitled:

"Volunteers in Direct Service: A Study of Their Backgrounds
and Experience" has revealed the following factors:

- -- Volunteers should be given training useful for a pafticular

assignment.
---Volunteers should have available a person to turn to for help

and advice at the assignment.
-.Volunteers should receive help from the staff of the agency.

---Volunteers should have an opportunity to develop some new

Skills through the assignment.
---Volunteers should be in a position to use their existing

skills.
---Volunteers should be given some recognition for doing

volunteer work*

The study also noted some other interesting points. They are:

--If present trends continue, volunteers are more likely to be

women, to be highly educated and to comet from white collar

backgrounds. They also tend to be joineis. If more blue

collar volunteers are to be reached, efforts to recruit them

will have to be intensified.
---A large proportion of students are interested in volunteer

work. It may be easier to reach students of blue collar

backgrounds than adults of a similar background.

- -- Adults without children, or with children above the age of

14, are more likely to be volunteers than those will small

children.
- -- Active volunteers are likely to know other persons interested

in doing volunteer work.
-- -About four-fifths of the volunteers had enough work to keep

them busy and a large majority--about two-thirds--enjoyed

their experiences.
---Sixty-six percent of the persons polled in the study thought

their interview at the Volunteer Bureau was helpful.

--.-Sixty-two percent of the volunteers polled said they had

received help from the agency's staff in doing their volunteer

work.
--- The&moet popular arrangement among volunteers in regard to

frequency of service was to work on a regular basis once a

*seek. 236
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e 11' SCHOOL VOLUNTE R
PRC3GR MVt07

oLumaus, OHIO

Alt

INVITATION TO A RECOGNITION PROGRAM - SAMPLE

I am the child.
You hold in your hand my destiny.
You determine, largely, whether I

shall succeed or fail.
Give me, I pray you, those things
that make for happiness.'

Train me, I beg you that I may be a
blessing to the world.

- Mamie Gene Col6

I wish to extend my personal appreciation
,for the outstanding volunteer services provided
the boys and girls in our schools.

You are most cordially invited to attend
a Recognition Reception to be held in the
Assembly Room of the Columbus Education Center,
270 East State Street, on the evening of
Wednesday, Mayv30, 1973 from seven o'clock to
nine o'clock.

RSVP

Sincerely yours,

Superintendent of Schools

23
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6911241 SCHOOL VOLUNTEER
Kum PR GR M

COLUMBUS. OHIO

SAMPLE
LETTER OF RECOGNITION.

As we close the school year 1973-1974, there are a number
of you who have been working as volunteers in our program.

/ know that each School Volunteer must reflect with great
pleasureon the amazing growth of this program and the
recognition it has been given.

Our records show that you have volunteered hours
this year' Because of your interest and dedication, we
have been able to render a greater service to our boys
and girls in the many schools.'

For this, we thank you from the bottom of our hearts.

Sincerely,



1

what kind or
a volunteer

are you?

gardener
(clinging vine)

hit and runner

perfectionist friendly
(persuader)

she can't tolerate
anY Inflexibility

know- it.all
(autocrat)

1111.0.c

she will be dependent
on you

she has watch in
hand and toady' to leave

school volunteer
(she loves children)

she will tell you
what to do

be a school volunteer and
help children in your
own neighborhood

call: volunteer services
tele. no. 4644300

115

dunteers
volunteer services management system protect

colurnbus dty oche", district
funded by

shie department ef education
Me _NI, moo



be
a

school
volunteer

270270 otot state strimt

arlumbus shio 43215

you can help a child grow

in mind

in body

to shape the Future
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SAMPLE

THE SIGNIFICANT OTHER A 20-MINUTE SLIDE TAPE PRESENTATION

SLIDE 11 SLIDE 12

41010MB MUSIC...."PUT A LITTLE LOVE IN YOURHEARTu.. PIC'S OF CHILDREN' SAME
SAME SAME
TITLE TITLE.

PIC'S OF CHILDREN SAME
SCRIPT WITH GUITAR MIXED SAME

FILL TO 1:54

SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS ARE PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT 1

CHILDREN..CARE ENOUGH TO GIVE AT LEAST ONE- 2

HALF DAY EACH WEEK IN THE SCHOOLS. VOLUNTEERS 3

COME FROM MANY DIFFERENT WALKS OF LIFE. THEY 4

ARE PEOPLE LIKE YOU....HOUSEWIVES, MOTHERS,
FATHERS* SENIOR CITIZENS, HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS, 6

COLLEGE STUDENTS, BUSINESSMEN AND WOMEN...BUT
THEY ALL BRING WITH THEM COMON INGREDIENTS..
ENTHUSIASM, WARMTH AND LOVE THAT THEY CANNOT
HEW BUT COMMUNICATE TO THE CHILDREN THEY MEET.

omg WHO WANTS TO HELP IN THE SCHOOLS FILLS
OUT AN APPLICATION AND IS INTERVIEWED SO
THAT AN ASSIGNMENT CAN BE MADE WHICH COIN -I,

CIDES WITH THE VOLUNTEER'S INTERESTS AND
TALENTS.

MVOLUNTEER IS THEN PLACED IN A SCHOOL
AN AREA WHICH IS CONVENIENT FOR THE

VOLUNTEER.

1 1

3 2

S 3

2

4

6

BEFORE THE VOLUNTEER BEGINS TO WORK IN THE 1 1 2

SCHOOL, MANY PEOPLE ARE BUSY GETTING READY. 3 2 4

THE PRINCIPAL AND TEACHERS ARE MAKING PLANS. 5 3 6

OTHER VOLUNTEERS ARE HELPING TO PLAN AN 7 4 8

ORIENTATION FOR NEW VOLUNTEERS TO PREPARE 9 s 10

THEM TO COMFORTABLY BEGIN THEIR WORK IN
THE SCHOOL.

242
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PAGE -2-

AWE FIRST DAY ON THE JOB IS EXCITING. THE 1 1 2

IMWOLUNTEER SIGNS IN AT THE SCHOOL OFFICE
AND GREETS THE PRINCIPAL AND THE TEACHER 3, 2 4

SHE WILL ASSIST. SHE THEN MEETS WITH THE

TEACHER TO PLAN AND GREETS THE CHILDREN
WITH WHOM. SHE WILL BE WORKING. THE VOLUN-

TEER IS READY TO BEGIN.

5 3

VOLUNTEERS PROVIDE MANY VALUABLE SERVICES

TO THE SCHOOLS. EXACTLY WHAT THEY DO DE-

PENDS ON THE SCHOOL IN WHICH THEY SERVE
AND THEIR PARTICULAR VOLUNTEER ASSIGNMENT.
IN ALL CASES, HOWEVER, VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES

ARE DIRECTED BY THE TEACHER OR SUPERVISOR

IN CHARGE.

2

2

COMMUNITY RESOURCE VOLUNTEERS BRING THE
WORLD INTO THEE CLASSROOM. THEY SHARE

SPECIAL TALENTS, INTERESTS, AND EXPER-
IENCES WITH STUDENTS.

1 title 1 2 title

3 2 4

5 3 6

7 4 8

LIBRARY VOLUNTEERS ASSIST IN SCHOOL 1 title 1 ,, 2 pie

AgIBRARIES: THEY MAY CARD AND SHELVE 3 2 4

WOKS - SUPERVISE STUDENTS ASSIGNED S 3 6

TO THE LIBRARY - HELP STUDENTS FIND 7 4 8

bans EITHER ON THE SHELVES OR IN 9 S 10

THE CARD CATALOG. 11 6 12

ADULT OR STUDENT TUTORS WORK WITH 1 title 1 2 pie

SMALL GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS WHO 3 2 4

NEED EXTRA HELP WITH READING. MOST 5 3 6

TUTORS RECEIVE ASSISTANCE FROM THE 7 4 8

SCHOOL READING TEACHER AND HAVE PER-
IODIC CONFERENCES WITH THE CLASSROOM

\

TEACHER. OFTEN TUTORS CREATE THEIR
OWN LESSON PLANS, READING PRACTICE
GAMES AND MATERIALS.
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PAGE -3-

4111=
ROOM VOLUNTEERS ASSIST THE SCHOOL 1 title 1 2 title

AND OFTEN STAFF THE SCHOOL HEALTH

ROOM WHEN THE NURSE IS NOT IN. 3 2 4

T} VOLUNTEER NUN:
5 3 6:.

.,..

TAKE THE CHILD'S TEMPERATURE
7

r, 8

CLEANSE AND APPLY A DRESSING.

40.

CONTACT THE PARENT OF AN ILL OR INJURED

CHILD.

STAY WITH THE CHILD UNTIL HE IS FEEL -

fl BETTER OR SOMEONE FROM HOME COMES

TO GET HIM.

AND ASSIST THE NURSE WITH WEIGHING

CHILDREN OR TESTING EYESIGHT.

THE MINI HUMANITIES VOLUNTEER HELPS TO

PROVIDE ENRICHMENT EXPERIENCES FOR FIFTH

AND SIXTH GRADE CHILDREN.

410RE VOLUNTEER MAX:
1 title 1 2 title

PLAN A FIELD TRIP TO A PUBLIC LIBRARY, 3 2 4

THE ART GALLERY, A CONCERT OR A PLAY.
3 6

ASSIST A CHILD IN FINDING A SPECIAL BOOK.
4

*)&K WITH A SMALL GROUP OF CHILDREN

DISCUSSING THEIR INTERESTS.
9 5 10

AND HELP A CHILD TO EXPERIENCWHE 11 6 12

FUN OF SHARING.

THE PRE KINDERGARTEN VOLUNTEER ASSISTS

THE PRE KINDERGARTEN TEACHER AND ENJOYS

THE EXCITING WORLD OF FOUR YEAR OLDS.

THE VOLUNTEER MAY:

PROVIDE SPECIAL ATTENTION OR PRACTICE 1 title 1 2 title

TO INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN.
3 2 4

SET UP AND SUPERVISE CLASSROOM OR PLAY

GROUND GAMES.
5 3 6

IST IN PREPARING, PASSING OUT AND 7 4 k " '8

CLEANING UP CHILDRENSt SNACKS. 244
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PAGE -4-

ZATIONS OR BUSINESSES CAN ADOPT A
AND THE GROUP MEMBERS CAN PROVIDE

THE SERVICES NEEDED IN THAT BUILDING.

THEY CAN HELP TO OPERATE A LIBRARY.

THEY CAN PROVIDE TUTORING ASSISTANCE.

THEY CAN FURNISH SPECIAL SUBJECT
SPEAKERS.

THEY CAN ASSIST IN THE CLASSROOM OR THEY .

CAN PROVIDE ANY KIND OF HELP OR ASSISTANCE
NEEDED IN THE PARTICULAR SCHOOL.

THE CLASSROOM ASSISTANT IS ASSIGNED TO A
CLASSROOM AND HELPS, THE TEACHER WITH
MANY CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES.

THE VOLUNTEER MAY

WORK WITH BULLETIN BOARDS OR CLASSROOM
DISPLAYS.

alISSSS

ONISTINDIVIDUALS
OR GROUPS WITH

IIGNMENTS.

GRADE PAPERS AND RECORD MARKS.

HELP TO SUPERVISE FIELD TRIPS.

MINI COURSE VOLUNTEERS PROVIDE ENRICHMENT
CLASSES IN SPECIAL INTEREST AREAS.

THEY MAY TEACH STUDENTS:

FIRST AID
MACRAME,
NEWSPAPER REPORTING AND PHOTOGRAPHY
ARTS AND CRAFTS
GAMES SPORTS OR COOKING.

244)
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1 title 1 2.title

3 2 4

3 6

7 4

1 title 1

3 2

3

7 4

9 5

1 title 1

3 2.
3

7 4

9 5

8

2 title

, 4

6

8

10

2 title

4

10
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REPRESENT A VITAL COMMUNITY
usenIN THE EDUCATION OF SCHOOL

CHILDREN. THE ARMY OF DEDICATED VOLUN-
TEERS INCLUDES PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS OF

LIFE. THEY ARE THE YOUNG, THE RETIRED,
THEY ARE BLACK AND THEY ARE WHITE. THE

VOLUNTEER CORPS IS COMPOSED OF ALL
PEOPLE WHO, BECAUSE OF THEIR CONCERN
FORA CHILDREN, WANT TO GIVE OF THEMSELVES.

AS A VOLUNTEER YOU DO MANY THINGS,
BECOME MANY THINGS...BUT YOU ARE
THAT SIGNIFICANT OTHER, THAT POSITIVE
ADULT FIGURE IN THE LIFE OF A SCHOOL

CHILD.

24G
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APPENDIX F

SAMPLE FORMS-AND OUTLINES FOR USE IN-

ORIENTATION

AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

Table of Content

General Volunteer Orientation PrograT
Building Orientation Program 4

Training Materials Request Form
Training Needs Assessment Form
Training/Materials Appraisal Form
Training for Program Volunteers

- Training for Library Volunteers F6
-Training for Volunteer Tutors P7
-Training for Volunteer Reading Tutors F8

Clerical Skills Training Course Outline F14
Audio Visual Skills Course Outline.....,,, F15
Artistic Contributions (Elementary) Training Course Outline, F15
Human Relations Training Flyer F16

Fl
F2
F3
F4

F5

-117-
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GENERAL VOLUNTEER ORIENTATION PROGRAM

9:00:. 9415 A.M. REGISTRATION

Volunteers will register and receive volunteer

information packet including permanent name tags

to:6.-wear in school.

Coffee and donuts available. Self Served,

9 :15 9:30 A.M. Introductions (staff and.AdMinistrative Personnel)
...Coordinator of Volunteer Services

Welcome - Superintendent of Schools
Welcome - Representative Board of Education

9:30 - 9:45 A,M.- Orientation to School Volunteerism
...Chairperson of School Volunteer

Advisory Council

.Mistory, Scope and Structure of Volunteer Services

-Purpose, Goals and Objectives of Volunteer Services

9 :45 10100 A.M. Slide Tape Presentation

"The Significant Other"

10:00 0.- 10:15 A.M. Orientation to School Volunteer Opportunities Available
...Volunteer Program Chairperson #1

-Areas in which volunteer assistance is needed,

including basic volunteer duties

10:15 - 10:30 A.M. Orientation to volunteer relationships
...Volunteer-Program Chairperson 42

-General personnel policies, procedures, and regUlations

governing volunteers.

.-volunteer/Staff relationships

-Whom volunteer may approach to get advice, guidance

and information

10:30 - 10:50 A.M. The student of the 70's (General characteristics of

students with whom volunteers will be working)

...School psychologist

10:50 - 11:10 A.M. Introduction of Volunteers
...Volunteer Progra Chairperson 43

-Volunteers present highlights-of their personal

volunteer experience

11410 A.M. Ao.journment ,Coordinator of Volunteer Services

-Participants are invited to spend a few minutes

shopping the volunteer opportunities display

tables provided.

-Interviewers are available at desks to answer

questions or to provide applications for interested

persons.

248
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09:00

9:15

9:25

SAMPLE

BUILDING ORIENTATION PROGRAM

- 9:15 A.M. Irxtroductiona ...Volunteer Building Chairman

- 9:25 A.M. Welcome ...School Principal

- 9:40 A.M. Orientation to School Volunteerism
...Staff Volunteer Coordinator

-Brief History,

Services

Scope and Structure of Volunteer

9:40 - 9:50 A.M.

-Purposes, Goals and Objectives of 'Building

Volunteer Programs

Orientation to School Volunteer Opportunities
Available ...Volunteer Building Chairperson

-General Petsonnel Policies and PrOcedures and

regulations for volunteers (building entry, sigh-in, etc.

.VO/unteer/Staff relationships

-Whom volunteers may approach to get advice, guidance

and information.

400:00 - 10:20 A.M. Helps and Hints for working with elementary/or

junior high/or senior high school students
...School Guidance Person

10:20 - 10:40 A.M. Ihtztoduction of Volunteers'
...Volunteer Building Chairperson

-Volunteers present highlights of their personal

volunteer experience

10:40 A.M. Adjournment

-Participants are in4ted to tour the building

-Participants are free to meet with the classroom

teachers to whom they are assigned or to observe

in these claisrooms. (Arrangements for these

activities should be made prior to the orientation

session)

.*Coffeis and donuts available - self served.
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NAM

SCHOOL

VOLUNTEER SERVICES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
COLUMBUS CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
TRAINING MATERIALS REQUEST FORM

ROLE

DATE

Training or Materials Requested

SAMPLE

When do you anticipate using the training or materials?

1st Choice Date

2nd Choice Time Date

Who will attend the Training or use the Materials?

What training needs prompted you to request the Training or Materials?

Please fill out this request and return to the Area Coordinator serving your

School or to the Volunteer Services Office, 270 E. State Street, Columbus, 43215.

250
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT FORM

k

TEACHER'S NAME SCHOOL

VOLUNTEER(S) NAME

After consulting' with your_volunteer(s), please check the types
of training you feel would better prepare your volunteer(s) to
perform the classroom duties. '(If there are others you feel
would be helpful, please add them in the space provided.)

Volunteer Training Courses provided by Volunteer Services Office:

1) Educational

Philosophy

Knowledge

Child Development

2) Human Relations

3) Group Dynamics

'4) Sp vial mill,$
Clerical

Office, Classroom

Typing, Grading

Filing Recording

Duplicating Filing

Duplicating

Other,

Artistic Craft

Games Displays

Audio Visual First Aid

Story Telling Public Speaking

5) Please add others you-feel would be-belpfUl:

2'5 i



VOLUNTEER SERVICES SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, 01X0 CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

TRAINING/MATERIALS APPRAISAL FORM

NAME ROLE

SCHOOL DATE

Name of Training Presentation or Materials

Name of Trainer

411

Consider each of the following items as they relate to the training

presented or materials utilized. (Circle the aopropriate answer)

1) Agree Strongly 2) Agree Somewhat
3) Disagree Strongly 4) Disagree Somewhat

The subject matter presented in training
or materials was complete

4

The training or materiels were appropriate
and meaningful

1 2

The training or materials were useful to
me in my activities

3 4

The training or materials achieved the
purpose toward which they were directed

1

I thought the training or materials were
worthwhile

4

I learned something new from the training

or materials
'111110=11N

3 4

I recommend that the training or materials
be continued for the benefit of others

4

Please add any additional comments concerning the training received

or the materials used.
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SAMPLE

BASIC TRAINING FOR LIBRARY VOLUNTEERS

9:00 a.m. Registratign (coffee and conversation)
Recruitment Chairman

9:30 a.m. Backer d'and Purpose of the School Library,
Volunteer Program

airman of Library Volunteers
Coordinator, Volunteer Services

Training Objectives
Training Chairman

Voices of Experience
New volunteer last September
Three-year veteran volunteer

Getting to_Know_the Students
Guidance Counselor

11:00 a.m. Ten Minute Break
Getting to Know he Field Librarians,

Elementary Librarian
Getting to Know the Volunteer. Coordinators

Library Program Chairman
Getting to Know the Books

Library Volunteer
Questions

12:00 noon Adjourn

IN-THE-SCHOOL LIBRARY TRAINING FOR VOLUNTEERS
(where YOU will be working)

THE FOLLOWING DAY

People:

Books:
Magazines:
equipment:

Schedule:
Communication:

Miscellaneous

Practice:

Check out books

-coordinator and other volunteers, field
librarian, library aide, principal

-types, locations, arrangement
-which ones, where, use
-card catalog, audio visual materials,
flannelgraphs, puppets, library skills
materials

-classes, individual students
-channels, bulletin board, yellow tablet,
intercom

-substitutes, -parking, fire drills,' overdue
books, decorations

--shelving-books, -using card catalog,-,
browsing
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October 12

October 14

October

October

Qctober

October

4

TRAINING FOR VOLUNTEER TUTORS

- Background of Program
4. Overview of Training Program
- Guidelines for Tutors
- Panel "The Tutor in the School"

What Do We Do When We Read?
Manuscript Writing

19 - Using Children's Experiences and
in Reading

Interests

Sharing Books that Extend Experience
I

21 - Helping Student* With Words They Don't Know
tieveloUng Word Meaning

26 - Developing Understanding of What Is
Read: Demonstration
Books Worth Reading

28 - Noting Pugil Progress
Extending the Tutoring Effort

P7
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SESSION ONE

SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS

TRAINING SESSIONS

(READING TUTORIAL)

I. Overview of the Volunteer Program

A. Bdsic hiloso h of the Volunteer Pro am

1. Purpose of the program
FF

2. Role of the Volunteer

3. Attitude of the Volunteer

B. Administrative Procedures

1. As'signment of Volunteer

2. Hour; Volunteer will work

3. School schedules and regulations
PRESENTED BY STAFF

4. Location and availability of curriculum OF
VOLUNTEER SERVICESmaterials

S. Record keepingAy the Volunteer

6. Relationship with Volunteer Chairman

7. Relationship with School Personnel

C. Curriculum Areas

1. 1Aanguage Arts,

2. M4thematics

II, Basic Principlesof the Language Arts Program

A. Objectives-of the Language Arts Program

40

B. Sequence of Language Development

1. Listenint

2. Speaking,-

3. Reading

4. Writing

C. Nature of the Reader

D. treason for Reading Difficulties'

E. An Adventurein First Grade Reading
18

"FILM MAY ALSO BE SHOWN

2 5 5 -



SESSION TWO

I. SUGGESTED APPROACHES TO READING. FOR VOLUNTEER'S USE

A. Working with Reading Material in Books

1. Discuss areas to be covered

a. Readiness

b. Guided silent reading with comprehension check

(Explain varied types of questions which may be

used to check comprehension)

(1) Factual -answer is directly stated

(2) Inferential -answer is implied or inferred? can child put
facts together and come up with a conclusion?

(3) Vocabulary

(4) Experiental

c. Re-reading -silent and/or oral (with a purpose)

d. Skill development and practice (games, puzzles, workbooks,
etc.) -show child how to do something he doesn't know how

to do (practice of skill through an enjoyable method)

e. Enrichment activities - follow-up

(1) Added ideas and information about the topic

(2) Literature -classic and contemporary

2. Workshop (Use workshop material in kit)

a. Use reading selections for discussion and illustration of
varied type questions

b. Have Volunteers practice working with reading materials

B. Using. Children's Language as Reading Material
(Lanpage Experience. Approach)

1. Distuss a picture, object, film, book, TV program, etc.

2. Record student's ideas about the experience in one of the

following ways:
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a. List

b. Sentence

c. Paragraph

d. Outline

3. Use recorded ideas for reading

Examples:

a. Have child read the selection line by line. If neces-

sary, read each line to the child first; then let child

read it after you. ProCeed until the selection is fine

ished.

b. Ask questions about the selection

c. Make flash card; of the words in the selection

d. Use the flash cards for games and activities

I. CURRENT APPROACHES TO THE TEACHING OF READING

(Optional. This material may be discussed if questions are asked.

Give a brief description of each method illustrating the distin-

guishing characteristics. Transparencies illustrating them are

available.)

A. Linguistics

B. Programmed Reading

C, I. T. A. (Initial Teaching Alphabet)

D. Words in Color

710



SESSION THREE Meeting the Student: Continued Reading Help

"'
Reading Help, in Skills Areas

A. Alphabet Study - activities for learning and strengthening

knowledge of letters of the alphabet

B. Signt Vocabulary - activities for stimulating and reenfOrcing

,loarning of basic sight words

C. Mord Recognition - activities and games to strengthen ability

I.

in

1. Use of picture clues

one word label phrase label
balloon balloon

2. Use of context clues

John went fishing in the

(Let volunteers suggest appropriate words.)

Show how phonics would help children decide which word is

correct.

3. Use of Context and Phonics

John went fishing in the s

John went fishing in the s m.

John went fishing in the str m.

4. Phonics - (Use phonics booklet and phonetic analysis skill

sheet in Kit)

Illustrate how to teach sound using concrete objects, pictures

and follow -up activities, including games
%0

and/or puzzles

S. Structural analysis - (Refer to items on structural analysis

skills sheet) Illustrate

258
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D. Comprehension skills - refer briefly to sheet on comprehension

in kit

E. Study skills

Discuss important activities to strengthen basic skills needed

F. Appreciation skills

II. Getting Acquainted with. Pupil

A. Introduction

B. Determining interests aid talents

C. Determining skills and abilities (use

1. Alphabet Check.

2. Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary List

3. Phonics Inventory

Interest Inventory)

4. Oral Reading Check make note of difficulties

III. Demonstration with chitd (if possible)

259
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S

SESSION FOUR IN-SERVICE

(to be held about four to six weeks after volunteer has begun working with

children)

I. Sharing Experiences of Volunteer Service

A. Expejiences with pupils

B. Experiences with staff

II. Question and Answer Period

A. Discussion of pupil's specific needs

B. Presentation of suggested techniques for meeting individual

needs

III. Presentation of Informal Materials for Volunteers' Use

A. Discussion

B. Examination oE materials by voliint6ers

1. Games and puzzles

2. Books

3. Magazines, etc.

260
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SAMPLE OUTLINES OF SKILLS TRAINING COURSES

Clerical Skills

Purpose
To prepare volunteers to perform clerical
tasks needed to assist school personnel.

Goal
To identify speaific tasks that could be

performed by volunteers and, to then develop

a set of simple and concise instructions for

completing these tasks.

Objectives
-To review the range of clerical jobs required

of scllool personnel, stressing that the

teacher freed from many clerical duties has

more time to devote to teaching children.

-To teach volunteers who possess clerical

skills and interests specific tasks which

they can perform to assist school personnel

(i.e., forms volunteers could type, format

far materials volunteers could type).

-To instruct volunteers in the use of office

machines (mimeograph, ditto, overhead

projector, etc.)
-To provide practice reinforcement for newly

learned skills.

Materials to Incltfde in Session *

.biscussion of teacher/administrator clerical

duties.
-Discussion of clerical jobs volunteers can do.

-General explanation of standard forms (format) -

perhaps the overhead projector would work well

in this presentation.
-General explanation of filing technique.

-General explanation of grading technique.

..General explanation of recording technique.

-Appropriate worksheets for practice session.

-Office machiqes provided for practice sessions.
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holdis"
Purpose
To identify the classroom needs and uses
for audio-visual equipment.

Goal
To ,prepare volunteers to operate audio-visual
equipment for use in classroom projects.

Objectives
-To discuss situations in which a volunteer
could ass/Let by operating audio-visual equip-

* ment.
-To explain the uses for various pipes of
equipment.
-,To instruct volunteers in the use and care
of specific kinds of audio-visual equipment.

provide practice reinforcement for newly
learned skills.

Materials to Include in Session
(to be developed by trainer)

Artistic Contributions (Elementary)

Purpose
To establish the basic philosophy of elementary
art and to identify classroom-needs for art
assistance.

Goal
To familiarize volunteers with art materials
available to elementary children and to
demonstrate the uses of these materials.

Objectives
.-To help volunteers to be comfortable working
with elementary art projects.,
-To share several examples of stimulating
art projects with which volunteers could
assist.

-To provide, practice for reinforcement of
newly learned skills.

Materials to Include in Session
Ito be developed by trainer)
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Or. NMI** Staats; Assistant to the Superintendent in charge of Staff ,
Development/Humin Relations, has invited all school volunteers to participate
in two spatial training aodule$ developed in cooperation with the WW1,
Memorial institute.

*on* anus OFFERED ARE***

Understanding and knowing ones-
self is as prerequisite to working
with people and sharing with
children. This 'module provides
a format for reflecting on ones
own self concept in relation to
the role Of the volunteer.

HuriAtituric &mom Systtra

This& prognmspromides participants
with the basic characteristics of
a humanistic school system-and how

volunteers can contribute to the
learning experience of the whole

Child.

To Complete one module requires attendance at two sessions. Each session will

be three hours long. If you are interested in signing up for one or both of

these training sessions, please fill in the fore below and return IMMEDIATELY

to the Volunteer Services Office. The training modnlos will be offered in Nerds;

If you ant to attend these sessions, we will contact you concerning the exact -

time, place and assigmsent.

Pleas. detach this form and return to: Volunteer Services
Columbus Public Schools
270 test State Street 4321S

I AM AM MOT INTERESTED IN RECEIVING THE HUMAN RELATIONS TRAINING

I AN INTERESTED IN RING ASSIGNED TO: THE IRMANISTIC SCHOOL SYSTEM MODULE

THE SELF CONCEPT moms

I PREFER TAKING THE TRAINING IN THE HORNING ,AFTERIODON EVENING

I PREFER TAKING THE TRAINING ON MON TUES WED THUM PRI SAT

.

NAND AMISS

"UMW
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APPENDIX G

SAMPLE EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

Table of Contents

Volunteer Handbook G1
Teacher Handbook G8
Principal Handbook G15
Interviewers Handbook G22
School Directory for Volunteers G28



HANDBOOKS

Personal Handbooks for volunteers
have been printed on heavy
8 1/2 x 11" colored paper. These
Handbooks have been off-center
folded to create a tab indexing
of materials included. Following
are examples of Handbook materials:
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WHAT DO VOLUNTEERS DO?

Itelaritelort provide many valuable servkes to the schools. Exactly what they do, depends on the school in which

sr serve and their particuloi volunteer assignment. For example, volunteer activities ma be totally child gen-

wed in schools which have aid teacher aides providing classroom% assistance. In schools without aides, volunteer

activities may involve both instructional we* with students and classroom assistance in supervision and preparation.

In all caw, however, activities are directed by the teacher or supervisor in charge.

VOLUNTEERS HELP WITH INSTRUCTION

They help individual students or
small groups of students with
their school work.

-.They share experiences or special
knowledge with students

- --They assist with special program
or club activities.

OM.

VOLUNTEER PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
SUPERVISION IN AND OUT OF
THE CLASSROOM

.....They help with playground and
lunchroom supervision.

'---They help young children with
coats and overshoe*.

..They help supervise bus board-
ing and field trips.

4141.: Ns)

VOLUNTEERS PROVIDE SPECIAL SERVICES

They help students with career
guidance, educational motivation
or personal awareness.

They assist the school nurse.

They help in the school library.

VOLUNTEERS PROVIDE CLASSROOM ASSISTANCE

They help to supervise seat work.

They help to prepare instructional
materials needed by the teacher.

They help teachers keep records.

They help with special classroom
programs and activities.

23G
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ucteceoteeet4

to relieve the professional staff of non-teaching duties.

to provide needed extra help for Individual children.

,e' to enrich the experiences of children by using- community
rifelift*S.,

to Mudd bettor understanding of school problems among mere -

bets of the community.

to stimulate wldesproad tenurunity support for education.

aftv frieteciceedieed-7

Just a desire to help and a tuberculosis clearance. Volun-
teers are required to have either an x-ray exami-
nation or Intradermal test and be found free of active
tuberculosis at least once each year.

_cot& tine.
011101M 1411.

e41 ea, a ge4e 6e a toeceateft?

Electing to become a school volunteer is an Important commitmenta commitment you have, undertaken be-

cause you are interested in your community and in the education of young people and because you realize that

class rooms are composed of Individual kids who often need the extra help and caring that can only come from

personal attention. In short, you hav seen a need In our schools and have decided to offer your time and talents

to help Columbus children learn and grow.

cuaae cea e geed? G3
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Yea_ato new part of a tamer picture. The betty at saw footuntetis erreicnes Dereme me onnwommus -wr rrat

Calumbas Public Schooltyou are part of a nati onal organisatiin. You will belong to a school and he a valuable

member of the educational foam of adarinistratots, teachers, veluntsers and students working together. The whet-

ter% can never replace the teachrer but the support the volunteer offers through the direction and super/Won of COP

Ofkat pommel can add depth and dirroonelen to learning adivities.

Productive, satisfying volunteer estiletienct depends primarily upon wowed very basic C's of velum.

toorine.

ATTITUDE.

via 400* five*

SELONGING

COMMUNICATION

DEPENDASILITY

Be sincere, friendly, open. yourself. Bring your talents and your caring to school to share.

Take affront:ago of training offered so that as you are serving as a volunteer, you can loam

and grew. Welton* supervision and accept the tufo* of the schools in which you sorvo.our

goal Is to assist-whore we aro needed net to rearganizo the total educational system.

:" lne-}

You will belong to the school is which you serve and to the children that you come to know.

As a port of the school educational team, you will learn much about the school, teachers and

students. Keep confidontial information that should WI kept confidential.

In your school volunteer work, deal voth others as indivkluals. Remember that you are a vital

link between the community and the school. Act as a supporter and Interpreter of the school

vokantoor program in your community'.

Although the fob is voluntary, the roMmilment is professional. Responsibility is essential. If

you cannot be at the school during your scheduled time, it is your duty to notify the proper

.penmen.

G4
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Re a friend. The essence of friendship is the practice of truthfulness.

Don't expect studinti to show appreciation for your effort before you have become a friend.

Admit your mistakes. It provides a chance for students to becoMe your teachers or an opportunity for all of you
te learn togethil, both of which are important academically and personally.

Sense the pace of the person you're working with. Allow *Milking time.

Show respect. Recognize feelings. Understand and accept tharlstudents in terms of their own backgrounds, values,,
manners, vocabulary, and aspirations. They may be different.

Leave the technical job of teaching to, the teacher.

Students who want attention, deserve it. Watch for ways to give positive attention.

-Vold- ant') POP .*

4,,,6114e au dame, 'eeftd Alt dtece e alce ceoeeeatfeetev?
wt. Tell the student something about yourself and your family. Share experiences that may interest him.

2. Call the student by name at each opportunity.

3. Listen attentively to the student.

4. Start where the student is successful in the, subject matter and proceed slowly into what he needs to learn.

ills 5. Mace the student for even the smallest success.

6. Observe the total student and carefully watch his responses as you work.

7. Emphasize the importance of following directions.

11. A major goal is working with a student' is to cause him to focus attention- on the task at hand.

9. Remember that each session is also a language experience with speaking, listening, reading, and writing.

10. The volunteer should leave the technical lob of teaching to the teacher. Tho' value of the volunteer is to provide

positive relationship with the child, to give individualized assistance and to enrich the student's experiences.

a. A volunteer can improve human relationships. The student may need an accepting relationship.

b. A volunteer can bring new exporiences for a student to share. You can enrich the experiences of the student

by building on his interests and develnoinq new and troatiJo nntonnifing fro ftvrirml his Itnlynne

alga e detv? * 269
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(Back Cover)

RECOGNIZING the VALUE of EACH CHILD

as a

UNIQUE and INDIVIDUAL HUMAN BEING

I RESOLVE

To GUIDE without FORCING,

TEACH without BELITTLING,

ENCOURAGE without PUSHING;
To ACCEPT without JUDGING,

SUPPORT without SMOTHERING,

LOVE without SETTING CONDITIONS;
To free each child to be the self

God created him to be.

volunteer services management system project
columbus city school istrict

funded by
ohio department of education

title III, esea
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HANDBOOKS

Personal Handbooks for teachers
have been printed on heavy
8 1/2 x 11" colored paper. These
Handbooks have been off-center
folded to create a tab indexing
of materials included. Following
are examples of Handbook materials:

---15A111kW111-

TEIHEJJ
171.1411DL00IK

.coit.or '.01#* drizit.44 ?
.Aow.demiwor
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WHAT DO VOLUNTEERS DO?

Volunteers provide many valuable services to the schools. Exactly what they do,
depends on the school in which they serve and their particular volunteer assignment.
For example, volunteer 'activities may be totally child centered in schools which have
paid teacher aides providing classroom assistance. In schools without aides, volun-
teer activites may involve both instructional work with students and classroom as-
sistance in supervision and preparation. In all cases, however, volunteer activities
are directed by the teacher or supervisor in charge.

VOLUNTEERS HELP WITH INSTRUCTION

-They help individual students or
small groups of students with I
their school work.
-They share experiences or special
knowledge with students.

-They assist with special program
or club activities.

VOLUNTEER PROVIDE ADDITIONAL
SUPERVISION IN AND OUT OF

E's CLASSROOM

-They help with playground and
lunchroom supervision.
-They help young children with
coats and overshoes.
-They help supervise bus board-
ing and field trips.

LO kat CLO4 1) 0 ttotatr..5 c co ?
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VdtUNtaRS-PROVIDE SPECIAL SERVICES

-They help students with career
guidance, educational motivation
or personal awareness.
-They assist the schbol nurse.
-They help in the school library.

VOLUNTEERS PROVIDE CLASSROOM ASSISTANC

-They help to supervise seat work.
-They help to prepare instructional
materials needed by the teacher.
-They help teachers keep records.
-They help with special classroom
programs and activities.



tok3 V 0 I urasers ?
-to provide needed extra help for individual children

41111 /014.-

-to assist the professional staff with non-teaching duties

-to enrich the experiences of children by using community resources

u.

4.*

`..to build better understanding of school problems among members of the community.

-to stimulate widespread community support for education.

FLOW CLO t9 60/ thaitk
N.)

Praise and other forms of re-
cognition are part of the
volunteer's "pay". Be lavish! .

Gifts of time and service may also
be repaid through the volunteer's,
own sense of achievement. Make
sure he or she succeeds.

Discover and use your volunte
particular talents.

t ht.)

re00A,S1bIlifie8
Electing to use the service; of a school volunteer is an exciting decision -
a commitment you have undertaken because you are interested in providing the
children in your classroom with personalized and enriched school experiences.
In requesting a volunteer, you are inviting another person to become a part
of your effort to help children learn.

To realize the maximum results from using volunteer assistance, however, re-
quires your involvement and an investment of your time, You will want to
provide meaningful classroom training for your volunteer. You will need to
participate in some staff orientation and training to learn to most effec-
tively use the services of a volunteer. You will want to,plan some time for
familiarizing your volunteer with the facilities in your building and for
introducing your volunteer to other teachers who work in rooms near yours.

It is also important for you to recognize the efforts of your volunteer and
for you to participate in evaluation activities directed toward constantly
upgrading the volunteer services you receive.

lext± cto r
GiO
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To nest effectively use the volunteer's time, there must-be planning between theteacher and volunteer. This need not be a lengthy planning session. After thevolunteer becomes familiar with the techniques used to teach skills, the teacherneed only to identify areas or skills the volunteer should stress in working withthe students.

Perhaps a folder could be kept on each,child or group working with a volunteer.A work sheet could iw used in directi the Volunteer's work with students sothat she can be aware of the needs of e 'child and the methods used to meetthese needs.

Name of Group
Date

Teacher

Skill Needing Work:

elimegoa ilmato

Time

Suggested Materials and Techniques:.

Techniques and Materials Used:

Rem ks: (Volunteer Observations)



- A+ time to talk with the volunteer is important. Explain-*

ing to the volunteer the activities you have planned

along with the procedures and materials you will use

help your assistant to understand her role in what is

occurring in the classroom.

2. - In addition too making the volunteer part of your pre-

planning, your guidance and supervision of-the volun-

teer as she carries out her duties can provide valuable

direction which will enable the volunteer to grow and

improve in her 'service. If you and your volunteer are

both acquainted with the materials and training services

3.

available through the VSO, you can guide and encourage

your volunteer to seek the knowledge that will help her.
. ..:-

0 1111= =00 CIO CL Like.
- Introduce your volunteer to the class and help your

students learn to'iork'with-the vorunteer. Explain to

them that volunteers are people who are coming to

the classroom to help them.

Your-volunteer wants the chance to work with you and

become a part of your classroom. The knowledge that

you appreciate the h elp she offers is all the reward

the volunteer needs.

4

4.
.10\1'

A simple "thank you" when the volunteer is finished for the day or

v
_

an
.

explanation of the progress that students have made can mean the dif-

ference between a-happy volunteer and one who may lose interest.

School volunteers can help to make a difference to many people:

the individual child, his family, the teacher, and the community. The

benefits are endless -- the success of your personal volunteer experience

AJOULS 1.112. is as limitless as the human energy and creativity that controls it.

o
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.11.pggIAL ARRANGEMWTSARE.tECESSARY...

yxi are not going to need your volunteer
av for regular tine, tell her or the coor-
dinator as soon as,possible so other plans
Can b4 made.

IF YOU ARE UNHAPPY,

Using the services of a volunteer should
be rewarding. It should be a fun, happy
experience. If something is not quite
`right, talk things over with someone on
your school team right away.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS

The Volunteer Services Office suggests three places
station regularly:

-Meetings of teachers and coordinatorS at each school...or from your
volunteer.

-Periodic classes or workshops on a specific topiecsOch as reading,
behavior modification, using audio visual equipment or one-to-one

II" tutoring.
-The monthly volunteer newsletter.

Feel free to calf the Volunteer Services Office'or ask your school team
for any help we can give in between times.

to get more infer-

- .I 41.111110w

Some Possibilities

10

Some teachers have asked for suggestions of what a volunteer might do in the classroom.
This may be used as a guide for selecting tasks for your volunteer

TEACHER

I. Correct test papers.
2. Work with arithmetic group.
3. Grade papers.
4. Work with language group.
S. Work with reading group.

6. Lead children in action songs.
7. Give new arithmetic assignments

and demonstrate problems on
the board.

8. Give spelling test.
9. Work with readers needing additional help.
10. Work*withanother small group.
11. Circulate in room helping rndivi-

dualswith fractions.
12. Work with small group in arith-

metic.
13. Take group out for Physical Edu-

cation.
14. Take small group for board work.
IS. Work with a class on equations.
16. Prepare for music lessons.
17. SuperVise free reading time.
18. Work with another reodioo Immo.

lotik4 CAA kap ?
"77
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VOLUNTEER

1. Check workbooks.
2. Drill another on multiplication..
3. File materials in folders for

parent-teacher conferences.
4. Work with another group.
S. Mork with others on seat work.
6. Sit on rug and sing with studchts.
7. Help individuals at their seats,

answer questions.
8. Correct paper.
9. Give spelling test.
10. Play word game with another group.
11. Volunteer does the same.

12. Take top group in back of room for
division review.

13. Put next assignment on board and
correct spelling tests.

14. Take large group to library for books.
15. Prepare materials for next class.
16. Write reading lesson on board.
17. Drill group with flash cards.
18. Return math papers and go over them
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RECOGNIZING the VALUE of EACH CHILD

as a

UNIQUE and INDIVIDUAL HUMAN BEING

I RESOLVE

To GUIDE without FORCING,

TEACH without BELITTLING,

ENCOURAGE without PUSHING;
To ACCEPT without JUDGING,

SUPPORT without SMOTHERING,

LOVE without SETTING CONDITIONS;
To free each. child to be the self

God created him to be.

1.1

volunteer services management system project
columbus city school district

funded by
ohio department of education

title III, esea
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4.

FOREWORD

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR'S

HANDBOOK

I

The use of school volunteers is not a new idea,, but
the concept of organized, coordinated volunteerism
is. The full potential of volunteer, services cin be
achieved only by a carefully planned building volunteer
program which meets the needs of administrator"s,
teachers, and students in the individual school
buildings and which organizes and coordinates
volunteer activities to respond efficiently to
identified needs in that school building.

279
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COMENDATION OF VOLUNTEERS

WHEREAS, .the. Cotusibu6 Public Schoota have Found beneSiciat ova, a pvtiod, o6
many yaws #o atitize the Amvice6 o votunteertA, eApeciatty thoise ptovidediv
merberts o6 Paitent-Teacha A640c2xtti.Ort; and

WHEREAS, the Volunteer. Se&vLee4 PIwgMm oic the CotumbuA PubLic Schoota wab
iouriatty eatailti4hed in 1969 in xe4ponae to the A.ec,onotendation o6 the Juni.on.
League and the Nati.onat Council of Jetviah Women that a cera)tatized oatce be
atated unda the teadaahip o6 AU. %laced White, of the Departtment o4 Human
Retationa; and

WEREAS, Amid VoLunteek SavittA Pkogum haA gown Ateadity in Accept and Atatute
undet the inspixed teademhip of M44. White; and

WHEREAS, the genetraity, understanding, 6kitt4, and tateittA o6 Achoot votunteem
have bought a new dimenzion tr education in the CotumbuA Pubtic Sehoots; and

WHEREAS, the unique educationat,and paaonat needs 66 many Atudents can be met
may by votuntevuu and

WHEREAS, Atudenta atao benegt Snom votinteeitA who peiL6olon when v i taC motes Lit

etawtoons and libltanieds and who plovide monitoeimt, tutoniat, and 6pec,i4t

itltViZe6 w th,i t Achoots; and

WHEREAS, the AUCte.64 of the VaunteeA SaviceA Pogum L6 dependent upon COM.6-

attitride and coopaation the pognam could not exiAt;
cientiou.4 Achoot adntiniAtiLatou and mems4koom teacheius, without whose supportive

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the CotwnbuA Board o6 Education apneAA
commendation and deep appteciation to Aciwot votuntema, to Nu. Foncea Glh.i to
and ha Steering Comittee, and to Achoot admin.atitatou and teachers, aeC of
whom have ptayed ementimt /totes in estabt24hing and maintain' big the Votuntea
SeAvice Program of the Cotumbu4 Pubtic Schooto.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the sentiments expiteAaed he mein be Aptead upon the

minute4 06 the CotumbuA Board o6- Educatimr ,and communicated to ate vausteeius,

SAILA., agate, membeia o6 hex Steering Committee, Achoot adminiAtitaton.a, and teachem
Lit an appopftiate manna.
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WHAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED PRIOR TO PLANNING A VOLUNTEER
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IN YOUR SCHOOL?

A. Before a meaningful volunteer assistance program can be
planned for an individual building, three very basic
considerations should be addressed:

1. The principal and *Chop' staff should establish
specific needs for volunteers.

2. The principal and school staff need to make provisions
for the creation of a positive school atmosphere for
using volunteers.

3. The principal and school staff need to make sure
there is a place in the school schedule and school
building for efficiently using/volunteer assistance.

Q. WHAT ARE SOME BASIC REASONS FOR SEEKING VOLUNTEER ASSISTANCE?

A.- In general the purpose for using volunteer services is to
fulfill the following:

1. To assist teachers in providing more individualization
and enrichment of instruction to their classes.

2. To encourage the development of meaningful-and personal
adult/student relationships which are not possible in
a regular classroom situation.

3. To increase children's motivation for learning.

4. To provide an opportunity for interested community
members to-participate effectively in the school's

programs.

To strengthen school-community relations through
positive volunteer participation.

WHAT ARE THE QUALIFICATIONS OF A GOOD SCHOOL VOLUNTEER?

A. In general the qualifications of an effective school
volunteer are as follows:

A deep dedication to fulfill all the obligations of
the position.

017
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Positive attitude, interest, and enthusiasm to work
with children.
Ability to work cooperatively with school personnel.
Adequate communication skills.
Good health and moral character.
Flexibility of skills.
Regularity of attendance.

WHAT CAN VOLUNTEERS DO?

A. Volunteers can provide services in the areas of instruction,
classroom assistance, special services, and monitoring
activities.

Examples of volunteer instructional assistance:

A. Assisting with one-to-one help for individual students.

2. Sharing experiences or expertise in .a subject area
with students.

3. Reading stories to a class or group of children.

Examples of volunteer classroom assistance:

4. Assisting with classroom chores such as supervising
seat work or helping with inventories of books and
supplies.

5. Preparing instructional materials requested by staff
including setting up classroom materials (science
table, etc.) or compiling a picture file for classroom
use.

6. PrOviding clerical assistance requested by the staff
including alphabetizing, filing, typing and duplicating
materials or keeping records of books students have
read.

7. Assisting with classroom enrichment or special events
such as assisting with homeroom programs and activities
or assisting with bus boarding, field trips, neighbor-
hood walks, etc.

Examples of volunteer special services:

8. Assisting with library operation during the'school

G18
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day, during the-lunch hour or before or after school.

Assisting the school nurse in providing the school
with a continually supervised health room.

Examples of volunteer monitoring activities:

10. Assisting with playground activities.

11. Assisting with supervision of special projects
(helping students with art aprons, mixing paints, etc.)

Examples of areas in which volunteers may not accept
responsibility:

1. Taking charge of a teacher's class.

2. Transporting children without prior parental consent.

3. Administering medicine or first aid.

4. Serving food in lunchrooms.

5. Having access to privileged information (ex. Psycho-

logical Clinic or Visiting Teacher Reports).

0. WHAT ARE THE PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING A BUILDING

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM?

A. The4Vcaunteer Services Office provides assistance and
materials to the individual schools related to

1) an investigation of the need for volunteer assistance,

2) presentation of a plan for a meaningful building

volunteer program,

3) the assimilation of school volunteers including models

for recruitment, placement, orientation and training,

4) provisions for evaluation, review and revision of

the established program.

(Specific building plan materials are available upon

N request from the Volunteer Services Office.)

G19
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WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PRINCIPAL IN
ESTABLISHING-A BUILDING VOLUNTEER PROGRAM?

A. It is the principal$s responsibility to assess and
compile

1) the needs of staff in the school which can be
serviced by volunteers,

2) the interest on the part of the staff for instituting
an organized volunteer assistance program

3) the climate of the school neighborhood for insti-
tuting a volunteer program.

Additional areas for principal consideration include
the following:

1. Decision, after careful assessment, as to whether it
appears worthwhile to develop a building volunteer
program.

Designation of a staff member to fill the role of
School Resource Person. (The principal may reserve
this role for himself.)

3. Designation of a volunteer to fill the role of school
volunteer chairman.

4. Consultation with appropriate representatives of the
Volunteer Services Office of the Colunibus Public
Schools and selected staff and community members to
design a volunteer nrogram which meets building needs.

5. Cooperation with the appropriate representatives of
the Volunteer Services Office of the Columbus Public
Schools and the school staff and volunteers in
managing the component parts of a working volunteer
program (recruitment, placement,, orientation, training

and evaluation).
,0,41$

6. Participaiion in Atly Volunteer SerVices Office
evaluation of volunteer personnel, programs and pro-
cedures.

4%)

7. Based on school data provided by the Volunteer Services

Office, determination of revisions needed forkindividual
school volunteer program.

284
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134, Termination of the participation of a volunteer
_worker when it is deemed necessary.

IF A SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM HAS ALREADY BEEN ESTABLISHED,

MHAT STEPS COULD BE TAKEN TO COORDINATE THE EXISTING

PROGRAMS WITH THE VOLUNTEER SERVICES EFFORT?

A. THE FIRST STEP HAS ALREADY BEEN TAKEN --- by becoming
familiar with the recommendations, procedures and policies
presented in this School Administrator's Handbook.

1. Inform the Volunteer Services Office of your program
with some specifics.

2. Be certain to register your volunteers with the
Volunteer Services Office so that they can be included
in system-wide and city-wide activities.

3. Feel free to call on the Volunteer Services Office
for any resource which it may pr6vide.

Q. IF I WANT MORE DETAILED INFORMATION CONCERNING THE PLANNING

OF A BUILDING VOLUNTEER PROGRAM OR IF I WANT TO BEGIN TO

PLAN A VOLUNTEER PROGRAM FOR MY SCHOOL, !HAT SHOULD I DO?

A. The materials presented in this guide are naturally some-
what abbreviated. If you want to examine the entire
package for planning and implementing A school volunteer
program or if you wish to begin to plan a volunteer program
in your school, please contact Mrs. Frances White of the
Volunteer Services Office at 225-2664 or Mrs. Linda
Helgerson of the Volunteer Management System at 444-2113.
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INTERVIEWERS

HANDBOOK
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HANDBOOK FOR

INTERVIEWERS OF VOLUNTEERS

The purpose of this handbook is to provide the interviewer
with the techniques and skills necessary to conduct a
worthwhile personal interview of the potential volunteer.

The objectives for training of interviewers are:

4710 convey the importance of the personal
interviews and its relationship within the
total operation of"the Volunteer Services
System.

-To convey the importance of the personal
intervi s and its effect upon the correct
placement of volunteers in volunteer programs.

-To provide techniques and inforMation to the

interviewers to assure their success in
interviewing potent4 ial volunteers.

-To develop interview skills through active
,participation in planned training activities.

To develop a training session that meets
the needs of those being trained.

The interviewing process.has two purposes: The interviewer
needs to learn as much about the potential volunteer's
skills, abilities, interests and tackground as possible.
The interviewee will want to know as much about the
volunteer opportunities available as possible.

1) The Interviewer should understand himself:
-Be aware of his opinions,, convictions,
preconcepts and attitudes.
-What makes a good and bad first impression

-Education, hairdo's, religion, clothing,
grammar, colors, social status, aggres-
siveness, poise, etc.

-How valid are theee impressions in evaluating
a person's character.
-Be honest in judging self. Do not permit
preconceived opinions or bias to influence
your evaluation of the prospective volunteer

)-Be able to o beyond first impression.



2) A successful interviewer is:
-Able to put others at ease.
-A good listener, sensitive to other individuals..
-Able to communicate well.
-Familiar with philosophy and aims of program.
-Knowledgeable about all available volunteer jobs.
-Able to interest the potential volunteer in serving.
-Perceptive about assessing the best contribution
the particular volunteer can make.

-Friendly, flexible, at ease with people.

3) Persons who interview should:
Establish real rapport with the volunteer.

-Secure information about potential volunteer's
abilities, interests and charabter.
-Give volunteer facts about the aims and functions
of the program.

-Outline specific volunteer job requirements.
-Promote 2otential volunteer's desire to give service.
-Attempt to find an assignment which fills the needs
of the program and the volunteer.
-Be knowledgeable about program, school, per-
sonalities volunteer will work with.

General Principles for an Interview:
-Keep objectives of the interview in mind.
-Know your assignments.
-Be honest with the applicant.
-Make your questions work for you.
-Give volunteer a chance to talk.
-Weigh and evaluate the facts.
-Give the volunteer a decision. ,

-Be sure to show enthusiasm in your voice.
-Be friendly and show interest in the person
being interviewed.

-Donit keep applicant waiting.
-Be certain to take your time. Don't Hurry!

5) Prevarations for the Interview:
-Advance Preparation

-Review the application form
-There are indicators of the
abilities, experiences, background,
responsibilities, time available, etc.

G24
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-Make a list of all additional information
needed or that is unclear
-Know as much as possible about your applicant
before the interview.

-Make appointments well in advance.
-Physical Arranagements

-Provide an adequate setting for the interview
that assures privacy and no interruptions.

-Allow enough time.
-Comfortable room arrangements.

6) Conducting the Interview:
-The interviewer establishes pleasant associations.

-Greeting the applicant into office.
-Greet applicant pleasantly - introduce self
and call applicant by name.

-Put applicant at ease by:
-Offering a chair
-Taking coat
-Offer ng a cup of coffee
-Smil" g

-State how appy you are that the applicant is
consideriniisvolunteer work.

-The interviewer listens ana observes.
-Gestures, postures, spoken words, expressions,
inflections, general behavior are all mean-
ingful communications.

-The interviewer controls the conversation.
-Avoids extended tangents of talking.
-Avoids disturbing topics and harangues.
-The interviewer guides the questions for the
purposes and information needed for the
volunteer program.
-Check to see that the application is complete.
-Share with the applicant material about the
program.

-Brochure
-Verbally

-The interviewer times the interview.
-Do not hurry through, however, 30 minutes should
be long enough.

*
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Following the proper techniques:
-Refrain from take-over.
-Smile during interview.
-Listen carefully - do not anticipate what volunteer
will say or ask.
-Ask open-ended questions.
-Get applicant to talk freely and fully about things
you need to know.
- Be comfortable during pauses - volunteer is thinking.
- Encourage volunteer to ask questions.
-Accentuate the positive.
-Make applicant feel he is needed.
- Be sensitive.
- Describe jobs available.

8) Collecting the necessary data:
-Follow questions in interview schedule carefully.

-List special skills and experiences according to

code listing in office.
- Fill out information on work or volunteer experience.
-Determine preferred volunteer service. Use office
listing of volunteer services for code.

-List areas of great need at time.

Conveying information about volunteer programs:
-Discuss program information.
-Never undersell or oversell job or its requirements.

10) Closing the Interview:
-Se sure you have gotten all needed information,
- Complete interview when you have all the information
you need,
-State how happy you are the applicant is interested.
-Tell interviewee to call if there is any problem
with the placement.
-Ask volunteer to encourage others who may be interested
to call.
-State that the volunteer will be notified as
to placement.
-Express gratitude for interest in the program.
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TECHNIQUES USED IN TRAINING

1) Getting acquainted

a) In order to get to know others in the training
session, play a getting acquainted game..

(1) Trainer arranges chairs in a circle
(2) The trainer asks each trainee to introduce

self to the person on his right --
interchanging names and discussing each
others role in the school volunteer program

(3) After a few minutes the trainer interrupts
the buzz sessions and asks everyone to
introduce the person on his right by one
of the following methods

(a) I am whl I am
I am (name)
I'd like you to meet my friend
(name) who (something about person)

(b) My name is (name)
I like to (

I am happy to introduce (

(c) Many other techniques can be used,
if you have a technique you prefer
use it

2)1 Lecture

a) Method
-Using transparencies
-Using blackboard
-Using easel

b) Listening exercise
-In pairs

-Repeat what partner says
-Paraphrase what partner says

-Watch role play on situation in an
interviewing session

-react

3) Practice session

a) Break into groups of three
-one be interviewee
-one be interviewer
-one be listener

b) Listener react

c) Change roles until everyone has a chance
at each job

4) Question and answer session

2 9 I.
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School Directory

for

Volunteers

This School Directory for Voluntees has
been written to aid the school volunteer
when starting to locate the school assigned.

This Directory can prove to be a valuable
tool.

A WORD OF WELCOME

We are pleased to welcome.you as a volunteer

in the Columbus Public Schools. You offer an

important contribution to the educational

program in the classroom. We hope your

volunteer experience will be pleasant and re-

warding.

Superintendent of Schools
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COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DIRECTORY DATA

1972-73

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Bus Schedule,Columbus Transit Co. - 228-3831

Adult, pav Hil.th School,

546 Buckingham Street 43215 - 228-0050
Mr. Harold Washburn, principal

Travel 1-71, Cleveland Avenue exit, keep right to
Fort Hayes military entrance, turn sharp right.

Travel East Broad Street, north on Cleveland Ave.
to Buckingham, east to Fort Hayes entrance.

Aut. Cleveland Avenue Bus to Buckingham Street.
(5 squares north of Broad Street)

Directions_to Elementary Schoola
Columbus School District

maul, - (school for deaf and hard hearing)
1455 Huy Road, 43224 - 267-3163
Mr. James Card - principal

Travel to`-3388 Karl Rd., turn east on Huy to school, or
Travel to 3311 Cleveland Ave., turn west on Huy to school.

Buss Hamilton-Karl Bus to stop nearest 3388 Karl Rd.

Alija= - 1590 Alpine Drive,-43229 - 888-7030
Mrs. Ruth. Rankin, principal 8:45-11:45 1:00-3:30

Travel Route 161 to Karl Rd. Travel north on Karl Rd.
to Alpine Dr. Alpine Dr. is the first street to cross
Karl Rd. north of 161. Turn east on Alpine Dr., con-
tinue on Alpine Drive past Faircrest Drive to reach
the school.

G29
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TITLE III, E.S.E.A.
VOLUNTEER SERVICES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
COLUMBUS, OHIO CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

OVERVIEW

In 1973, the Volunteer Services Office of the Columbus

Public Schools was awarded a three-year grant by the Department

of Education, State of Ohio, Title III E.S.E.A. Office to design,

develop, implement and install a management System to utilize

large numbers of trained volunteers to meet student needs as

identified by the professional staff.

To provide some basis for judging the significance of

this grant, a brief look at the history of vcOmivecIrs in educa-

tion is relevant.

The role of the volunteer in education has, even within

the past decade, undergone a series of developmental changes:

- Initially, volunteer programs were developed from
concerns voiced by citizens of the community.
These programs were operated4and directed by
volunteers, most of whom were women from the
suburbs. We remember them most fondly as "Ladies
Bountiful."

-Many of these initial programs were so vital and
well-accepted by the professional school staff
that they grew. Lady Bountiful was becoming a
full-time recruiter, trainer and placer of
increasingly larger numbers of volunteers in
growing numbers of schools. These programs
grew and school systems became more amenable
to direct citizen involvement in schools; full-
time personnel was hired to better deliver the
services; and generally speaking volunteers
began to move in increasing numbers from strictly
service roles into policy making positions.

-120 -
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-The next developmental stage is now in the process
of evolving and, for that reason alone, it is
difficult to generalize or validate without the
dimension of time in which to reflect. However,
new things are happening.

Direct and open school-community relations are a
necessity now more than ever before. Costs of
providing a totally comprehensive educational
curricula are prohibitive. Increasing numbers
of community members are very aware that just
passively living within the law is not the operable
definition of "citizen". Becoming involved,
comprehending issues and acting on them are the
70's passwords of citizenship. Most significant,
however, is the metamorphosis of the phrase,
"The Youth of Today are the Citizens of Tomorrow"
to the loaded question of accountability, "Is
Education Preparing Our Children?".

Within this new era, volunteers in education have

acquired a growing significance. In this new arena, the

volunteer is not a "lady" necessarily. She may be a "he", a

student, a senior citizen, a neighborhood parent, a business

leader or the corner grocer. Within this changeover evolve

new -needs on the part of volunteers. They want to be "where

it's at". They must be involved in meaningful efforts in

identifying and solving problems. Coupled with this new

involvement exists the realization that the tremendous social

problems plaguing educational institutions can only be solved

by the personal involvement of citizens willing to assume

responsibility and make decisions.
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Incorporated within this framework, the premise of

the E.S.E.A. Title III Grant was that the Volunteer Services

should provide the mechanism whereby citizens deSiring to

become involved could be linked to schools willing to receive

and needing the services available through volunteer assistance.

The Volunteer Services Office was then designated to become

the meeting ground for the schools and the community to begin

to solve those issues and problems hindering the educational

preparation of youth.

In order to prepare the Office of Volunteer Services

for this role, the primary goal of the Title III Project Staff

has been to establish a management or operational system that

is meaningful and workable at all levels of volunteer services,

that is flexible enough to handle newly assessed needs, that

is generalizable enough to operate despite the volunteer pro-

gram content or school need, that is capable of continuous

expansion and that serves the needs of volunteers, or profes-

sionals using volunteers and, most important, of the students

themselves.

The mission of the Title III staff, then, was to

derlop generalizable process models for implementing volunteer

programs on both city-wide and building levels. To accomplish

9
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this we have called on vast numbers of human resources, both

in the community and in the schools, and have received'not

only great expertise but alsoencouragement. We have tapped

the vast reserves of human resources and have compiled input

and ideas from people involved in the community and in the

schools. We have collected, reviewed and analyzed tremendous

amounts of literature from other volunteer school programs

and from a significant number of the national, state and local

organizations administering programs which utilize volunteers.

We do not pretend that these materials are ours

alone. Building on a great wealth of accumulated knowledge

and experience, we have organized this into a single manual.

Hopefully, this will provide a process model for the coor-

dination of school and community efforts and will result

in a more valuable and realistic education for our youth.
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HOW TO FACE UP TO PROBLEMS

Problem-Solving: is a process by which individualsor groups
define a problem and propose alternative solutions.

Decision-Making: is a process by which individuals or groups
select a solution from a number of alternative solutions and
determine a course of action.

So you have a problem in your volunteer services program --
it won't go away -- You are losing sleep over it? Let's
face up to it

Problems in volunteer services usually fall into two categories:
(1) personality clashes; (2) communication problems.

These problems becomd compounded by emotions that color the
way in which problems are conceived.

Critical Background Factors:

1. When it is desirable for people to accept a decision as
"appropriate" before they implement it, these processes
(problem-solving and decision-making) should be under-
taken by those people affecteipby the problem and its
solution.

2. "Decisions" are made at all levels of the program whether
we realize it or not. Decisions, if made at the "top",
can be ignored, blocked or poorly implemented at lower
levels. These actions are the result of "decisions"
either made intentionally or unintentionally at those
levels. Thus, the need is to involve all levels in the
decision-making process at its inception.

3. Problem-solving is both a rational and an emotional
process. Feelings should be expressed and dealt with
when they are relevant to the process. Conflict must
also be faced and handled creatively if decision-making
is to be successful.

4. Problem-solving and decision-making should be undertaken
in an orderly, step-by-step fashion. It is important
that someone in the group help members to be aware of
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the exact stage of the process they are in and encourage

OD
the particination of all members in each phase. Certain
criteria which must be met by a solution may need to be
established at this point.

First Step

1) Identify the problem by putting the facts away from
emotions involved.

a) What is the actual problem?

(1) Is it a personality clash?

( ) Is it a communication problem?

b) Who are the individuals involved in the problem?

(1) Is it a problem between staff and volunteers?

(2) Is it a problem between volunteers?

c) How long has it existed?

d) Other factors?

Second Step

1) Now that you have identified the problem, let's look at
its background:

a) How did it actually start -- what was the triggering
incident?

b) How has it affected other volunteers?

c) How has it affected staff?

d) Could something have been done earlier to prevent
the problem?

e) How have you handled the problem so far?
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Third Step

1) Tithing is an important factor. The problem should be
faced up to, appraised and solved as rapidly as possible.

a) Should you discuss this problem with other staff or
volunteers? In general, it is better to bring as
few persons as possible into the discussion of the
problem.

b) Is this problem serious enough to bring to the
attention of the staff person in authority? If it
is, present an honest statement of the basic facts.

Fourth Step

1) View the options for solving the problem after identifying
the problem, looking at the background and considering
timing.

a) Where there is only one person involved, consider
the personality of individual and how best to talk
with this person about the problem. Try to see
how this individual views his or her role in the
siutation.

b) When the talk occurs with the individual, be
willing to:

(1) Tactfully present the problem as factually
as possible.

(2) Ask for his or her side of the problem and
listen carefully.

(3) Try to discuss together with the individual
how the problem can be solved (if this is
possible).

(4) Go over alternatives with the individual,
such as a different assignment, or return
to the same assignment with a new under-
standing and consideration.
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(5) If there is need to give more time for
exploration or discussion of the problem
(with the administration or staff), set an
approximate deadline' for a decision with
the individual concerned.

(6) If a decision can be reached in meeting with
the individual, do it as tactfully as possible.

c) Where more than one individual is involved, depending
on the situation, it may help to first meet with
each person on an individual basis using some of the
above points. After meeting with each individual,
it is usually a good idea to bring those concerned
together for a general discussion of the problem.

d) Occasionally, the problem will not involve individual'
personality clashes or communication but may be in
an area involving poor facilities or scheduling of
volunteer activities, etc.

(1) Carefully consider the problem and alternatives
to handling the problem.

(2) Sometimes calling together some or all of the
volunteers in a problem and holding a group
discussion can be very helpful.

(3) If it is necessary to take the problem to the
administration, do your homework well and have
a well-prepared, succinct presentation.

(4) Do not be discouraged if the problems of this
nature are not solved immediately.

(5) Try new approaches if the problem persists with
awareness of the right timing to re-present
the problem.

Always keep in mind that the success of your program depends
on the ability to face up to the problems. Don't be afraid
to do it.



The following Problem-Solving Cycle for Individuals and
Groups is adapted from materials by Mark A. Frohman, Ph.D.,
R. G. Barry Corp.

Problem
Finding

Review the Solution

Select & Implement a Solution

Evaluate the Solutions

Clarify the Goal

Define the Problem

List Possible Solutions



WHY DO VOLUNTEERS DROP GRIT?

Why do so many volunteers drop out? At a VIE regional
workshop, presented in 1971 by the Des Moines Area
Community College's Project Motivate, participants gave
these reasons:

-Poor placement.
-Lack of supervision.
-No guarantee that the volunteer's participation will
be effective.
-Long-range potential of volunteers isn't utilized.
-Opportunities for personal growth could be,,purtailed.
-Time, talent and skills were not utilized in a
useful way.

-Job ladders were not encouraged, i.e., a volunteer
who has done an excellent job should be given the
opportunity of moving up, perhaps becoming a trainer
of other volunteers.

Volunteer retention becomes a major concern of all
volunteer programs. The Des Moines Area Community
College through a workshop sponsored by Project Moti-
vate, compiled a list of reasons as to why volunteers
drop out. This list represents the concerns of many
people who work with volunteers and the concerns of
volunteers themselves.

The Volunteer Services Management System development
team has addressed its efforts to these concerns in
an effort to minimize the volunteer drop out rate as
one means of building a strong, viable volunteer
program.

Poor Placement represents a very real problem and a
valid reason for a volunteer to choose to not continue
his job. The volunteer application form recommended by
the management staff encourages the volunteer to select
a school or an area in which he wishes to work. Each
volunteer applicant will be personally interviewed by
a trained interviewer in an effort to determine what
the potential volunteer wants to give and to receive
from the volunteer experience. From this pre-placement
contact, serious attempts will be made to place vol-
unteers according to their skills, talents and
expectations.
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Lack of Supervision discourages volunteers who need,
direction to perform their duties. The staffing,
volunteer and professional, recommended by the manage-
ment staff offers adequate supervision from the central
office and the school level. Both the teacher anti the
volunteer are provided with adequate communication
channels at the school level. The volunteer can send
and receive messages through the building volunteer
chairman and the teacher can send and receive through
the staff resource person. These communication channels
feed into the area coordinator and on up to the
Volunteer Services Office. In addition to the com-
munication network, which shouldencourage positive
direction and necessary feedback, increased staff, with
adequate job descriptions and proper training, can not
only supervise or monitor volunteer activities but can
also offer and encourage education and training to
improve the level of volunteer supervision.

The third concern which came out of the Des Moines
workshop addressed the problem that there is no
guarantee that the, volunteer's participation will be
effective. Volunteers giving service time naturally
need to feel that their efforts have benefitted children.
The management staff recognizes that it cannot provide
a success "guarantee" but careful teacher training and
thorough task planning coupled with efficient feedback
and evaluation procedures provide data which enables
those individuals and groups participating in volunteer
management to constantly evaluate the effectiveness of
volunteer service and to modify or update tasks and/or
procedures when information received makes change
advisable.

Volunteers need to feel that their full potential is
being utilized in terms of their time, talent and skills
and that their long range or growth potential is pro-
vided for: opportunities for personnel are essential.
The management system developed provides for meaningful
volunteer,'experience in terms of utilizing volunteer
potential in the application form it proposes and the
interview format it advocates. If volunteer time,
talent, skills and aspirations are considered when a
volunteer is placed, the volunteer should be placed in
a climate which not only allows but also encourages
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realization of potential. In addition to thoughtful
and sensitive placement, extensive thought has been
given to providing continuing educational opportunities
for volunteers in many areas ranging from human
relations and child growth for volunteers in many
areas ranging from human relations and child growth
and development to planning bulletin board displays
and operating audio visual equipment. Every effort
will be made to inform volunteer personnel of training
opportunities available tothem through Columbus
community organizations, the Columbus Public Schools
or other educatjonal institutions.

A final concern expressed by volunteers indicated an
interest in the availability of volunteer job ladders.
Many volunteers need to feel that their successes will
lead to increased volunteer responsibilities. Many
opportunities are available to those volunteers with
ability, interest and time. The volunteer building
chairman is responsible for helping to coordinate
building activities, including recruitment; placement,
orientation and training, keeping volunteer service
records and facilitating efficient communication
between the Volunteer Services Office and the volunteers
themselves.

In planning an efficieht and viable volunteer services
management system which benefits school children and
meets the needs of both teachers and vOlunteers, many
concerns have been explored and considered in the
development of the propOsed system in an attempt to
create a plan which works efficiently for all groups
participating in the volunteer services operation.
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POTENTIAL PROBLEMS FACINC A
SCHOOL VOLUNTEER OPERATION

Universal problems that have historically plagued school
volunteer organizations involve the availability of
adequate funds and personnel to operate efficiently.
Educational monies have always been limited and consequently
it has been impossible for school systems to completely

fulfill all legitimate requests for educational services.

It has been difficult to get funds allocated for volunteer
services classified by some as frills or extras.

Volunteer services departments have generally begun as

smill operations often manned by strictly volunteer personnel.

Th y have been privately funded 'or perhaps have operated

totally without funds. The number of involved volunteers
has increased and the services offered have proven to be
valuable educational assets which can be measured in

positive terms. Because of increased student achievement,
improved community/school relationships and actual dollars

and cents service available through using volunteers,
administrative support and financial backing have become

more available.

It remains, however, a continuing struggle for volunteer
services departments to obtain funds and staff to keep

ahead of growing service programs and increasing numbers

of volunteers.

Although the concept of using volunteers in educational

settings has enjoyed widespread acceptance, the attitudes

of community members, school personnel and volunteers

themselves must be-of continual concern to volunteer

,organizations.

Positive inter-system relationships are vital to volunteer

programs. School personnel on all levels need to be aware

of the benefits of using volunteers in school settings and

must want assistance before planning for a volunteer pro-

gram begins. Communication with school personnel is also

important. Volunteer services must maintain open lines

of communication with many different school system

departments, with program supervisors, with school

principals, with classroom teachers and teacher organi-

zations, with the Board of Education, with the PTA and
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many others because the success of many volunteer programs

or services depends upon these groups.

Volunteer services is not limited to one department or one

area. It is involved in some way with almost every facet

of the school operation. With so many groups related to
the volunteer operation, decisions concerning whom to

contact about a new _program or idea or whom to serve when
numbers of volunteers are limited are often required.
Because positive relationships and acceptance are important
considerations, these are often difficult decisions to
make.

Positive community/school relationships are also vital to

volunteer programs. The level of community awareness
concerning the school system's educational goals and the

problems that affect the success of these goals promotes

an understanding of schools and education and encourages
the positive involvement of the citizens of the community.

The school system needs to realistically appraise the

community serviced by the schools. Understanding community
attitudes enables school systems to tailor educational plans

to the community served and to include in this plan realistic

goals for volunteer assistance programs.

The larger picture of community school relationships must
be further supplemented by a study of the individual

neighborhood school/community relationship. This appraisal

is unique to each school and the neighborhood served and

should, therefore, be undertaken locally by those people

involved.

Although effective communication and careful assessment of
attitudes and needs are vital, they alone cannot assure the

success of volunteer programs. Meaningful volunteering

depends upon volunteers. If a needed service involves

activities not readily accepted by volunteers, then the plan

simply will not work. Carefully appraising volunteer needs

and assessing what kind of activities are acceptable and
meaningful to volunteers is imperative.

Relationships and the realistic plans for volunteers which

shoUld result from the understanding of these relationships

affect the community school acceptance of volunteer

assistance programs and in many cases pre-determine their

degree of success. 308
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If acceptance is the first hurdle for volunteer services,
organization and management of large numbers of volunteers
is a second and even higher hurdle. Effective management
obviously requires some system for directing volunteer
operations. Because employing any management system depends
heavily upon volunteer personnel, a system which is simple
and informal would-seem to be most desirable.

Creating a system which is simple and yet affords the
completeness necessary to manage the many volunteers who
are busy accomplishing varied tasks in different settings
and sitatuions becomes a difficult task at best. Management
system developers must be constantly aware of the problem
of creating any management plan which however complete
becomes so complex and sophisticated that it tends to
"scare off" those who 'would be and are the systems life
blood -- the volunteers themselves. The test for any
management system form should be "Is it absolutely necessary
for retrieving, imparting or recording information?".

Identifying needs for volunteer service involves research.
Creating questionnaires which can effectively assess and
prioritize those areas in which volunteer assistance would
be beneficial requires time and expertise. Mailing and
collecting needs assessment questionnaires often involves
significant staff time._ Analyzing data reporting results
and making decisions based on the data involve still more

time for volunteer services personnel. This questioning
process also requires that busy staff members fill out the
appraisal form and this activity again asks for time. In

addition to expertise and time, this very necessary needs

identifying activity requires the expenditure of some funds

for printing and mailing.

Once needs for volunteer assistance have been identified

and prioritized, volunteer service programs which effec-
tively address these ileeds must be created. Program purposes,

goals, measurable objectives and prioritized criteria for
judging program effectiveness must be adoptable to the many

similar yet somewhat varied school situations which will

utilize the services offered. Pre-planning also involves
establishing definite job descriptions for volunteers and

establishing criteria for judging the effectiveness of the

program undertaken.
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Recruitment problems include finding ways to involve groups
or individuals heretofore uninvolved, gearing publicity and
recruitment to many and varied neighborhood audiences and
combating factors such as the general economy which-fluxuates
and affects the whole volunteer picture.

Planning the orientation and training of new volunteers
requires volunteer services personnel to research and list

both site and people resources available and to define
thoroughly the orientation and training responsibilities
of the school volunteer program, the school staff and the

program supervisors. In addition to planning meaningful
orientation and training programs, the volunteer services
organization needs to encourage volunteersAto include these

sessions in their busy schedules and to realize that each
meeting proposed represents a portion of total time a
volunteer has to give.

Providing for eff6ctive monitoring, and appraisal of volunteer
services is essential for keeping track of what is occurring

in the field, for proAdinq continual information related
to needs, and for modifying and upgrading services offered.

Record keeping forms are necessary but busy teachers and
volunteers often have an aversion to them. Accurate volunteer
service records depend upon the willingness of staff and

volunteers to keep and send in apprOpriate descriptions

of volunteer activity.

Appraising volunteer services often presents a dilemma.

On one hand, the need for evaluating effectivenss is

apparent but on the other hand, the fear many people have

of evaluation and their dislike of filling out forms OT

questionnaires makes conducting a meaningful appraisl a

sensitive assignment.

It is also difficult to come up with a pttctical plan for
polling students; questioning a large enough percentage of

students to get meaningful results involves costly and
time-consuming procedures and preparing a questionnaire
for recording. the responses of elementary children is

practically impossible.
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In general, it seems wise to attempt to evaluate services

and not people themselves and to construct questionnaires

which are as short, informal and non-threatening as possible.

Plant for recognition and retention are often slighted

phases in the total planning and implementation of volunteer

services. Both, however, are extremely important to the
continued success of volunteer programs established.
Planned recognition programs can be rewarding for volunteers

but perhaps the most meaningful recognition is the personal

thank you of the teacher and the children served. Sincere

recognition is important but it depends upon the individual

situation and the people involved.

The volunteer services organization can plan system-wide
recognition programs and can encourage building recognition

but it cannot guarantee the real and sincere personal

"thank you" which is so meaningful to volunteers.

Retention of volunteers depends upon a multitude of variables

ranging from job satisfaction and feelings of usefulness to

changes in family situations or the economy to plain human

fickleness. -because the reasons a volunteer drops out are

many, personal and varied, they are difficult to measure,

record or control. Volunteer services must assume that if

the volunteer program is important and needed and the

volunteer has been well placed, that the volunteer will

wish to continue in the program.

Volunteer service organizations can develop a meaningful

gystem for utilizing the services of volunteers; it can

identify needs, pre-plan programs, arrange for the recruit-

ment, placement, orientation and training of volunteers,

provide for the monitoring and appraisal of volunteer

cervices and encourage recognition and retention of volunteers.

It cannot, however, guarantee the quality of interaction

between and among people. This very fact makes volunteer
services somewhat difficult to manage or control but at

the same time, it is the very essence of volunteering: the

human experience of people working with people for a common

goal can create dynamic and vital results.
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